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EDITORIAL

March, 1991
Vol. 4, No. 6

Happy Birthday Namibia
It is with great pride and joy that SAPEM
joins the
Namibian people, and all those who have been supportive
towards this new nation, in celebrating the first
anniversary
of the attainment of national independence on 21 March. The
attainment of national independence is an occasion of

profound historical and political significance. For those who
witnes.sed that eventful evening last year, there could have
been no doubt as to the deep significance of the occasion for
the

people of Namibia in particular. It was a day that had
fought and struggled for, for many decades; thousands
sacrificed their lives in order to give birth to the new nation
been

that is Namibia

today.

It has been to Namibia’s good
nationhood at a time that the

fortune that it came into
apartheid regime was a
declining factor in the sub-region. Indeed Namibian
independence, in part, represented the penultimate victory
against the South African apartheid state, by which time the
latter was now bereft of both energy and political objective
to sustain its scourge of terror and destabilisation.
Only five
years ago, that would have been the logic of the Bothas and
Malans; and under such circumstances, Namibia might have
found herself in a similar predicament to that which
Mozambique had to confront for much of the 1980s. Not that
such a threat is now entirely a remote possibility; white
settlerism dies hard and, as the reports of isolated cases of
attempted sabotage indicate, there will continue to be those
subtle attempts at undermining and compromising the new
state.

In general, however, the former white settlers will have
found that Namibian independence has meant the real peace
and tranquillity in which their fortunes might even abound
in a country in which the blacks still pose no real threat in

the economic and social
stated recently:

spheres. As Prime Minister Geingob

The white population, comprising 5% of the total, plus
1% of the emerging black elite (both in government and
the private sector), have an estimated per capita GDP of

US$16 500; the blacks within the modern activities (about
39%

of the total) have an estimated per capita GDP of
US$750; and the rest — the black population dependent
upon subsistence agriculture and informal activities —

have

an

annual per

capita GDP estimated

at

only

US$35....
As pointed out in an earlier edition of SAPEM (Vol. 3, No.
2, November, 1989), this is a white settler colonial legacy that
afflicts Zimbabwe and awaits South Africa; except that the
pronounced feature of this legacy in the Namibian context is

the extent to which the black Namibians had been left out of
the stream of educational and professional development. For

example, in Zimbabwe, the large group of educated and
provided at least the psychological challenge
against a largely arrogant white society and might possibly
skilled blacks

2

soon

constitute the basis for ihe black control ol the economy.

By comparison, the Namibian black middle class is still so
small, proscribed in quantity and potential by the
peculiarities of that white settler colonial legacy that is now
so well known with
respect to that country.
And it is not only the former white settlers that are revelling
in a virtually uncontested economic and social terrain; there
are those many
foreigners — including Africans from all
over the continent
who are treating Namibia like the
newly-found "bonanza", bent on making a quick buck,
virtually unhindered by a new state too busy and a
population more fascinated than suspicious of this
international interest in its immense resources and potential.
The Namibian government is correct to place emphasis on
the social agenda: education, health, housing, etc. This is
essential if Namibia is to develop the human infrastructure
with which to challenge the social and economic status quo
bequeathed it by colonialism. But, as has been the experience
elsewhere in Africa, the pre-occupation with social
development issues might constitute an ideology, both
concealing the continuity of the economic status quo and
representing a gross incapacity to deal simultaneously with
the economic agenda. With regard to the latter, it has to be
acknowledged that the Namibian state finds itself in perhaps
—

much

more

difficult circumstances than the average

post-independent state in Africa. Yet the effort has to be
made with even greater determination if the pitfalls of the
last thirty years of independence in Africa have to be avoided.
We would like to see emerge a PLAN that seeks to develop a
National Economy, based at least on an aggressive (black)
Namibianisation programme in both public and private
sectors.

In

conclusion, we would like to congratulate the Namibian
people also for their "refreshing approach to nationhood".
Even if only after one year of independence, all indications
are

that the

growing

new

nation has been able to contain within its

diversity of groups and mobilise all into a
national consensus. In the words of Namibia’s Foreign
Minister and one of the key architects of the new Namibia:
process a

We think that Namibia’s independence . . ., the whole
transition process ..., the constitution-making exercise
and the manner in which we were able to integrate the
contradictions and differences... may be injected with a

refreshing approach to nationhood. I am personally
multi-party system. If it is artifidaily imposed, it will die naturally so that in most cases
new

not concerned about the

it would be a nominal system. But in cases were it is the
real multi-party system — where there are two real parties that have got equal chance to inherit State House
every four, five years — I don’t
is a bad thing for Africa.. ..□

necessarily think that it

SAPEM March. 1991

REGIONAL NEWS
SADCC needs US$16 million for
Trade and

T

Industry Projects

HE Southern African
ment Coordination

Develop-

Conference

(SADCC) needs a further
US$16,15 million to finance its industry
and trade development projects, some of
which are aimed at increasing intraregional trade.
A report prepared for the 11th SADCC
annual conference held in the Namibian

dollar, Finance Minister, Dr Otto Her*

dustrial sector describes the increased rates

rigel, has said.
Dr Herrigel told a media briefing that the
cabinet had instructed his ministry to begin
preparations for the introduction of the currency as soon as possible. He said the

as

smaller unit would be the cent and

SADCC had secured

only US$6,53 million and was currendy negotiating for a further US$390 000.

design for one side of the bank notes
would be Namibian eagles.
Zambia bans

end to violence
OLITICAL rivals, Mr Nelson
Mandela and Chief Mangosuthu

I

flict for

political supremacy.
The African National Congress

(ANC)

deputy president, Mr Nelson Mandela and
Chief Buthelezi, president of Inkatha, each
acknowledged the right of the other’s organisation to exist and called on their followers to make peace.

bia has banned

price increases of essential goods in an apparent bid by
USA to win votes at upcoming elections.
polidcal rally in the Copperbelt province
mining town of Luanshya that economic
problems would conbnue to plague Zambia
despite the decision. —^ZIANA-AP

Olympic Games in Barcelona, Spain. The
London-based chairman of the South
African Non-Racial
Mr Sam

I’ve

Olympic Committee,

Ramsamy, said:

Britain to
AMBIA will

Z

give Aid

soon

from Britain

as

get £15 million
part of an aid

package totalling £30 million
promised to give it for the

which London

moves

own

own

currency, to

be

time, will be called the Namibian

Sapem March, 1991

Transport and Communiadons, Mr Nedson
Ngoni, said that the construcdon of the line
the Zambian side
The line has

progressing well.
already been completed on
was

the Malawian side.

Maputo to demand advance
payment of Tariffs for imports
through Beira
OZAMBICAN

M

authorities will, from

rail

April 1,

demand advance payments on

imports coming through the

and

beyond, Zimbabwe’s Minister of
Transport and National Supplies, Mr
Dennis Norman has said.

The National

each month, the NRZ and the Mozambican

railway authority, CFM, would reconcile

REUTER

Z

introduced in about two years’

Secretary for Power,

Permanent

of assistance was aimed at
helping the country improve the effectiveness of its public services as well as supporting priority sectors such as education,
health and agriculture. —ZIANA-

AMBIA’S

currency

AMIBIA’S

year.

the

Business

to introduce

railway line this

would continue

are

struggling industries

threatened with closure fol¬

lowing the rise in bank rates from

34% to 39%.

Namibia

Zambia-Malawi

High Commissioner to Zambia,

British

Mr Peter Hunchcliff, said that

always said this and I'm going

/

million for the construction of the

Railways of Zimbabwe
collecting revenues for
railage destined for the port. At the end of

1990-91 financial year.

repeat tlus again, I cannot rule out

ofSouth Africa taking
part in the Olympics in 1992.

Z

Port of Béira and bound for Zimbabwe

New Bank Rate Threatens

the possibility

AMBIA has set aside about US$2

tariffs for

programme

Meanwhile, it is highly possible that
South Africa will participate in the 1992

Zambia and Malawi Rail Link

on

N defiance of the World Bank, Zam-

and jointly urged their sup-

porters to end South Africa’s bloody con-

to

essential commodities

Buthelezi, met for the first time in

28 years

price increases of

Prime Minister Malimba Masheke told a

ANC and Inkatha heads call for

P

pos-

sible

capital, Windhoek, says the 10-nation
grouping’s trade and industry projects
would cost US$23,07 mUlion, US$22,65
million of it in foreign currency.

a

"retrogressive". — ZIANA-IPS

Although the Bank of Zambia governor,
Jacques Bussieres, said the measures are
aimed at conU'olling the money supply and
to contain the galloping inflation, now officially pegged at 80%, the country’s in-

their bills, Mr Norman said.

Beira Corridor
trade grows

enjoys peace as
under protection

HE Beira Corridor

Group’s
managing director, Mr David
Zausmer, says that since the end
of November last year, the corridor had
enjoyed peace and trade had gone on
without disruption during this period.
Mr Zausmer told ZIANA that although
the redeployment of the Zimbabwe National Army to the corridors had resulted in an
influx of refugees to those areas for protection, this had been a blessing in disguise for
the smooth running of the corridors. —

T

ZIANA
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Namibia’s

Economy a Year After
Independence
Tor Sellström

W

HEN Namibia, after 25 years
of German colonial rule and

75 years

of South African occupation, finally achieved political independence on March 21, 1990, the
democratically elected SWAPO government found itself facing gigantic challenges in the political, economic and social
fields.

Pre-independent Namibia, de facto, had
by Pretoria as a fifth South
African province. In her case, political independence does not only mean transition
from colonial status to sovereignty, but the
enormous task of breaking a vast territory
away from the almost all encompassing
grip of the immediate neighbour and
former ruler. The consequences of this unique situation are everywhere to be seen and
will take years to overcome. Thus, the
Namibian economy is not only integrated
with and dependent upon the South African
economy, but the pre-independence
provincial status has left the new nation
without such vital tools for economic planning as proper population figures, national
been ruled

-

accounts or accurate

statistics.

To this should be added that the former
ruler—now neighbour—was/is apartheid

South Africa who, for the benefit of the
white

minority in that country, had exploited the Namibian economy as a whole
through a web of discriminatory practices,
rules and regulations, while at the same
time subsidising Namibia’s white settler
minority and oppressing the African
majority.The consequences are more than
manifest. Apartheid’s legacy when it comes
to income distribution can, fw example, be
illustrated by the following dimensions,
given by Prime Minister Geinghob at his
Consultative Conference
sues

4

L

in

on

mid-February 1991:

National Is-

(Photo: Afrapix)

Apartheid divided Namibia along ethnic lines: Ovambo mother and child
celebrate independence
The white

population, comprising
5% of the total, plus about 1% of the
emerging black elite (both in government and the private sector), have an
estimated per capita Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) of US$16500; the
blacks within the modern activities

(about 39% of the total) have
timated per

and the

an es-

capita GDP of US$750;
black population

desubsistence agriculture and informal activities — have
an annual per capita GDP estimated
at only US$85.

pendent

rest

—

upon

Before independence, public education
expenditure per pupil by the white administration was R3 200 (in Windhoek)
compared with only R320 in Ovamboland.
At the
for

same

time, Namibia could account

9 000

hospital beds, or an overall
1 000 of the population, comparing favourably with the rest of
sub-Saharan Africa. But, just under half of
some

ratio of 5,6 beds per

the beds were located in Windhoek and two

other white-dominated towns.

Thirdly, apartheid did not only divide
population between white and

Namibia’s

black, but — as in South Africa among the
black

population — along sub-ethnic lines,

creating 11 second-tier authorities, each
Sapem March, 1991

with its

administration, tax-base,
budget etc. At independence, therefwe, the
own

incoming government inhaled an encxmously over-sized "and costly public service, comprising some 55 000 with actual
employment at 57 000, out of a total formal
sector employment of less than 200 000.
Due to its respect of the declared policy of
national reconciliation, the government of
Namibia—while doing away with the ethnic authorities, have, as "a prerequisite for
peace and political stability", retained this
disproportionate number of public servants, with heavy financial consequences.
Thus, the budgeted wage bill for 1990/91
was equivalent to more than 40% of expenditure, i.e. for every R5 spent, R2 went to
wages. In terms of public revenue, R1 out
of every R2 received as tax and non-tax
revenue went to remuneration of quite a
monstrous apartheid-created — and, more
often than not, under-skilled
vice.

—

vis

developed. On the

Bay as part of the new nation. This is,
of course, a most serious issue. In the first

place, Walvis Bay—the only natural deep-

total formal sector

both rehabilitation and

200 000.

Namibia’s tremendous

average annual number of entrants to the
labour market during the period 1975-86.

been South Africa’s refusal to assist the in-

coming government in the setting up of a
viable economy. Elsewhere in Africa—albeit to varying degrees and out of
metropolitan self-interests — former
colonial powers have acknowledged some
degree of moral obligation to render finan-

expansion of
economic potential

within the fisheries’ sector, with prospects
of becoming the prime generator of foreign

exchange, as well as a leading provider of
employment opportunities. Secondly,
"Walvis Bay" is much more than a port.
Thus, South Africa still occupies — with
far-reaching political and economic consequences — the port of Walvis Bay, its
hinterland of some 970 square kilometres
and not less than 13 islands and islets

on

Namibia’s south coast, strategically
situated along the diamond-bearing areas
of the Namib desert and directly connected
to the potential gas-fields outside the port

of Luderitz.
Performance until 1990
The Namibian economy is potentially
of the most jxoductive in sub-Saharan

A fourth factor

Namibia in the

one

Africa, with

exceptionally high level of
capita due to her varied
mineral deposits (diamonds, uranium, cq)per, lead, silver, gold, etc), some of the
world’s richest fishing grounds and a
resources

an

per

climate which supports an extensive livestock industry. This potential was.

cial, technical and administrative support
to their ex-colonies. Not so

gained formal independence on
March 21,1990, i.e. 10 days before the expiry of the financial year 1989/90. South
Africa
which during the 1980s had extended substantial budget grants to
Namibia, mainly in favour of the white administration
now baptised Namibia’s independence by withdrawing all such support for the financial year 1990/91, provdcing a gap in the first independence budget
—

—

over

R200 million. At the

same

time,

Pretoria advanced the claim of some R700
million

corresponding to 13% of GDP
by Namibia in the form of
"fOTeign debt". This is not acknowledged
by the Namibian government, but has
during the first year been serviced to an estimated amount of just below 10% of the
value of exports of goods and services.
Finally, Namibia was bom physically
handicapped since Pretoria, in contravendon of international law and rulings by the
—

as

—

"owed"

United Nations, refused to recognise WalSapem March, 1991
(

employment of close to
(Incidentally, 9 000 was the

With very limited absorptive capacity, it
follows that the unemployment rate in the

Namibian economy

is very high. After independence and upon the return of some 43
000 refugees, it has been estimated at
around 30%.)
As

can

be

seen

in Table I, the Namibian

economy has had a lack-lustre performance
during the years preceding independence.
Actually, beginning in 1980, the economy
fell into a recession that lasted 5 years and
brought GDPdown by 6,8%. Afterrecovering some lost ground during the 3-year
period (1986-88), it once again reached an
almost zero-growth situation in 1989, with
an "expansion" of 0,2%. With an estimated
annual population growth of 3%, GDP per
capita declined without interruption during
the 1980s. Thus, at independence, it was

23% lower than in 1980.
At the time of writing, there are no reliable statistics available on the performance
of the Namibian economy

in 1990, i.e. the
of independence. However,
during the last quarter of 1989 and continu¬
first year

South Africa.

Namibia

of

of independence, it

port on the Namibian coast — is the key to

public ser-

weighing against
independence process has

eve

contributed only some 4,9% of GDP, while
it employed slightly over 9 000 out of a

Ta^e I: Trend of Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost* (R m)
1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1,970
2,540
prices
2,928
3,113
3,767
At 1980 prices
1,347
1,346
1,391
1,432
1,457
Real growth (%) —1,3
—0,1
3,3
3,0
1,7
*
Excluding Walvis Bay.
Source: Ministry of Finance, Statistical/Economic Review, 1990.

4,326

At current

however, only marginally developed under

1,460
0,2

ing into the first 6 months of 1990, the

the South African administration. Until in-

South African economy

dependence, Namibia served mainly as an
exporter of primary products (minerals,
cattle and karakul pelts) to the outside

major recessionary phase. Due to direct
linkages between the two economies via
the Common Monetary Area, this recessionary phase must have had a considerable
negative influence also on the Namibian

worid and to the industrialised centres of

South Africa.

Only a very limited developmanufacturing activities took
place. Low priority was accorded to
upgrading the value of minerals through
ment

of

beneficiation and
the

to food production, with
exception of the meat and dairy in-

dustries. As a result, the manufacturing sector

in the Namibian economy

is under¬

entered into

a

economy.
While real GDP has developed

sluggishly during the 1980s, public consumption
expenditure, however, increased sharply
from 16,5% of GDP in 1980 to 30% in
1985. This ratio fluctuated around 30%

during the second half of the decade. At the
5

1970s

accordance with

declined in the 1980s, both as a
GDP and in real terms. While the

—

ratio to

liament".

it had fallen to 15%, standing at or below
this level during the rest of the decade. This
—

on

largely

Table 2: Gross Domestic Product

—

Agriculture & Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing

under President Nujoma

has chosen a prag-

matic, liberal economic course.
Nationalisation does not form part of its

fact, the Namibian constitution,
unanimously adopted by the Constituent
Assembly on February 9,1990, safeguards
property rights and rules out expropriation
without just compensation. Thus, Article
strategy. In

16 states that:
•

shall have the right in any
part of Namibia to acquire, own and dispose of all forms of immovable and
movable property individually or in association with others and to bequeath
their property to their heirs or legatees";
"all persons

and
•

"the State

ot a

competent body or organ

authorised by

law may expropriate

5,2
3,1
2,5

255,5
153,0
427,3

21,7

Finance & Real

Estate’’

Government

Community Service

41,3

Other Products

64,5

GDP at Factor Cost
Indirect Taxes Less Subsidies
GDP at market

prices
Excluding Walvis Bay
After deduction of financial service

Source:

ment

7,8

2,1
3,3
100,0

1,969,7
142,9
2,112,6

4,3263
6543
4,980,4

%

11.3
29,1

4.9
2,6
1.8

6,1
123
73
19,8

2,0
3,0
100,0

charges

Ministry of Finance. Statistical/Economic Review, 1990.

The general framework of the Namibian
government’s economic and social policies
were in May 1990 put forward in a docu-

entitled "The reconstruction and

of

legal dispute,
1990.)
-

was

In the document,
ment

adqited in December

the Namibian govern-

further identified three main

challenges, namely:

development of Namibia: A general policy

economic

statement". In this central document,

•

to

reactivate the economy,

presented to the international community at

•

to

reduce income

aid donors’ round table in New York the

•

to

restrain and redirect

an

The SWAPO-led Namibian government

489,5
1,258,7
210,3
111,3
77,2
265,0
532,8
3113
855,7
85,1
129,4

Trade, Hotels, etc

’’

Policy, Challenges and Achievements

8,5
25,9

7,0
13,0

SWAPO, the task was, and still is, even

population.

167.4

510.4
102,6

137,2

more

Namibian

Rand

Electricity & Water
Transportation & Communications

*

interest and to the benefit of the entire

%

61,9

with strong links to the

former in order to transform the latter, in the

Rand

48,6

of economic decision-making. For

daunting. Like ZANU-PF in Zimbabwe in 1980, SWAPO, rejMesenting the
oppressed African majority, had won the
political power, but did not control the nonelective economic power in the hands of the
white minority. The enormous challenge,
therefore, was, and still is, how to use the

1989

Construction

tivate and democratise such an economy
would indeed have been a daunting task for
centres

Prices*

1984

a

any government

by Sector at Current

the private

result of international sanetions, the war situation and general political uncertainty regarding Namibia’s future
was a major factor in the negative
development of GDP during the 1980s.
In summary, on March 21,1990, the new,
independent government of Namibia inherited an economy which was not only integrated in the South African system, extremely lop-sided, dualistic and generally
backward, but an economy which, during
the 1980s, had also stagnated, with declining rates of growth and investment To reacside

requirements and proby Act of Par-

cedures to be determined

ratio stood at 28% of GDP in 1980, in 1984

low rate of investment

the context of an Investment Code to be
adopted by Parliament". (A liberal investment code — the Foreign Investment Act
— which guarantees free repatriation of
profits and international arbitration in case

property in the public interest, subject to
the payment ofjust compensation and in

time, gross domestic fixed investment
which increased steadily throughout the

same
—

following month, it is stated that "the
economic system (of Namibia) will be
based on the principles of a mixed and
market-orientated economy,

and social

responsibility. (...) Co-t^ration between
the private and the public sector has the objective of securing economic
growth,prosperity and a life of human dignity for all Namibians. (...) While a strong
and democratic state is necessary to initiate
economic growth and development, foster
social justice and establish security for the
Namibian people, a dynamic private sector
and well functioning markets are, on the
other hand, engines of income generation
and safeguards against stagnation. It is of
vital importance that the wealth creating
sector is in appropriate balance with the
wealth disuibuting sector". And on the role
of foreign capital: "foreign investments are
invited to Namibia and will be welcome in

disparities, and
public expendi-

ture.

In order to overcome these

its economic

challenges,
policies will be concentrated

the following priority areas:
agriculture and rural develqiment,

upon
•

•

education and

•

health, and

•

housing.

•

The economic and social

training

policy
guidelines and priorities of the government of Namibia

had, at the time of writ-

ing (February 1991), been laid down
only some nine months before. Against
this background, and bearing in mind the
non-availability of reliable statistical
data, it would be presumptuous to try to
judge its post-independence performance

in terms of achievements or

failures. The years 1990-92 have been
described as a "transitional period" by
Sapem March, 1991
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V

J

the government,

during which — in the
spirit of national reconciliation and
through participatory democracy — the
foundations for the future
This

was

stated thus

are to

be laid.

by President

Nujoma:
We cannot expect to

accumulated
within
we

a

year

make good the
neglects of the past
or even a decade, but

will endeavour to set realistic

well

as

the off-shore islands of

Namibia";
•

Land

Rtform: Foremost in any discussocio-economic equity is, of
course, the land issue, constituting — in
sion

on

Namibia

well

as

as

in other settler-

dominated economies

—

decisive

a

component of the wider National Question. As the Zimbabwean experience

In this respect,

Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland, and
will, therefore, be in a position to

Namibian govonment has decided to
tackle it as one of its priority areas. Thus,

negotiate its

co-ordinated by the Prime Minster’s Of-

tivities on the economic front, where far-

custtxns revenue

reaching legislation has been passed and
promising initiatives taken. A long list
could be made here. For the purpose of
this brief, descriptive presentation of the
Namibian economy, the following

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ): Im-

the first year of independence has been a year full of ac-

reforms and initiatives seem, however,
relevant to mention:
Central Bank: The Namibian constitution states that "there shall be established

by Act of Parliament a Central
Bank of the Republic of Namibia, which
shall

the State’s principal

instrusupply, the
currency and the institutions of finance
and to perform all other functions ordinarily performed by a central bank".
serve as

ment to control the money

Such

a

bank — Bank of Namibia—was

established in
the

August 1990 to take over
functions previously performed by

the South African Reserve Bank;
•

as

of the union, together with South Africa,

regard to the development
process of the economy.

•

a post-independence bilateral
agreement);
Customs: Before independence,
Namibia was treated as an integral part
of South Africa for the purposes of arrangements of (South African Customs
Union (S ACU) relating to the collection
of duty and inter-change of goods within
the SACU area, unilaterally and arbitrarily determined by Pretoria.

shows, the issue is, however, thorny. It
is, therefore, encouraging to note that the

aims in

•

under

National

Currency: To a large extent
based upon the experience of Botswana,
the Namibian government has decided
to introduce a national currency and a
new foreign exchange regime, which
should be

more

flexible than that of

South Africa. The

which
(rather unimaginatively) in January
1991 was baptised Namibian Dollar and
Cents, will be introduced by the Bank of
Namibia over a two-year period up until
1992, during which time the South
African Rand also will remain legal
new

currency,

tender. (As a member of the Common

Monetary Area, Namibia remains in the
meantime subject to exchange control
regulations applied by South Africa

Sapem March, 1991

Namibia has now become a full member

own

share of the
pool;

common

free,

mediately upon independence, Namibia
proclaimed sovereignty over a 2(X)-mile
exclusive economic zone along its coast,
requesting foreign trawlers to cease fishing within Namibian territorial waters.
This impcMiant legislation, unanimously
adopted by the National Assembly,
should bring to an end the continuous
and indiscriminate depletion of
Namibia’s extraordinarily rich fishing
grounds by foreign fleets, allow for
replenishment of the fishing stocks and
create

of

a

conditions fw

a

sound utilisation

tremendous economic

resource.

Thus, the government has estimated that
Namibia could

earn up to R3 billicxi annually from a combination of royalty
payments from licensed foreign vessels
and fish landed by Namibian trawlos for
onshore processing;
WalvisBay: As was stated above, the key
to Namibia’s future fisheries’ policies
lies with the fate of Walvis Bay. In
February 1991, the Namibian government was about to ent^ into negotia-

dons with South Africa
issue. From

a

on

this crucial

constitutional

point of

view, it is, however, not negotiable, as
the Constitution of the

Republic of

Namibia in its Article 1 (4) states that
"the national

territory of Namibia shall
consist of the whole of the territory
recognised by the international community through the organs of the United
Nations as Namibia, including the
enclave, harbour and port of Walvis Bay,
/

a

National Conference

on

Land

Reform and Land Issues is

currently
being prepared, to be held during the last
week of June 1991;
•
^

Aid and Investment: Since inde-

pendence, Namibia has participated in,
hosted and wganised three majo* international conferences aimed at attracting

foreign financial

resources, namely, the
so-called Donors’ Conference in New
York in June 1990, the SADCC

(Southern African Develt^ment Co-orConference) in Windhoek in
January-February 1991, and the Private
dination

Investors Conference in Windhoek in

February 1991. These conferences —
held within a pmod of 9 months and
parallel to a number of national policy
exercises, out of which the most important to date is Prime Minister Geingob’s
Consultative Conference on National Issues, organised

in mid-February 1991 to
paper" to the
National Assembly — have undoubtedly been taxing upon Namibia’s thin adfwm the basis for a "white

ministrative

resources.

Concrete results

in the form of

major inflows of foreign
capital remain largely to be seen.
However, they have to an important degree, both introduced independent
Namibia to the international community
and ftxced its young government to —
in the words of President Nujoma—"set

realistic aims in regard to the
ment jHocess

itself, is
framer

developof the economy". This, in

no mean

achievement for

"apartheid {»"ovince",
tion, only one year old.D

a

now a na-
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‘Refreshing Approach to
Nationhood’
Theo Ben Gurirab is Namibia’s

first Foreign Minister. SAPEM’s
Editor-in-Chief Ibbo Mandaza, recently visited Namibia and spoke to him in
Windhoek.
Mandaza: What would you say were the

country, ROSIN, the uranium monopoly

main

and those involved in the

highlights of thefirst year ofIndepen-

Gurirab: First, on the

general level, we
have finally come back home, most of us in
the top

leadership of the ruling party, after
of exile. The first requirement

many years

fOT

reintroduce ourselves to

us was to

families, to

our

on

the

for

our

villagers, to our regions of

the country and also to
closer

the political realities

ground here. So last year was

do a number of things [in
connection] with the setting up of the
a

year

us to

Government That took different forms. We
had to start by

drawing

up a roster

of laws

^artheid laws, the colonial laws that must
go. And in order fw us to begin to identify
areas

late

mining of base

metals, copper, lead and so on, to discuss

dence?

for public policy, we had to first legis-

by the end of the last session of the Par-

liament,

we

had enacted

some

31 different

laws, from the Exclusive Economic Zones

the direction that
We

we want

Namibia to take.

multi-party system. We have
commitment that the private
sector could be allowed to play an important role in the reconstruction and development of the country. We wanted to be assured and reassure these people that we
are a

also made

were not

And

we

a

about to nationalise their assets.

also wanted them to

appreciate the

Government’s social agenda and set a task
for ourselves as the Government to address
the

problems of health and social services,
housing, of job creation, of human
resource development. We also wanted
them to assume responsibility, to play a
pan. ROSIN has set an excellent example
of

in terms of education, in terms of medical

health services, in terms of

housing
provided for employees. They have created
small towns close to their mines—and

ser-

the PubUc Service Commission.

vices

Without laying any

foundation, we were
not going to get started. We managed to
complete the establishment of the various

mines have also extended to benefit those

ministries. We recruited

us was a

to

1

people from those

provided for people who work at the

who live

near

the mines.

The other aspect

that

that was important for
reference to the multi-party syshave. SWAPO,

colonial administration because of their

although commanding a majority in the Parliament, can
pass legislation without reference to
anyone. But we also recognise that we have
other parties who are the official opposition
in Parliament and other smaller parties too.
We want to build confidence among them
that in the politics of reconsUTiction that we
are pursuing in the country, they have got a

political affiliation.

role, too.

who got

back home and also through a
deliberate recruitment exercise, going
round the country

identifying competent

people experienced people to make real the
Constitutional commitment for affirmative
action
were

by looking for those people who

deliberately excluded from the

Then

we

had to look at what makes

Namibia tick in

terms

of the economic

ac-

tivities in the country. We engaged large
corporations, the diamond giant in the
8

tern

we

We hope
we

that there are national goals that

all would like to

see

realised: education,

health, housing, stability, jobs. We also
want to see

unity in the country and not

Gurirab

simply bull-dose

our way

through Parlia-

ment.

Do you

think there has been enough conthe year in a multi-party situa-

sensus over

tion?
It’s
our

a new thing. The main opposition, in
parlance, was a puppet group. The DTA

were

in cohorts with the colonial ad-

ministration

regarding independence. We

would like them to be constructive, to be

positive about the future. It’s very difficult
for them to pretend in the eyes of Namibian
people to be something else now that they
were not yester-year. They are known as individuals, they are known for the policies
that they were part of. That’s their sin.
Looking back to pre-independence, the
main thrust ofthe liberation movement was
really to assume implicitly, if not explicitly,
that on getting into power, we would be the
majority party in government. Do you feel
any discomfort about what happened at independence, namely, the extent to which
there rrught have been a super-imposition
of a smulti-party system in that some of
these little parties were farmed into existence irrvnediately before independence, to
create what some people feared at that time
to be an artificial multi-party system?
I don’t feel any discomfort, only, perhaps,
because the other parties are crippled by
either their past or are so unprepared for the
responsibilities of the state because they are
so small. Two of them are one-man parties.
One has three views. The other one, the
second

largest after the opposition party,
people and the next one has three.

has four
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The

opposition has some 21 people, we
plus, even though some of the
people do not have voting rights in Parliament. So in terms of making decisions
which do not need a two-thirds majority we
can, at any given time, take it today. I don’t
foresee any major threat against the ruling
party in terms of where we want to take the
country. If we are cautious, if we are more
have 41

deliberative about decisions that
to

we want

take, by involving them, it is simply that

we are

trying to engender a political culture

of sorts.
Would you say the multi-party system
nominal rather than real?

is

Yes, it is nominal. We do not have a coalidon government in Namibia. We have a

multi-party system but it’s not

a

coalition

You mentioned that the economy
hands of multi-nationals. What

is in the
is being

government

done to make the economy more

national?
Quite clearly the multinationals that I have

(Photo: Afrapix)

mentioned dominate the mining sector. The

is fishing. That
too is dominated by South African companics. The manufacturing sector is underdeveloped. Besides, it is dominated by
South Africa. Agriculture is non-existent
except for commercial farmers who raise
next

pillar of the

caule for sale to South Africa. When I

was

up, we had slaughter houses all
the place. We used to produce all dairy

growing
over

products with creameries all over the
country. That has changed? We are selling
live cattle to South Africa. We have

now

signed the Lomé Convention and we have
started exporting our beef to the European
markets. But for now, we are still
ent on
terms

depend-

the South African market. So in

of

Namibianising our economy, it is

further down the road.
In

Zimbabwe,

‘Without

economy

ten years

after inde-

ment

ensure

that

we move

towards black

of the economy?
I would still say that the primary pre-occupation is black advancement and black
empowerment, essentially at the level of
creating jobs for people. In order for us to
be able to create jobs

for the people we are
looking to foreign investors. That’s
why we called the Private Sector Investstill

Sapem March, 1991

still

That is what the
But

we are at

portant. Maybe we will be spared the cam-

paign of destabilisation, the campaign of
interference, the campaign of economic
sabotage that was visited upon all the
neighbouring countries by South Africa.
Five years hence, there will be a new South
Africa, there will be new procedures of integration and cooperation in our region.
That would help.
So you think it has been veryfortuitous that
Namibia
South

many people sacrificed and
died. We have been to arrive at either a conso

understanding with other politiparties but, more importantly, with the
private sector — those who own farms,
sensus or

own

land, who control the wealth of

this country. When we do have the next interview on this topic I will be in a better

position to tell you "look what we have
done during the past five years" but I hope
we will have benefited from your experiences
from the experiences of others in the
region — to avoid some mistakes, to really
do things that would make a difference, in
the lives of black peq)le in this country.
—

struggle was all about.
the present time deliberately

cautious, because political stability is im-

for which

who

control

are

have not addressed that fundamental issue

would be sad if 10 years from now we came
back andfound that Namibia was also talk-

done to

foundation, we could not get started’: Nujoma swears in
Prime Minister Geingob

appealing for inteniational goodwill, understanding and sympathy. The Prime Minister underto<^ a trip
to the far north of the counuy and the report
that I listened to yesterday was very
depressing in terms of the non-existence of
facilities for school teachers. As for jobs,
we are looking at broadening the existing
base hopefully through investments and
trade opportunities that we have opened up.
We have established a Parliamentary Commission on the question of land. We still

cal

ing about black advancement. What can be

any

Conference, concluded only last

week. We

we are still talking about black
advancement and not black control and it

pendence,

laying

comes

into nationhood when

Africa is really declining and does
not have the capacity to destabilise you.
Generally, what we hear and feel is that
Namibia is virtually peaceful. Is that so?
I think it’s true. There

think it’s isolated

are

cases

elements but

we

of diehard racists

who

are licking their wounds and looking
loopholes.
And South Africa itself has not exerted, on
the foreign policy level, any overt pressure
either way?
Nothing. Of course, there is the issue of
Walvis Bay and the offshore islands.
What’s happening about Walvis Bay?
Not much except that we agreed — the two

fOT

governments—to opt for bilateral negotia9

r
tions and

suiting

we aie now

in the process of con-

the time frame and the qtecific
date to start the negotiations. Our objective
is to recover Walvis Bay, to integrate Walvis Bay into the rest of the country. We have
not been able, at this point in time, to deteron

mine whether the South Africans share that

objective

or whether they have something
else in mind. The idea of a joint administra-

tion has been floated. If the idea of a joint

administration is the consequence of a prior
agreement that at some point they will hand
over,

then that becomes

a matter

modalities. Not that that would be
don. Should

a

of

solu-

find

during the first two
meetings that we are talking about entirely
different things, then we have the option of
taking this issue back to the Security Council resolution
There is

we

on

Walvis Bay.

a rumour

that the government of

Namibia are not pushing on

this issue overtly tfonly because they know that the apart-

What’s the position of the
PAC on Walvis Bay?

ANC and cf the

It’s very clear. It has been stated repeated-

countries and countries like Holland that

ly and was reiterated recently when the
Dqruty President of the ANC, Nelson Mandela was here, that Walvis Bay belongs to
Namibia, has always belonged to Namibia.
The PAC have said the same thing.

poured in a lot of money into SADCC coffers. I don’t know whether they would still
be prepared to do so.
Where would that leave SADCC if these
funds dry up?

There is the view in some circles that
SADCC is virtually in disarray mainly because the raison de etre of SADCC was
South Africa. The raison de etre has subsided and therefore

sion,

a new

it lacks a sense ofa mis-

mission which focuses mainly

the question of regional cooperation,
and given that the countries are so unequal

on

to

lessen

dependence on South Afiica and,

gle to destroy the apartheid system. That
was a real and necessary thrust of SADCC

automatically.

of Walvis Bay for economic
uses, fw security reasons, for other reasons,
is in our plan. We just wanted to prepare
ourselves carefully. We know the South
Africans, we have been involved with
them, apart from fighting them and negotiations, and they are a tough cooky. We just
don’t want to go there unprepared.

We have
been quietly preparing, keeping UN people
informed. I have been writing letters to
foreign ministers of the former "gang of
five"
the five Western powers that we
negotiated with on the Security Council
resolution on Walvis Bay, informing them
about our intentions. We have been keeping the OAU member states informed.
When we start negoatiating, we want the
world to know that negotiations have
—

started.
Are you

saying that a future government of
South Africa might not adopt a completely
different position and say that Walvis Bay
is part ofNamibia and that’s it?
Yes. You can’t be

although we are as
optimistic as you are about the eariy demise
of apartheid in South Afiica. Two years,
three years could be far too long. We should
have recovered Walvis Bay already.
10

sure

but I also think that

we

should have known

the beginning

that we want this region to
be one in the sense of cooperating, in furthering and extending the infrastructure
at

the contradictions and differences both
among ourselves both as Namibian people
who were fighting for independence, but

also between all of
those that

the role of post-

avoidable. The fear is, of course, whether
South Africa would come in and take over

and redefine the mission of SADCC or
whether South Africa would come in

tempered by the realisation that it might be
an

industrial economic and financial

in the region.

in

giant

But really. South Africa itself,

real sense, is a

developing country in
many respects. It is bigger, if you are talking in terms of any one of us. But if all of
us are together and stick to redefined
specific goals, that would still keep alive
a

S ADCC’s mission. I think the real

question

about the future of SADCC is whether the

the capital that we have been
receiving from the Nordic countries, the socalled cooperating partn^, would still be
forthcoming in light of what’s happening
every where in the world, such as in Eastern
Europe. I heard on that the Americans are
looking for cooperation with some
republics of the Soviet Union that are
resources,

Namibians and

in most cases it would be a nominal system.
But in cases where it is the real multi-party

Africa. We

see

us as

fighting against, may be
injected with a new refreshing approach to
nationhood. I am personally not concerned
about the multi-party system. If it is artificially imposed, it will die naturally so that
we were

natural

and I

came

particular,
constitution-making exercise and the
manner in which we were able to integrate

system

resources

an-

the

that already exists and to emphasise integration to that extent It’s a huge market
of some 100 million plus people; it’s a
region that is endowed with enormous

apartheid South Afiica to be essentially un-

this

independence, at
about, and perhaps

the whole transition process in

development, given that all the countries
dependent on the northern hemisphere, this new mission is not emerging in
SADCC. What is your view?
I think that we were probably tactically
wrong initially to have over-emphasised
the negative premise of SADCC, that it was

on

We think that Namibia’s

are so

nationalist government coming into power

The recovery

Any last wordfor the magazine
niversary issue?
the time when it

in that sense, to have been part of the strug-

will resolve that

It would leave us in shambles.Not that its
mission would be irrelevant but without
these resources, I don’t think we can do
much.

in

heid regime is in demise and that an African

soon

[seceding]. The anti-apartheid struggle had
kind of a moral appeal to Nordic

some

where there are two real parties
equal chance to inherit State
four five years — I don’t
necessarily think that it is a bad thing for
—

that have got
House every

came

into nationhood at

a

time

when very

fundamental changes were
taking place on the international scene. The
C(^d War is dead or dying. There is a new
reality. It is no longer a bi-polar world, it’s
a uni-polar world, it’s a US world now. The
United States has turned, as one ambassador put it, the Security Council of the
United Nations into

a

bianch of the United

States State

Department. The US was able
a very significant number of
key countries in the world, to fight its war
to

mobilise

in the Gulf. So in one sense, Namibia comes

into

[being] when august changes are
taking place, so we have got an opportunity
in terms of thinking about our foreign
policy direction afresh. There might not be
any references out there except what we
will define

as our

national interests that we

its stiU in an influx. We don’t
actually know how the different pieces will
fall into place, how the kaleidoscope will
look like.G

can

go by and
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Foreign Policy Perspectives of the
Republic of Namibia: An Overview
HE

foreign policy of a country is
essentially a consequence of independence and sovereignty.
Namibia, the foreign policy concep-

T

up opportunities toward empowerand advancement of all the citizens of

opened
ment

the

solidation, reconstruction, nation-building

Republic. But it has also imposed
responsibilities and duties toward creating
a just society at home and abroad.
Cultural and political pluralism of the
Namibian society should become the
strength — and ought not to be the cause—
of disunity and discord. With this in mind,
Namibia advocates a just international
order, co-operation and peaceful develop-

and democratisation.

ment

In

tualisation and formation is

an

exercise

which started in earnest

only as of March
21,1990. The exercise is being carried out
against the backdrop of a long and bitter
liberation

struggle and also within the
ensuing process of con-

framework of the

Our

parliamentary democracy, multiparty system and political relationship
among the executive, legislature and
judiciary provide the proper context for articulating the foreign policy perspectives of
the Republic of Namibia for the 1990s.
However, the most important foundation
and guide for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which is charged with the principal
task of executing the foreign policy and of
managing international relations, is our
Constitution which defines all aspects of
the State power. And in Namibia, that
power comes from the people themselves
on the basis of free and periodic elections.
The Constitution enjoins the Government and the public alike to strive toward
making Namibia a truly "One Nation, One
People".
Our fledgling democracy in Namibia
must be seen to rest on the confidence that

Namibians have drawn

appropriate and
lasting lessons from their own history and
also from the experiences of other peoples.
They can be trusted with freedom, both as
an opportunity and responsibility.
From this knowledge flows conviction
that Namibians must find in their freedom

unity of

purpose and solidarity stronger
than all their differences — past, present
and future.
That

means

that the concerns at home for

the rule of law, welfare and prosperity of
the citizen. State security, solidarity among

various communities and survival of everf
individual Namibian reside in the

common

good of the nation. Independence has
Sapem March, 1991

tradictory economic, social and
political conditions, a global environment ofsustained development,

of man and his environment

The ideals, values and

Namibian

goals that the

foreign policy

pursues abroad
must be rooted in and emanate from the

domestic order and the way

of life of the
people themselves. That is to say, the moral
basis and, indeed, the rationale of the

foreign policy can, therefore, be said to be
mirror-image of the things we say and do

social justice and peace.

This view coincides with

our own

perspectives for this last decade before the
year 2000.
Within nation-states and internationally
as well, there is a recognition that thew
states by themselves can no longer be able
to manage, let alone solve, ever-increasing
multitudes of major problems facing them,
including those in the fields of national
security, economic welfare, social justice,
environmental protection, promotion of
human rights, hunger, refugee disaster, debt
burden, interest rates, drug warfare, airline
hijacking, missing children, AIDS and so
on.

a

at

Admittedly, these problems and

home in furtherance of Namibia’s nation-

al interest and

security.
Leadership is another crucial element
which is germain to the discussion of our
foreign policy — not only ours, but also in
any analysis of foreign policy formation.
There is a lot of re-thinking afid new
thinking going on in various think-tanks
and academic circles about the fast-changing world of international politics and interstate

relations. The Cold War has been

declared dead and the detente between the

big

especially the two superpowers, has, it is said, rendered the bloc
politics and ideological rivalries of the past
easily manageable, if not entirely irpowers,

relevant.
Under the circumstances, it is

being alleged that the world is in a dire need of enlightened, creative, courageous and pragmatic leadership with a view to setting the
international agenda for the 1990s.
In this context, we, in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs fully associate ourselves
with the proper perspective given by the
UN Secretary-General, Mr Javier Perez de
Cuellar, who said about the 1990s thus:
It must be the

common

purpose to

forgefrom... varied sometimes con-

numerous

others

can

best be dealt with ef-

fecUvely, not by any nation-state but by international structures and institutions.

Somebody aptly said: "The world is omnipresent!"
To provide new and effective approaches
in order to deal with these

problems and

suggest practical solutions, researchers and
commentators have

lately been offering an
of concepts in some of the
recent studies in the fields of foreign affairs
assortment

and international

them

are

•

the

•

an

•

our common

•

a

•

co-operation. Among

these:

globalisation of politics;

end to otherness;

future;

world in need of leadership;

leadership in
and what is

•

new

•

a

an

interdependent world

expected from Africa;

international economic order; and

global environment
a golden thread which
mns
through all of these studies and that is the
reality of the "breath-taking shrinkage of
the world" and the recognition of the imperative need more than ever for multiThere is

lateral institutions and multilateral cq-

operation.
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This recognition

of the state of the world

Therefore,

we can not

South’s call for

relent in the

proper appncciation of the manifest national consensus which advocates the realisa-

order, both good and bad, is instructive in
yet another way. Often a single event in one

Economic Order. This idea remains the

tion of a productive, peaceful

country or region generates reverberations

clarion call on the

world in which Namibians can realise their

globally. The Gulf War is the latest and
most ghastly reminder in this regard. The
common survival of humanity dictates that
all nations strive to

ensure

maintenance of

world peace and security and to strengthen
the UN system to more effectively fulfil its

mission.
The challenge which our new Republic
faces is the fact that its establishment came

time when the world order is

undergoing a major political transfonnation. This
calls for new and bold thinking.
Outmoded concepts and approaches
must be discarded. The emerging changes
must be seen as offering a window of
portunity and not as a depressing chaos.
Our situation offers ample opportunity for
at a

some

fresh start and uninhibited innovation

and creative

adaptation in a process of
global change, which invites Namibia to
make

a

constructive contribution.

At all times, our

foreign policy

concep-

tualisation, formation and rationale must
start at the beginning, namely with
Namibia. Ours is a foreign policy

heres to the Constitution

which ad-

as a

national

covenant and

guide in furtherance of the
well-being of Namibian citizens
and the security interests of the Republic.
Also, that beginning means recognising
the fact that Namibia is a small, developing
economic

a

New International

agenda of the Movement
of Non-Allied Countries (NAM), of which
Namibia is a proud member. Namibia
maintains that NAM continues

to be

relevant and must be

strengthened.
foreign policy also supports
the United Nations system and its multilateral diplomacy. When the UN is found
wanting in some serious hotbeds of tension
Namibian

in the

world, it is not the fault of the Or-

ganisation; rather, it is the big

powers

and bountiful

hopes and expectations.
Article 96 of the Constitution

stipulates
general guidelines which underpin the
Government’s commitment to actively
promoting friendly and beneficial relations
and co-operation with other nations and
also to fostering in concert with them the
five

maintenance of the rule of law, peace,

security, social justice and economic welfare in the interest of all the peoples of the

which, from time to time, either render it a

world. That is, the Government shall:

toothless

*

bulldog or hijack it to serve their
geo-political interests to the detriment of
the rest of us.

Notwithstanding such incidents being
experienced at the United Nations, we concur with those who insist that, despite its
shortcomings, especially in the political
arena, it is "unique and cannot be duplicated or re-invented". However, along with
many other member states of the Organisation, Namibia calls for the reviewing and
updating of the UN Charter as well as a systematic

restructuring and democratising of

the administration.

adopt and maintain a policy of nonalignment;
•
promote international co-operation,
peace and security;
*
create and maintain just and mutually
beneficial relations among nations; and
•
encourage the settlement of intemational disputes by peaceful means.
Foreign policy formation, which is now
under way in Namibia, is going to have to
take each one of these guidelines and formulate specific and realistic policies which
will enable the Government

stated

In

espousing the view of a just and
democratic world wder, our foreign policy
relies on what the Constitution purports for
the Namibia nation itself. It reflects the

to

reach its

goals. As the foreign policy concep-

tualisation, articulation and implementation continue to go forward,

the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and its foreign service and

African state, which must be realistic about
its capabilities, tempered by the knowledge
of the scarcity of much needed foreign
capital, the prohibitive cost of modem technology, the high demand on available expertise, an under-developed domestic
labour force and the heavy task of human
resource develt^menL
But our fweign policy is intended, inter
alia, to spur among our foreign service
practitioners a persistent commiunent to
economic diplomacy aimed at further enhancing greater c^portunities fw development and prosperity in Namibia. At the

time, Namibia will continue to
demand, along with the other countries of
the South, the just distribution of power and
same

wealth among all nations of the world. For
we believe that, despite the recent welcome

political changes in the world, the gulf between the rich and poor countries, rather
than shrinking, is still widening.
12

Namibia has Joined a

number of regional organisations: Nujbma with
meeting in Harare, Zimbabwe

Zimbabwean Vice-President, Nkomo, at an OAU

Sapem March, 1991

administrative staff will be

implementing a
inter-

Plan of Action, incorporating seven
related elements of policy.

These elements are decisions, objectives,
resources, actions, goals, feedback and
analysis. They reinforce each other in a sequence which repeats itself in the process

of foreign

policy formation.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs is of the
intention to implement the following
specific policy objectives during the shortThe

term

and mid-term:

The

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ministry is the principal authority
charged by the Government with the
primary responsibility to develop
Namibia’s foreign policy; to establish and
administer missions abroad; and to cul-

co-operative relations with other

states, organisations and institutions. It also
co-ordinates all contacts between the

Government and the outside world

as

well

with the resident

Diplomatic Missions.
The headquarters staff, foreign service
personnel, the Minister of Foreign Afi'airs
and his deputy constitute a unified family.
Naturally, the Minister reports on the
work of the Ministry to the President, the
as

Prime Minister, the Cabinet and the National Assembly and, no doubt, to the public.
The establishment of the

Ministry is now
virtually complete and the posting of the
Namibian ambassadors and High Commissioners will

commence

in the

near

future.

Diplomatic Training Programme
The first

major two-pronged task which
Ministry set itself has been the selection
and training of Foreign Service staff and the
preparation of service and operational
the

manuals, with the assistance of the Commonwealth Fund for Technical

Co-opera(CFTC); the second aspect being the
undertaking to complete the Ministry’s estion

tablishment in Windhoek.
Convinced that the

diplomatic training
programme has been a tremendous success
and has established

a

Ministry will also solicit and accept
training courses in institutions abroad. But it is the Ministry’s
firm belief that the envisaged basic training

basis fw future train-

as

well

as

should be carried out under the direction of
the

Needless to say,

Foreign Ministry itself and the course
geared to the immediate,
mid-term and long-term needs of the
Government The goal is to produce men
and women of high moral fratitude, loyalty, professionalism and competence to man
Namibian diplomacy.
Experience has shown that there is a
content will be

well co-ordinated

regional, joint
diplomatic training programme which will
include

a

some

of the SADCC members,

linked up at the same time with local and
foreign universities, foundations, international and regional institutions. Discussions are already afoot along these lines
with some neighbours.
The Ministry is similarly determined to
speed up the creation of an up-to-date
reference library which will concomitantly
also encourage the design and establishment by the Ministry, in conjunction
with the restructured University of
Namibia, an Institute of Foreign Relations
and International Co-operation. This is a
mid- to long-term project.

Removing the Remaining Aspects of
Colonial-Apartheid Legacy
The

fOTeign policy priority of the

Namibian Government is the le-integration

the establishment of
diplomatic relations with so many states, of

which not less than 38

are

resident in

Windhoek, has been serving well the efforts aimed at removing the remaining
colonial-apartheid legacy.
Economic
This is

an

Diplomacy

evolving concept, which will

be presented at a later stage in a comprehensive and

operational fashion.For now, it
principal objective of
Namibian diplomacy in the 1990s is going
to be the promotion, through our missions
abroad and by all other effective means, of
economic development of the country. It
also means identifying and going after
sources of investment, trade, soft loans and
joint ventures on the basis of the
marketable, positive development and qrportunides being created in Namibia for
both the local and foreign private sectors.
Likewise, we will intensify all efforts to
means

secure

that the

better terms of trade for Namibian

primary commodities on the world market
We intend pursuing a most favoured nation
status

for Namibia which will allow for

preferential access to foreign markets and
exemption from their excise duty of our exports. Already, the U.S. Government and

of Walvis

the Lomé IV Convention of the EEC-ACP

well

partnership have accorded Namibia such
favourable cartings.
The Government attaches great importance to South-South co-operation and
recognises the need for promoting alternative trading partnerships among the
developing nations. In this connection, the
Foreign Ministry is studying the final
report of the South Commission (1990),
chaired by Mwalimu Julius K. Nyerere. In
the Non-Aligned Movement and the Group

Bay and the offshore islands, as
te-adjusUnent of the NamibianSouth African common border along the
as

the

Orange River.
The next foreign policy objective is to investigate and remove, as a matter of urgency, all remaining sanctions against Namibia
which are still left due to legislative huddies on statute books and existing antiapartheid measures, particularly in the
United States of America. Contacts

are

al-

ready under way to speed

up this process.
To de-link Namibia from all the remain-

ing aspects that smack of apartheid and
image
deser-

colonialism and project its positive
abroad as a model democracy which

through initial development aid, but in a
years’ time, on the basis of investment,
joint ventures and trade.
To this end, Namibia has joined a num-

credible

ber of international,

Sapem March, 1991

regional organisations,

list includes the UNO, Commonwealth,
OAU, NAM, SADCC, SACU, World
Bank, IMF, IAEA, GATT, ADB and so on.

ing of diplomats, the Ministry is determined to maintain and develop a local basic
training programme aimed at further advancing the staff development needs of the
Ministry. Offers to fund such a programme
have been forthcoming from various
sources.

and

economical and financial associations. The

need for

This

tivate

The

offers for diplomatic

ves

generous

and sustained assistance

few

inter-governmental

of 77 at the United Nations, the pertinent issues raised in that report are
being debated.
Namibia is

an

active

participant in that

debate.
We will continue to pursue

in the months

ahead the

granting of "Least Developed
Country" status for Namibia. Once the
United Nations has granted such status,
Namibia will be able to draw loans

on ex-

tremely favourable terms from the World
13
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Bank, IMF, African Development Bank
and other

major financial institutions.
Thanks to our diplomacy, both the EEC and
the UN General Assembly have already
given us encouraging consideration.
During the 46th Regular Session of the
General Assembly, the matter will most
certainly be resolved favourably. But even
before then, Namibia should be benefiting
from the decision already taken.
Of

necessity, Namibian economic
diplomacy must start in our own region.
SADCC remains vital and holds

out a

bright future fw this region of not less than
100 million inhabitants, through regional
planning and co-operation. Therefore,
strengthening of existing African institudons which deal with economic, financial,
scientific and technical issues, is among our
top priorities.
The recent SADCC Consultative Con-

foreign economic control and injustices
impede progress in the former
colonies and perpetuate impoverishment of
the people concerned.
The Cold War and bloc
with the related

forward-looking in its conclusions. The
inspire the Namibian Foreign Policy.
Namibia will support SADCC membership of a post-apartheid South Africa.
Together, the eleven-member states can
then redefine some of the objectives of
SADCC and strive toward the realisation of
co-ordinated

development, under the new
conditions of peace and co-operation.
a

Non-Alignment in the 1990s
SWAPO’s President represented
Namibia at the founding of the Non-

Aligned Movement in September 1%1, in
Belgrade.
Following our independence, Namibia
inherited the membership of the Movement
which SWAPO had held for many years.
It is our conviction that the Movement
remains dynamic

and indispensable to continue the struggle for economic and social
justice, on behalf of the developing
countries.

^

the

agenda at its inception and by the
subsequent meetings, have been resolved
one way or another. For example, the
on

world-wide

menace

ideological confrontation,

of the colonial system

now a

genuine all-round desire for greater cooperation and genuine peaceful co-existence. Fine, if we are talking strictly about
international politics!
In the economic field, it is a very different story. It is still an unjust and cruel
world of the rich North and the poor South.
That is why the South’s call for a New Intemational Economic Order remains urgent
and

politically justifiable. Namibia is a part

of this call.

Here again, the Namibian Constitution
points a way ftx^ard in addressing the special needs of women, children, the aged and
the handicapped not as a case of charity but
as a matter of sound public policy.
The affumative action and human

rights

provisions of the Constitution are deemed
the Government and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs sees them as in-

sacrosanct by

structions to be

implemented everywhere.
Accordingly, our envoys abroad will be
expected to campaign for assistance in
favour of those

most vulnerable sections

of

community.

Hand-in-hand with this social

agenda
goes our sensitivity toward environmental
protection. In co-operation with the Ministry of Nature Conservation, Tourism and
Wildlife, our Ministry is planning to devise
ways and means to ensure effective
Namibian participation in the 1992 Conon

Environment and

Development.
We

that Namibia

for 75

long

see a

direct link between environ-

mental and social issues. Fo’

example, our

Govemmait has demonstrated this

Thus, South African economic influence
some

time

a

com-

It will be an unconscionable act of national suicide for Namibia to hope to

precipitously

all ties and dealings

sever

with South Africa at this time. The
economic cost would just be too highly unliked it this way. But

September last

Also, colonialism itself is something of
the past, although some ugly aspects of

Namibians

year at

were

the United Nations.

commended

as a

model

now,

we are

not

have

this is the

determined to

Our invitation to President de Klerk
attend

our

independence celebrations

to

on

March 21,1990, was meant to serve the interest of South Africa and the entire region.
We left it to

our

struggling brothers and

sisters in South Africa and

our common

partners in the world-wide anti-apartheid
movement to understand our position as an
act

of

statesmanship for liberation and

peace.

Various contacts made here in Windhoek
have since come down to enhance the chan-

of

resolving political conflicts in our
region and have helped the process of
change to go forward.
ces

South Africa

was

allowed to open än

of-

ficial representation in Windhoek and
Namibia intends to reciprocate. But we
cannot,

in good conscience, accord apart-

heid South Africa at this stage

full
diplomatic relations. At the same time,
Namibia would consider it unpalatable to
see others pointing a finger at us, using our
contrived dependency as a pretext to lessen international pressure on South Africa,
which must be sustained until all the inter-

national

pre-conditions have been met and

the situation is said to have become irreves.

the UNICEF’s Summit for Children held in

for

overcome.

versible

tions in Third World countries.

the

on

principles of good neighbourliness, mutual
respect for each other’s independence, territorial integrity and sovereignty.

wide

through legislation and nationps-eparations for and participation in

position

toward South Africa which is based

mitment
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legacy will linger on for quite

to come.

Namibia wishes to maintain

of

country.

years.

and colonial

even

imperialism has virtually been ended,
though there are still occasional
reminders of big-power military interven-

objective situation is
colony

South African

was a

painful reality which

Community

the

The historical and

bearable for Namibia. We would

The Most Vulnerable Sections of the

ference in Brazil

Granted, most of the issues that were put

politics, along

have been declared dead. There is

ference in Windhoek was indeed dmely and
OAU and its agencies and goals will always

Namibia and South Africa

continue to

by the oppressed people themsel¬

Our Government has also invited the
ANC to open a

Windhoek,

as

diplomatic office in

the true voice of the op-

pressed South African majority.
Sapem March, 1991

point in time, SWAPO saw an imperative need to fotge a unity in action
among genuine Namibian patriots, including during the transition and after independence.
Therefore, it is a source of great satisfacAt

a

tion to

our

Government to witness

an

emerging unity of purpose and action

the ANC and other democratic and
anti-apartheid forces in South Africa.
among

We reiterate

our

offer to welcome, if re-

establishment of missions abroad and
welcome of foreign envoys to

goals set at the UN Donors’ Conference

Windhoek;

Sector Investment Conference in 1991

in 1990 in New York and the Private

promotion of peace-making, peacekeeping and peaceful settlement of intemational and regional disputes;
promotion of the developing countries’
call for a just and equitable intemation-

in >\^indhoek;

initiate consultations with

neighbours
convening a regional seminar
devoted to foreign policy planning,
analysis and ^plication, with specific
reference to the post-Cold War world
order and the post-apartheid South
toward

al economic order,

promotion of unity talks and construetive negotiations in South Africa toward
the birth of a

new

Africa;

South Africa;

quested, any planning or consultative meetings of our South African brothers and
sisters in Windhoek, or any other place in
Namibia. Our experiences and accomplishments are, without any hesitation, at their
disposal.

for African institutions for
regional integration and co-operation,
particularly in Southern Africa;
support for the UN system and its leadership in the fields of development co-or-

stimulate and encourage on-going cross-

alloca-

will sup-

tion, including the debt burden which is

encourage high-level regional consultations on reducing tensions in Southern

In SADCC and elsewhere, we

support

dination and financial

resource

fertilisation of ideas
the

public in

menacing developing countries;

Africa

search for constructive ways to secure

cems

relations with it.

greater

Other

•

Major Issues of Interest to the
Ministry

Early re-integration of Walvis Bay and
the offshore islands;

benefits to Namibia from the
family;

appropriate and con-

so as to

of all states in the

African and other states

to secure

alter-

native

petroleum and energy supplies to
Namibia through the port of Walvis

efforts to counter marginalisation of Africa in any intemationresource

an

mitigate security conregion; and
enlist understanding and co-operation of

support for all

al

foreigitpolicy in

structive way;

port membership of a free and peaceful
South Africa and establish full diplomatic

Commonwealth

on

the Parliament, the academic circles and

Bay.D

allocation;

initiate a NGO conference in Namibia in
1992 in Windhoek in furtherance of the

Fulfilling Expectations
Bience Gawanas, militant

Commission in the

new

of the Namibian liberation struggle, law graduate and advocate of the Public Service

Government of Namibia, former laywer of the Legal Assistance

detained by

SWAPO
forfive months on suspicion ofspying. How
do you explain that? It happened to you, it
happened to many other people. Do you explain it as some of the mishaps of the struggle?
Gawanas: I have always regarded myself
as a loyal, patriotic Namibian and I don’t
think detention could take that away from
me. I had truth on my side and for years and
years I campaigned for Namibians who
were imprisoned in South African jails because I believed that those people were imprisoned for the noble cause of liberation
and when I was in prison, there was this
kind of refrain in my mind that they can imprison revolutionaries but they can never
imprison the revolution that kept me going.
You scud that when you arrived back on the
1st of July, people were talking about inde¬
Mandaza: You

were

Sapem March, 1991

pendence and you were talking about
freedom. Could you elaborate?
One thing that one must understand is that
for 12 years — I am not talking about the
years I have been a member of SWAPO —
but 12 years that I was in exile, I was part
and parcel of the liberation movement We
had to have an in-built control system in
terms of loyalty, first and foremost to the
organisation. And when I came home, although I have never resigned from
SWAPO, I could speak my mind without
speaking on behalf of the organisation and
that to me was freedom. I was a skeptic at
that time. But it was that kind of feeling that
for the first time, I could divorce member-

ship of the organisation and myself as a
private person.
And still be loyal to the organisation and
the

country?

Absolutely.

What

Centre, Windhoek

were

your

impressions when you got

back home in 1989?
I

only recall what my daughter said. I
daughter —12 years of age. We
were driving in a coach from the airport
down to Windhoek, sitting right in front in
can

have got a

the coach, and she said;

"Mummy, it’s so
dry" and I said:"Yes, it is." and she said; "Is
this the country that you fought fw all these
years?" and I said: "Aye". So that was my
first impression when I got into the country.
But funny enough, when I landed at the airport, I remembered an incident that happened in the late 60s. A plane was taking off
and it exploded. About 140 people died.
I was in my childhood then, and when I
landed at the airport, that was the vision I
had at first, because a lot of us had never
travelled. It was the first time that I went to
the

airport, to

see

what had happened.
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outside have ieamt to become supe-

went

throughout I had never ever sat with a

nor

white child in

a

classroom and for the first

time I had to do that it was at

university in

the UK. I nevCT talked in seminars, because

English

was a handicap. Secondly, I was a
black child and how the hell would I want

know better than the white kids

to

sitting

around me!
In

’76, before I

went to

the university in

South Africa, I went to see an inspector of
schools because I had to get a clearance to
go to univo^ity. I had a scholarship from
the Roman Catholic Church. I wanted to

study law. That guy told me in his office
was a problem. "Your intelligence is much lower than that of a white
child and I do not think that you can study
law." And if there was a driving force in my
life, it was that inspector. I started to study
law. I completed my lower degree in ’86—
that there

Fulfilling the expectations of the people will not be easy: Himba
independence celebrations

men at the

10 years later. I never succumbed. I wanted
prove a point
could become a

I wanted to show that 1
lawyer. When I was in
England, I used to say jc^ngly, "but you
to

When I landed at the

airport, that

was

the

memory I had of what is now called the intemational airpwt — in those days it was J

G Swindhoek

Airport.
Now, taking you back to the day you arrived
and what happened subsequently i.e.
cease-fire, election campaign and so forth.
Did youfind any relationship between what
expected at that time and what had actually happened?

you

Yes, maybe I was naive at the time, naive
in

thinking that the red, blue and green flag,

as we

and

used to call it — now it is with white

yellow added — would go iq) and that
everything would fall into place. It did not.
I want to point out that it depends to a great
extent on how you gained your independence. Remember that Namibia got its
independence through elections and
S WAPO, which is now the ruling party, did
not get a two-thirds majoity in the Assembly. It got a simple majority and, therefore,
it was a situation of negotiations, a situation
of compromise. In Angola and Mozambique, it was different Petrie went in, as it
were with the barrel of the gun. Now, no
country has ever operated in a vacuum. It
has to be part and parcel of what I would
call the international world. Firstly,
Namibia is an independent country, politically independent We have raised our flag.
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we

have got our

President

government that we elected

—

we

but

have

a

we can

wipe out more than 100 years of
colonialism in one year’s time. I am just
trying to be realistic.
I can blame the government for not doing
certain things because when I returned to
never ever

Katutura, I

went back to the very same

house which I had left 12 years before and
there was no difference except electricity.

Now, you can think what ever you want, but
for

it is very

difficult to accept that
without question, because I regard myself
as an intellectual. I do not think I am
igme

norant

of all the problems that face the

government. I am also not

ignorant of the
expectations of the people. They want
houses, jobs, education — the basics. I
think pet^le are willing to give the government a chance. I am willing to give the
government a chance. I do not want to see
a situation where there is apathy, complacency and a gap that is widening.
We are trying to undo 100 odd years of
colonialism. You will agree with me that in
our case, talking in both the psychological
and the physical terms of what racism has
done to this country — it is immense. I
think that is one of the problems being ex-

perienced in this country. Those of us who

whites here in England are less intelligent
than whites I know at home". So you have
to be a fighter to overcome that very hurdle
and

lot of

people out there haven’t yet
point
What is the impact ofthe psychologicalfaca

come to

that

that you’ve

outlined so well? What is its
impact on the Namibian people in thisfirst
tor

year of independence?

While I was in
read. It
read it
cannot
to me
one

was

over

prison I was given a book to
the words of Martin L. King. I

and

over

again. It’s a pity that I

repeat them. They were like poems

but what stood out clearly to me was

thing

—

fear. Fear is the greatest fear

itself. You have
torious. I

to overcome

fear

to be

vie-

just paraphrasing and I have
said I’m not going to fear. To come back to
your question, whites had created a fear that
had imprisoned them and one achievement
of the government is that it has created a
am

situation of calm and of political stability
the country

through the policy of

in

recon-

ciliation.
What about the

things that the blacks

ex-

pect?
Black

people have expectations. When we
struggle, we talked about representing the masses, the workers, the
were

in the
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women,

the black pet^le. We raised expec-

tadons and

we now

have to fulfil those

ex-

pectadons.
Don't you

It came. What is the assessment within the

think that what I

country about the fact that SWAPO is not

them.

the

But do you

only party in Parliament? To what ex-

think independence in many
ways in Southern ^nca has meant the al-

muiti-partyism working in Namibia
in your view?

laying offears of the whites more than

Namibia has entered

ac-

tent

is

sided economy. We are dependent on South

muld-party politics
for the first dme after independence. We
have elected our representadves through
elecdons. It is was a blessing in disguise
that no ofle party got a two-thirds majority
and therefore a situation reflecdng a diver-

Africa, whereas

gence of views was created. As much as the

tually dealing with the social and economic
needs

of the black people?

Yes, but with
inherited

some

a state.

qualifications. We’ve

We’ve inherited

some

a

lope-

countries, like your

country 2^mbabwe, had achieved some
form of economic

independence during
UDI. We haven’t. If I can help this government, to be a
so..

1

respected government. I’ll do

just going to pick every black
in the street and say, "fine, you can

am not

Government of the day needs to act respon-

sibly, so also the Opposition, as they are all
accountable to the people who elected
them. Accountability and checks and
balances, as built into our Consdtudon, are

doing, I

am

am

doing for

think you represent women in
being on the commission? Do
you feel that women’s cause is being adthis country

vanced or has been advanced?
I haven’t been elected by women

but I have

got a consciousness of being a woman and
therefore wherever I am, in government,
(rf government, I will always rqrresent

out

women’s interests.
Do you think that women’s cause in
Namibia has advanced in one year?
It has. There I
ment.

can

compliment the govern-

It has set up a

Public Service Com-

mission. It has included women, but if we
women who are included on these decision-

failed, then I will agree that muld-partyism

making bodies see ourselves as token, then
we haven’t achieved anything. We have to

become this and that". We will all sink with

has failed.

see

the boat which

What is the

women

person

trying to keep afloat.
pet^le like me to
show black people that it is not just a matter of unemployment, it’s a matt»- of trying
to achieve something in life. We have to
make things work. I don’t know whether I
am explaining myself, but what I am saying
is that apartheid has created an army of unemployed people. Why did they create that
situadon? So that today we must be dependent on skilled people. We must be dependent on those white people, if we are
not, we will sink. And black people will
sink deeper. Black people must be proud
but that pride must give them a willingness
we are

It should be the task of

to be humble.

Humblene^

to stable them

to learn what white

people have been able
to learn for many years. Whatever
qualificadon I have, it cannot give me the
experience that my father had, for example,
and that is very, very crucial. As blacks, we
have to

inferiority complex,
amtalking
about humility not inferiority. I think I am
humble without being inferiw. And because I am humble, I can recognise my
shortcomings.
we

overcome our

have

to

be humble and I

Now on the question ofmulti-partyism. You
will agree

that SWAPO did not expect that.
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the guarantors

of democracy. If those

ourselves

Any

1 wouldn’t want to

I do. I have

—

1995?

the

representadves of the

without any elecdon.

likely scenario of the next elecPolitically, what do most
Namibians expect, in your view?
tions

as

news for

the magazine? Do

you

read

it?

dons to be harnessed, to be fulfilled.

come home after 12 years. I
have got the sadsfacdon of being a polidcal animal and also being an inter-

In what sense? Houses?

nadonalist and, therefore, when people

what I

predict that but from
know, people want their expecta-

In the S years,

if you build 10 houses and

have created not

thousand

jobs, but 10
jobs, people will give you a chance. They
will say at least we have achieved that. We
because they feel part and parcel of
a

—

government
Do you

think government is well on course

towards that achievement?

Yes, they are.
What about your own future?
I want to become

lawyer but I cannot be
just put the blame on
government People put trust in me. I
haven’t gone through elecdons. People did
not elect me, but I am confident that people
are looking at me. If it’s a failure, I want to
be part d that failure aixl i»ove to the
people that we cannot make it If it’s suecess, I want to be part of that success and
tell the people that they haven’t invested in
vain in me. I wouldn’t have been a lawyer
an

a

outsider and

had it not been for them. And it would have
been very

selfish for me to have gone into
private praedee. Whatever the limits, I sdll

supported us during the liberadon struggle,
was peanuts to what we have ahead of
us. Organisadons such as yours can play a
that

role in Namibia. We should be sensidve to
the realides of Namibia. On that score — if

orgaiusadons outside Namibia — whoever
they are — are coming to impress upon us
what is

not

related to

ideas, we would
intrude. I am not

our

always regard them as
arguing for a non-interference or a noncridcal approach to Namibia. I am aiguing
for an informed opinion and constiuedve
cridcism. The world around
remain

our

Namibia has

us

should

check and balance. But
never

been in

vacuum

and

therefore, the support, the solidarity, the

knowledge, that we can get outside our own
borders, is valuable. I am bringing back to
Namibia my experiences. I am bringing
back my knowledge but I am also bringing
back myself. I know I am part and parcel of
the Namibian society. Even the most ignoant persons in the society know what
they want and I cannot come and tell them
what they wantG
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WORLD AFFAIRS

The Gulf War and the

Palestinian

Question

Ngdni Chanakira

T

"The Americans don’t want to have a

meeting of the United Nations Security
Council as to how we can stop the mass
destruction. They have refused a meeting,"
the minister said.
He accused the United Nations of
a

He said smaller nations could

HE United States of America has

rejected calls by member
countries for a UN Security
Council meeting in the wake of the Gulf
War, said Zimbabwe’s Foreign Affairs
Minister, Dr Nathan Shamuyarira.
He was speaking at the African Association of Political Science (AAPS) January
monthly forum. The forum, which discussed political developments the world
over, focussed mainly on the Gulf War and
the Palestinian Question.

"football of the

being
big powers" which could

only

use

the UN for humanitarian, economic and social problems.

"We can get more money for

the Red Cross etc. It is useless to have

heartaches when you know the beast with
which you are dealing. The super-powers
will

simply

use

their veto power," he said.

Shamuyarira said that the US
slashed its aid to Zimbabwe by Z$70

Minister
had

million firom Z$7S million to Z$S million

annually because of the strained relations
between the two. This, the minister suggested, was because Zimbabwe disagreed
with being told what to do by the

The minister said Zimbabwe’s support

Americans.
Gulf War, Dr

Spelling out the nation’s stand on the
Shamuyarira said Zimbabwe
was very unhaRiy with the way it was being

fa- Palestine remains but "we think that
Saddam Hussein’s clash with the
Americans does harm to the Palestinian

conducted.

cause". He said the clash had removed the

and when the super-powers

"We cannot bend the rules to accom-

as small nations. Can try to
influence events, but when it comes to the

modate Saddam Husein. Also we are not

be kicked

as

pleased. "We,
bottom line,
are

the

ones

the five permanent members
on the actions to

who decide

happy with the way the Americans are conducting the war. We know our war ends are
different from those of the United States,"
he said.

be taken."

Shamuyarira

He said the war had now been

Americanised and the United States wanted
to

destroy Iraq’s military strength. Zim-

babwe, he said, had insisted that an allied
force in the Gulf should be under a United
Nations command and not the U.S. "Now
the

war

has been Americanised and we are

opposed to that," he said.
Minister Shamuyarira said if Iraqi lYesident Saddam Hussein had said from the

Palestinian Question from the agenda,

"People being killed now are Palestinians. We see just an increase of bloodshed. Their cause is not being advanced by
the Palestinian Question. We will fight for
the liberation of Palestine but only if it is
done properly," Minister Shamuyarira said.
Describing the Gulf War-as "a very
serious and tragic development". Palestinian Ambassador to Zimbabwe, AH
Halimeh, in his contribution to the debate
said the Palestinian leadership and in particular. President Yassar Arafat, was heavily involved with other Arab heads of states.
in certain initiatives in an effort to minimise
the tension between the two countries (Iraq

beginning that he wanted to liberate Palestine, Zimbabwe would have supported him.
However, he said, the Iraqi leader had
started by "grabbing" Kuwait and only said

and Kuwait), taking into consideration the
importance of keeping the issue within the
framework of the Arab " family",

he wanted tö liberate Palestine when he

Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Palesdne

turning against
occupation of Kuwait

realised that the world
him

over

the

was

Heads of states from Jordan,

Egypt,

and others
were actively involved in contacts with
both sides to "seriously consider a solution
based

on

the Arab National Commitment

Halimeh
18
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towards providing an Arab solution to this
conflict and to avoid a conflict which could
threaten Arab national

security", he said.

The discussions resulted in the

conven-

ing of the Cairo Summit, where the Arab
countries

were

On the

one

divided in two camps.
hand were advocates of

a

political solution which encouraged further
dialogue between the two countries. On the
other

were

those who wanted to fall under

the American

hegemony and insisted on
condemning Iraq and refused to give an opportunity to the Arab countries to continue

Ambassador Halimeh said all the

posiadopted by the PLO for the last two
years, flow from these two principles. "Our
position on international law in the Gulf
springs from our knowledge that selective
applications Vvould bring the entire edifice
down upon us all," he said.
tions

He said the Palestinians did not advocate

linkage between the Gulf and the Arab/Israeli conflict in the

ment

their efforts.

tinian Liberation

Organisation (PLO)

under these circumstances remained
sistent

con-

its

policy towards achieving
political solution to this problem.
on

of the latter.

"We

Ambassador Halimeh said the Pales-

a

"Of course, as you all know, our policy
has been mis-repiesented in different parts

of the world, including some
countries and we were accused of

biased, neutral

Arab
being
Our

opportunistic
policy was based on two principles:
We supported the consistent application
of international law, whether by a close
ally or a moral enemy; and
•
We favoured a peaceful settlement on intemational disputes and therefore opposed any attempt to resolve problems
by military means as long as the slightest
opportunity for a negotiated settlement
remained unexplored.,"
or

.

.

..

•

The Hidden

that

they would
not accept the settlement of the fwmer unless it came simultaneously with the settlesense

acceptable to the USA and

Kuwait is a different story!

They should not

allowed to be refugees and their freedom
and

independence should be recovered by

the US A and Britain. Palestinians must suf-

fer, must be allowed to be massacred at the
hands of the Israeli troops, but Kuwaitis
have got a different status. They should be
protected," he said.
Ambassador Halimeh said the United

States

was so

"excited about Kuwait to the

extent that

seriously advocate such linkage in

the sense that we expect a firm commitment

by the international community that it will
strive to implement international law as
vigorously as it is seeking to apply it in the
Gulf.

they have mobilised all their
military infrastructure to liberate it and his
highness the Emir of Kuwait and yet have
always refused to recognise the right of the
Palestinians to

commitment,

a

avoid the conclusion that what

witnessing in the Gulf today is not
majesty of international law but its cynical
exploitation in the service of specific interests. Anyone who exploits the law makes a
mockery of it. We cannot, as Palestinians
and the PLO, be party to that," the Ambaswe are

a

homeland".

He said World War II cost Palestine.

"TheJ%7

"In the absence of such
we caniK)t

"This is

Britain, but Kuwait and the nation of

war

robbed

and Gaza. The 1975

us

of the West Bank

war

in Lebanon left

thousands of Palestinians massacred. The

1980-1988
resource

from

Iraq/Iran war wasted our
and deviated the world’s attention

our cause

and the

plight of the Pales-

tinian people. And this year, the Gulf crisis
has bred what appears to be a third dispossession of the Palestinians in their

diaspora".

sador said.
He said that 43 years of
Palestine had resulted in the

occupation of
expulsion of a

Ambassador Halimeh said peace in the
Gulf and Palestine could be achieved if it

supported by the USA.

nation, the whole Palestinian people, from
their homeland, scattered all over the world

was

in

generations in America, the Arab world and
Israel will want to know why," he con-

refugee camps, denied freedom and independence and denied basic human rights.

"If the US A continued to withhold it, our

cluded.O

Agenda of the Gulf War

Lloyd M. Sachikonye

T

HE

for the latest

queues

The last time such

equivalent interest

newspaper editions on the war
stretched several blocks in

and

passion

that fateful

was

that nobody, except the white minority,

downtown Harare

on

was demonstrated was during
the liberation struggle; the difference then

Thursday and for the next few days. In
several capitals in Southern Africa,
newspapers published second and third
editions to satisfy the enormous appetite

believed the newspapers. This time round,
there has been saturation coverage on radio

for

American-led forces.

news

about the

at least in

war.

It is many years,

Harare, that various strata of

society have been

so

twists and turns of a
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engrossed in the

war.

and television and in papers

of the titanic
struggle between Saddam Hussein and
Thousands of newspaper

readers have
rooting for Saddam despite the entx*mous odds stacked against him. From the
been

of

Johannesburg to those of Rabat
chants in support for Iraq
reached a new crescendo, the taunts against
Western imperialism were heard again and
again. The Gulf War has polarised (pinion:
streets

and Amman, the

between and within Arab states, between
the West and the Islamic world, between

militarists and pacificists, between imperialists and nationalists and anti-imperialists.
But what are the major issues underlying
this titanic clash between the two ideologi-
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cal

cultural systems and visions of a
post-war Middle East? First, the question
of the violation of the sovereignty and ter-

conservatism and not without contradic-

ritorial

ful

ments.

tions, Islamic fundamentalism is

integrity (in this case that of Kuwait
by Iraq) has been brought to the fore. The
US and its ‘junior’ partners — including
Britain and France
have justified the assault on Iraq as a strategy to restore
Kuwait’s sovereignty.
The lack of consistency of the US and its
partners is glaring: where were they when
was

of Pan-Arab

siles to its cities

"invincibility”
Vietnam and Afghanistan
ought to have provided copious lessons.
Saddam is precisely a ‘hero’ because he has
of super-powers.

build-up to the outbreak of the Gulf
War demonstrated the capacity of the US to
manipulate international organissations (in

Sachikonye

this case, the United Nations) and to co-opt
several Arab states into its anti-Iraq project.

also not clear whether

In retrospect,

tact, if the US ‘invades’

it is quite clear that the
credibility of the UN has been tarnished.
Did it have to sanction the use of force by
US-led forces? Did it have to consent to the

January IS deadline? It should not have; to
the extent that it did, it "legitimised" the US
timing and conduct of the war. But the UN’s
inept handling of the Gulf crisis again calls
into qiKstion the representativeness of its
Security Council: it remains ‘a big power’
club, specifically a club of powers of the

taken

they will remain in-

develop ‘cold feet’. A more fundamental
question of medium- and long-term significance is how the pro-US governments,
will address their citizens’ anti-American

sentiments?
much

Already, the war has lasted
longer than the envisaged few days; I

write these lines four weeks after the

war

broke out. Indeed, the question can be
stretched to include the issue of absence of

democratic structures in the

Subsequent statements by the UN
Secretary-General, Perez De Cuellar,
lamenting the huge civilian casualties arising from the ‘precision bombing’ and
‘pounding’ by US-led forces, are a belated
admission that the US and its partners had
a different agenda of their own. Their main
objective is not limited to ‘liberating’
Kuwait (whatever that means) but to breaking up Iraq’s economic infrastructure,
military machine and eliminating Saddam.
This much did not require much jxescience

Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and the other

Kingdoms of

emirates themselves.
These issues lie at the

core

of the post-

order in the Middle East

Obviously,
they will be largely determined by the outcome of the war. Already, we hear of the US
spelling out what its perspectives are. The
thinking goes like this: ‘With Saddam
gone, there will need to be some institution
to guarantee regional security and that of
war

Israel. There should be
another

no

chance for

Spddam to arise. Iran will be lockregional security order which

foresee.

ed into this

In

the US-led ‘coalition’will guarantee. There
will be extras: a ‘Marshall Plan’ fw the

broader context, the Gulf War repre-

bitter contest for

hegemony in the
Politically, the US had a head
managed in the past 15 years to

Middle East
build

political and military alliances with
Egypt, Turkey and Saudi Arabia and the

poorer states to develop along c^italist
lines and in the process undermine Islamic
fundamentalism and the threat it poses to
the West’.

six

There will be contradictions and

months, coaxed Syria into the so-called

problems in this agenda for a post-war
order. First, the Arab peoples themselves
are already alienated from their govern¬

‘coalition’. Whether
will outlast the

20

war

or not

is

these alliances

a moot

question. It is

on

the US, UK, France and more than

20 other countries.

Iraq. Some of the

Arab states in the ‘coalition’ may belatedly

North, not of the South.

smaller Gulf states, and in the past

These remain im-

tions of the much-vaunted

The

It

ac-

Whichever way the war develops, a new
dimension has been introduced into percep-

vaded the two small countries?

start

Will Israel

ponderables.

integrity and
sovereignty crushed when US forces in-

sents a

concerns.

quiesce in the settling of the question now
that the war has been brought by Saudi mis-

annexed and Lebanon and

Panama had their territorial

a

power-

ideological and cultural

general. Third, post-revolutionary Iran is
unlikely to be cajoled into an imperialistconstructed post-war order. Fourth, the
Palestinian question remains at the centre

parts of Jordan occupied by Israel? And is
it not only a few years ago that Grenada and

to

a

weapon against
Eurocentrism and Western domination in

—

Palestine

Second, although it is imbued with

The confinement of the

US-led forces to
to

an

air

war

five weeks demcmstrates

operations of

in the first four
a

certain

nerv-

timidity about launching a ground war.
The catastrophic consequences of the
bombings (sanitised by such terms as
‘sorties’ and ‘collateral damage’) in terms
of civilian casualties and ecological
damage, will only emerge at the end of the
war. They will haunt the Middle East —
and the West
for a long time.
ous

—

What tentative conclusions

can we

then

draw from the

trajectory of the Gulf crisis
and the ensuing war? First, the mode in
which the crisis and

war

unfolded

was

another stark reminder that

imperialism is
still major force in global politics in the
post-cold war era. Prabhat Patnaik has observed that:
The veryfact that imperialism... has
been

adept at 'managing' potenchallenges to its hegemony, has
made us indifferent to its ubiquitous
presence. Imperialism has learned
that half a million troops do not have
to be despatched everywhere; and
unless there are half a million troops
despatched somewhere, moral indignation is not widespread and the
reality of imperialism goes unrecogso

tial

nised. It is

an

irony that coercion

which is so effective
to be silent is

that it can afford
scarcely recognised as
Sapem March, 1991

such; it is only when its effectiveness
is diminished to
to come out in

a

point where it has

the

ugliest of colours
that its reality becomes apparent.
In the

case

of the Gulf War, the interven-

tionism and militarism of imperialism

have

been

dramatically demonstrated. Political
strategies of containment of potential challengers to its regional hegemony are
wedded to economic interests, specifically
continued control over the unfettered flow
of oil. The narrow short-term national interests of certain Arab states

—

those of

Egypt, Morocco, Syria and the Emirates
and of Turkey — can be woven into those
of the imperialist powers for the duration of
the war. However, the limits to imperialist
hegemony are also clear. Jordan, Iran,
Yemen, Algeria and other Arab states

refuse to be co-c^ted into the US-directed
coalition. Outside the region, most

European countries including Germany
and Japan have chosen not to contribute
military forces to the coalition, even if
some have preferred to donate cash. Even
within

for

within the

lishment

S

over

the merits and demerits of

There will be obstacles to the much
vaunted post-war order in the Middle East.
The Gulf War may well be the last conflict
in which the US succeeds in

stitching

coalition of the sort it has. The
military limits to its power are
already emerging from the first few weeks
of the war despite the massive censorship
a

fmancial and

January 19 and 20, 1991.

HORTLY after the great hopes
generated by the spectacular

of destruction which

events which in 1989 seemed to

that of the atomic bomb

bring to

end to

period of dramatic
beginning of a
world order no longer characterised by
bipolarism and the equilibrium of terror,
an

a

confrontations and the

mankind

is

experiencing

a new

nightmare.
The hope of seeing
of

a delegitimatisation
the cornerstone of the relation-

war as

on

While it is hard to believe that

sources,

Hiroshima.
—

accord-

ing to exclusively USA sources — only
military objectives are being aimed at, it
has already been confirmed by those same
sources that white phosphwous bombs are
being used.
This massive destruction, which some

governments have

verbally qualified as a
simple police action, claims to be an instrument to implement international law as a
response to the aggression and invasion of
Kuwait by the armed forces of Iraq.

forces which, rather than see the

However, Resolution 678 of the United Na-

same

order,

1989

saw

therefore,

the

beginning of a new
only their own triumph and,

a

as

reconfirmalion of the older

order. The attack

against Iraq launched on
night of January 17,1991, as a response
to Iraq’s aggression against Kuwait on
August 2, 1990, is nothing less than a
monstrous reproposal of war, with a power
the
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L

right from the start ex-

ceeded, according to American

ships between peoples and states is tragically challenged and the world is experiencing a re-relegitimatisation of the
brutal reasons of arms, supported by those
events of

tions

(UN) Security Council could not
legally delegate to each of the Member
Stales the right to launch military actions,
which would have deprived the Security
Council and the Committee of General

Staffs of the

by the UN and junior constable

there have been conflicts
political and defence estab—

The Council of the Lelio Basso International Foundation for the Rights and
Liberation of Peoples adopted the following Declaration at its Rome meeting
on

sued

As the

Returning to the Old Order
held

displeased by the role
ofa globed supercop, with a badge isGorbachev patrolling

mihtary intervention.

together

The US is not

coalition countries — France,

some

example

and propaganda. This is so, in spite of the
observations of one analyst that:

authority recognised in Article

42 and the following

Articles of the Charter,
but, above all, the spirit and the word of the

war

grinds

on

alongside.
»

and the casualties

mount, the US is vulnerable to

swings in
public opinion. With the deficitplagued economy entering a deep recession, it is quite obvious that this war will
prove quite expensive for George Bush
economically, politically and militarily.
domestic

The Islamic fundamentalist backlash and
radical Arab response are still to come. The

stage is set for a bitter and protracted contest for

hegemony in the post-war Middle

EastO

The UN no longer

present» itself as the

,

meeting place ofaU
peoples of the earth, the
place for overcoming
existing injustices, but'
transforms itself into an
instrument for the
wealthy to dominate the
masses of have-nots,
domination all the less

acceptable in that it
decks itself with the
prestige ofjustice and
the respect of
international legality
Charter

intended

ban the scourge of
Except for the "inherent right of individual or collective self-defence",
reserved by Article 51 of the Charter, the
launching of a war is, according to international law, a crime against humanity and
even the measures adopted to
recognise this
right are acknowledged only "until the
Security Council has taken measures
are

to

war.
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necessary to maintain
and security".

international

Further, they "diall not in any way affect

authority and responsibility of the
Security Council under the jnesent Charter
to take at any time such action as it deems
necessary in order to maintain or restore intemational peace and security" (Article 51
of the Charter). Such radical refusal of war
is the natural outcome of the tragic experiences of the Second World War. It is
now recognised that there are intrinsic
dynamics in war, ptyecting it beyond the
restrictions aimed at containing it and that
it inevitably genmtes war crimes, so that
it is in itself criminal (verdict of the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal on Afghanistan
II, Paris, December 20,1982).
It is, in fact, blind violence which hits

populations of

Iraq and Kuwait, the victims respectively
of Saddam Hussein’s
the

dictatorship and of
aggression of which he is guilty. The

risk is that the

means

will liberate these

which, it is claimed,

populations will, in fact,

destroy them.
While claiming to be the implementation

of a resolution of the UN Security Council,
this

has the effect of

detegitimatising
the UN itself, the only attempt, despite its
weakness and lacunas, to Ning about justice and peace among peoples and human
beings. So the UN will be held responsible
fcx- the war, waged against the populations
war

that are the victims of the violence which it

claiming to bring to an end.
Further, despite the precarious aggiegadon of governments of the South to the
coalition against Iraq, it is a war of the
North against the South, of the wealthy
against the poor, of a powerful technology
against countries which have suffered
was

no

doubt that the

masses

countries, whose interests

poor

the

without discrimination the

There is

peace

in the

are too

often

been
the

a

proof that international law imposes

same

rules fcx* all, whereas Israel con-

tinues to perpetrate

violations which are a

ORX)sed to or dissociated from the
policies of their governments, perceive the
war in this way. This is all the mac justified

permanent threat to peace and also

when one considers that the violence which

tions.

is

striking the populations of Iraq and

Kuwait is the outcome of a

highly sophisticated technology and of the perfect planning, which has taken up the 167 days since
the invasion of Kuwait This massive

tion, which the Western
in

diminish the

mass

reac-

media insist

jx-esenting only in its technical details,

without
lives

ever

nor

of the

mentioning the cost in human
on the living conditions

the effect

credibility of the United Na-

The fact that the USA and Israel

rejected

the very principle of a conference on

Pales-

tine, which would have made global

negotiation possible, has meant that the war
which so became inevitable, far from being
a

war

to restore the

independence of

Kuwait has been caused, rather, by the
refusal of

settlement of the Palestinian

a

question.

populations, has been planned in the

It is essential that all those who have not

guise of a criminal action and cannot claim
to be the appropriate instrument to re-estab-

United Nations should make their voices

lish the law;

heard in the present

juridical reason could
reaction to a violation of in-

no sane

accept that the

temational law should strike millions of innocent

peoples through coldly calculated
%

action.

given

up

their hopes in the Charter of the

ces, so as to
venture with

Therefore,
temational

To the

peoples of the South, the blatant

store

Saddam Hussein does not

•

deserve

try to intercept a war-like ad-

unpredictable

we

call

on

consequences.

governments and in-

organisations to resort to all

available international instmments to

violation of international law committed by
seem to

dramatic circumstan-

such a violent response, when th^ was im-

peace

an

re-

and justice and also to request:

Advisory Opinion from the Internaaccording to Ar-

tional Court of Justice,

punity after the occupation of Transjordan

tides 65 to 68 of the Court Statute, on

and Gaza, the annexation of Jerusalem and

whether the

the Golan

conforms to the mles of International

Heights, the Israeli and Syrian

occupation of parts of Lebanon,
Indonesia’s aggression followed by the annexation of East Timor, the Turkish in-

vasion and annexation of Cyprus.

It cannot

war

Law at present in

declared

against Iraq

force and, in particular,

with the Charter of the United Nations;
•

an

immediate meeting

of the UN

the UN, whereas now at last and, in the case

Security Council to order the cessation
of
the "necessary means" indicated in
Resolution 678, in conformity with the
terms and the spirit of the Preamble and

be said that all such violations of interna-

tional law

belong to the past when the
paralysis of

division of the world led to the

of the hostilities, to defme the range

of Kuwait, for the first time, the provisions

all the Articles of the Charter and to call

obstacles and setbacks in their economic

of the Charter

the

development So the UN no longer presents

mented. The international conference, at

tions,

meeting place of all peoples of

which the invasion of Kuwait and the

of

Palestinian

reach a settlement and the solution of the

cussed

other

itself as the

the earth, the place for overcoming existing

injustices, but transforms itself into an infor the wealthy to dominate the

strument
masses

of have-nots, domination all the less

acceptable in that it decks itself with the
prestige of justice and the respect of international legality.
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can

be

effectively imple-

question could have been dissimultaneously so as to settle both

according to international law, was rejected
by the USA against the advice of scxne of
its allies. Had such
between the two

a

link been established

questions, it would have

parties to start immediate negotiaso as to determine the conditions

Iraq’s withdrawal from Kuwait and
pending problems in the region,
right to self-deter-

which include the

mination of the Palestinian
restoration of Lebanon’s
and guarantees

people, the
sovereignty

for Israel’s security.O
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‘Imperialist Invasion of the Middle East’:
NUM Demands Withdrawal
Alie Fataar

D

URING January, a

organisations and
in

South

and to guard jealously our independence
from its corrupting influence.

number of

some persons

Africa, publicly

of armed US
might in the Middle East, whilst also
deploring the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq
last year. But the strongest condemna-

Naked

denounced the presence

tion has been directed at the so^lled alliance of the US and its "coalition"

partners preparing to annihilate Iraq
and to establish a permanent US-led im-

perialist presence in the region to
"protect" their oil interests.
Foremost in the call for the withdrawal

of the forces of mass destruction has been
the New Unity Movement At its National
Conference in Port Elizabeth from January
4 to 5 this year, the movement unanimously

passed a resolution which noted that imperialism would continue "to ride roughshod over the political and economic rights
of oppressed people throughout the world"
and "that this rampant imperialism has arrogantly invaded the Middle East on a mas-

Furthermore, in the November 1990 bul-

imperialism continues to support the illegitimate state of Israel and the continuing colonisation of
Palestine."
The conference demanded that
•

Unity Movement, the organisation analyses why Iraq invaded
Kuwait and why imperialism had laid its
plans to invade the Middle East. After
giving the historical background to the Gulf
oil states and the motives of the imperialist
oil moguls since World War n, the bulletin
outlines how in 1961 Kuwait came to "owe
its independence from Iraq to imperialism".

World;
*

imperialism immediately withdraw its
armies (and those of its surrogates) and
insuuments of death and destruction
from the Middle East and from all

*

foreign soil;
imperialism cease its ruthless exploitation of the people and resources of the

in 1990, Kuwait under orders

And now,

from imperialism, refused to hand over the
Gulf islands that were historically part of

Iraq and the Al-Sabahs refused to refund
revenue

from oil drawn from

a

field inside

Iraq. Refusing "to become the paid helot of
imperialism and to abandon his reconstruc-

programme", Saddam Hussein defied
imperialism and invaded Kuwait. The bultion

letin states;
The invasion

ofKuwait b an anti-im-

perialist action. Despite

decades of

research into alternative energy

resources, oil remains the major fuel
for the industrial motor of imperialism. Without a continuous
simply of cheap oil, the capitalbt
econorrues would grind to a halt.

of the world. That

imperialism forthwith cease its aggression against the peoples of the Third

Hence Bush

prepared to invade the Middie East (‘uninvited’ by his puppet regime
in Saudi Arabia) because "the spectre of
over almost 50% of the
world’s oil reserves drew a sharp response
that exposed the naked aggression inherent

Arab control

in

imperialism". Imperialism must not only

conuxil the oil reserves, it must also ad-

minister,it directly. The bulletin further
links Israel in the

^^ddle East War:

Third World.

Israel, the imperialist policeman of
the Middle East, would be confronted

•

Conference resolved:

by

*

struggle of the Palestinian
people for their independence and their
territory;
to intensify the suiiggle against imperialism and its surrogates on all fronts

•

to

suppot the

Sapem March, 1991

of that
region and not to the imperialist
predators. Imperialism's invasion of
the Middle East is a violation of the
sovereignty ofthe Arab people.

letin of the the

sive scale to show the world that it will
brook no challenge to its hegemony nor any
threat to its control over the major resources

Aggression of Imperialism

the workers and peasants

a United Arab force the like
which it has never witnessed
.

Whatever the eventual outcome
the present

"Guf crbis",

of
.

.

of

we must

reiterate our standpoint: imperialism

business in the

Gulf. The oil
reserves ofthe Middle East belong to
has

no

Protest Rallies
On January 22, New Unity Movement
members demonstrated in Cape Town to

protest against US imperialism in the Gulf.
Police arrested over 40 of the members,
detained them and eventually charged 37
with attending an ‘illegal gathering’ in
terms of the Internal Security Act. The

evening, the New Unity Movement
well-attended public meeting in the
centre of Cape Town and distributed a
pamphlet denouncing the US war in the
same

held

a

Middle East
Earlier in the month, well-known ANC
members had expressed their views against
the US role in the Gulf crisis, but none of
them spoke in the name of the ANC. Mr
DuUah Omar made a statement in the Cape
Times newspaper, as chairman of the
Thornhill Residents Association, in which
he characterised the US and its allied forces in the Gulf as the work of imperialism
bent on controlling the oil of the Middle
East A small meeting in Rylands, a largely
Muslim ‘Indian’ group area in Cape Town,
was addressed by an ANC person, but he,

did not speak in the name of the ANC.
After the meeting, some youths burned Israeli and United States flags as a protest.
There was no reference at this meeting to
the invasion by imperialism.

too,

Johannesburg, Durban and Pretoria,
fairly large rallies were held to protest
against the invasion of Islamic Iraq and
Saudi Arabia. These were ‘religious’ rallies
called by the Mujlisul Ulama and Call of
Islam, which more emotionally called for
10 000 recruits to be allowed (by de Klerk’s
government) to go and help Iraq in the
‘Jihad’ (Holy war). As an aside, when the
In

some

Saudi became aware of this call, the Saudi
authorities prev^ted 400 South African
Muslim pilgrims from leaving Jed-

dah/Mecca, but de Klerk’s Foreign Minister Pik Botha intervened and the pilgrims
were

allowed to go

home.
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r
What is somewhat

puzzling is that the
against the role of
imperialism in the Gulf. Is this perhaps

ANC has
US

not come out

due to the fact that its Vice President had on
more

than

occasion in

public made utplacated the Israelis and the

one

icrances that

Zionists when he met their representatives
last year in Eun^ and during his US visit?

remarks he made

The most unexpected encounter was his

Palestine and,

recent

meeting with the notoriously Zionis-

have

on

the occasion, seem to

compromised his position vis-a-vis
more so,

of imperialism

his stand on the role

in the world today.D

tic South African Jewish Board of

Deputies. These meetings and

some

of the

Black Americans speak out against Gulf
War
Ngoni Chanakira

M

ANY Black Americans believe

activity in Black communities. Much of it

the main "crisis" in the Per-

is in the Southern states.

sian Gulf is the United States

government's determination to use them
as common fodder to protect those who
profit from the region’s cheap oil. In the
Black community, the bottom line is fast
becoming "No blood for oil".
Black Americans throughout the country

actively organising against President
Bush’s war moves stressing the disfx-oporare

US administration officials estimate that

City, activists have formed

is
ranging between US$25 and USS30 billion
for financial year 1991.
war at

government’s earlier missions in Panama
and Grenada, and its threats of aggression
against Cuba and other Third World
counuies.

have
says.

lion per year or

US$450 million per day, or
roughly US$19 million every hour.

to

dement

Spokespersons for both groups express
outrage that President Bush chose Martin
Luther King Jr’s birthday as the deadline
for Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait oc face
war. Calling King the "prince of peace",
Rosemary Mealey, a broadcast journ^ist
with Pacifica’s WBAI and activist with

African-Americans
tions called the

Against US Interven-

move

"the

most

incredible

slap in the face to our community".
"Persian Gulf War: African-Americans

Protest",

a survey

released recenUy by the

National Alliance of Third World
nalists found
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a

jour-

groundswell of grass roots

a

serving in the Gulf; and of 535 memCongress, only two are known to
children deployed," the document

The document further states that there is
a

disproportionate deployment of Black

fOTce

The

daily cost of Operation |
Desert Storm could give Federal
grants to 5^ *65^5 students of as^ I
sure 89 221 of college work
j
studyjobsI

including the number of Blacks is

maintained

as

classified information

Pentagon. Although

no exact

by the

figures

are

available, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have
verified in

public reports that in mid-

November, approximately 29% of army
personnel in the Gulf were Blacks. 30% of
the troops

in the Persian Gulf are either
Hispanic, which reflects thcTXjrcentage of the total minority composition
Black

mobilise Black

opinion in favour of a negotiated peace set-

in the President’s cabinet has

troops in the forces involved in the Gulf
War. Data on the Persian Gulf deployment

Washington-based American
Against US Intervention in the

Gulf has been created

one

bers of

es-

And the
Network

"No
child

US$163 bil-

The Centre for Defence Information
timates the costs of the

an

African-American network Against US Intervention, which links the Gulf War to this

or assure 89 221 of college wwk
study jobs. Both programmes have suffered
severe cuts over the past decade.

the cost of the Persian Gulf deployment

donate casualties Blacks will suffer. In
New York

dents

"The Bush administration’s financial

1991 budget for human capital
programmes including education and job
training was US$31,4 billion—down from
US$45,2 billion in 1980," the
organisation’s statistics show.
year

Meanwhile, the Children’s Defence
(CDF) estimates that in 1988, the cost

Fund

of

eliminating poverty in families with

children would have been US$26 billion.

Today, the cost of eliminating all poverty in
America would be US$53,8 billion — a
fraction of the cost of a shooting war.
The documents says that the United
States Student Association estimates that
the

daily cost of Operation Desert Storm
could give Federal grants to 59 655 stu¬

or

of the armed forces.

"African-Americans, about 12% of the

peculation, comprise a higher proportion in
the military than their percentage in the
population as a whole, while other minority
representation in the military is less than
their percentage of the civilian population.
"According to figures compiled by the
Department of Defence in June 1990,
African-Americans and Hispanics make up
a total of 34,2% of the army. AfricanAmericans 29,7%, Hispanics 4,5%. Only
9,9% of the army’s officers are African
American and 1,8% are Hispanic. AfricanAmerican Marine enlisters

are

17,4%, but

only 4,7% of the officers are AfricanAmericans," says the documentO
Sapem March, 1991

ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

Zimbabwe’s Economic Liberalisation

Programme: Justi:fication and Expected
Impact
Allast Mwanza

T

HE basic idea behind "economic
liberalisation" hinges on the
premise that too much control or

regulation of the economy is inimical to
long-term growth prospects of the
economy. Whereas it is generally agreed
that a free enterprise economy needs to
be regulated, there is general disagreement about the extent of such regulation.
For instance, should governments only
regulate certain sectors or activities or
should they control all major economic
activities? There is now great faith in the
adage that "a government is best that
governs the least". However, successful
show neither the success of laissez

cases

faire

of bureaucratic control. Thus,
governments should carefully select
nor

areas

of intervention and then intervene

efficiently. Unwise, inefTicient

inadequate intervention may be harmful to
the economy while unbridled market
forces

or

destabilise the economy.
Economic liberalisation forms an impor-

tant

can

component of the first phase of

economic reforms. The idea here is to
reduce state control (or to roll back the

government) so as to restore the
entrepreneurial spirit of the private sec¬
tor.

The

The

History of Government
Intervention

Most independent African states inherited

private sector dominated
economies. During the 1960s and early
1970s, the conventional wisdom was based
on development through
planning and import substitution, industrialisation. As part
of this strategy and in order to gain control
of their economies, most African governments increased participation in their
economies through creation of the public
sector

and increased control of the

private

sector. The economic crisis that beset most

sub-Saharan Africa in the 197()s provided a
strong impetus for increased government
intervention or participation. In countries
with large urban populations, governments
reacted to

soaring inflation by subsidising
by
controlling prices. The result was a mushrooming of the bureaucratic machinery for
the purpose of enforcing these controls.
However, by the close of the seventies,
government controls were being regarded
as being inefficient and
contributing to increased corruption. As a result, removal or
essential services and consumption or

reduction of these controls became
cornerstone of policy reforms.

a

political and economic history of

Zimbabwe resulted in the creation of subSaharan Africa’s most industrialised and,

perhaps, most controlled economy. The
penetration of foreign capital within the
colonial

context

resulted in

an

economic

system that was dominated by settler interests and international capital. Political and
economic control of Africans

was the basis
of settler accumulation. Thus, by the 1960s,
the basic structure of the economy had been

established. On

one

hand, you had a

flourishing settler-dominated
and
you

industrial

agricultural sector while on the other
had an underdeveloped peasant sector

which served the role of a labour reservoir.

During the early 1960s, foreign exchange
shortage was exacerbated by capital outflow. However, more strict management of
fweign exchange was introduced in 1965,
after UDI, as a counter to the reduced

fweign exchange earnings brought about
by international sanctions imposed on the
break-away colony. However, available
evidence also suggests that foreign exchange controls were instituted so as to
maintain high standards of living for whites
relative to their European counterparts as a
way of stemming large-scale out-migradon. Thus, whiles were assured of access to

SAPE.M March, 1991
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1

r
imported luxuries and to foreign travel
while controls also helped to shift income
in their favour. Furthermore, import substituting industries were allocated foreign
exchange in order for them to import inputs. These same industries enjoyed a large
degree of protection against competition
from foreign companies eith» through exchange controls or high import duties.
Foreign exchange utilisation was strictly
controlled. To this day, foreign exchange
controls remain the main instrument in

managing the balance of payments. The
priorities set during the UDI period do still
influence the allocation process.
Price controls on mass consumer items
have continued since

independence, lead-

ing to producer agitation for higher prices
and thus higher profit mark-ups. Control
has been exercised over other prices, such
as interest rates and the exchange rate.
While this policy assured some degree of
price stability, it did also adversely affect
incentives to produce and save. Moreover,
foreign exchange controls have become
more complex and difficult to administer in
an environment of commodity shortages.
Why Liberalisation? The Economic
Problems Facing Zimbabwe

growth rate of the economy in the
last decade was characterised by a high deThe

of instability. Thus as Table 1
illustrates, the economy grew by 10,7% in
1980, declined to 1,5% in 1982 and reached
a negative growth rate (-3,6%) in 1983.

gree

1984 witnessed an economic recovery

peak (7.3%) in 1985,
only to decline to 0,7%) in 1987. Although
which reached its

growth increased in 1988 (to 6,3%) and

(Photo: CoMn Dondoi

Controls

Zimbabwe
Year

Economy (1980-1989)
Growth Rate

1986

10,7
9,7
1.5
-3,6
2,3
7,3
2,0

1987

0,7

1988

6,3

1980
1981

1982
1983
1984

1985

4,9

1989
Source:
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Budget Address, 1990.

prices are regarded as normal: a grocer and his customer

reach the peak
independence.
capita income declined

1989 (to 4,9%), it has yet to
achieved in the first year of
a result, per
from Z$472 in 1982 to

As

vestment

Z$470 in 1989. In-

levels also have declined from

15,5% of GDP in 1980 to 10,7% of GDP in
1989. The economy has thus not expanded
adequately, contributing to rising unemployment. Other problems include
rising inflation and the external debt ratio
which reached a peak of 33,3% in 1987.
Zimbabwe continues to

depend on primary

commodity exports and outdated technology.
In his 1991

Budget Speech, the Minister
Planning and
Development, made clear the reforms the

of Finance, Economic

government expected to make

in economic

stage involves a managed transition from a
system of import controls based on foreign
exchange allocation, to a tariff-based systern. Thus, imports will be gradually placed
under OGIL while measures will be taken
to modernise domestic productive capacity
and thus to prepare producers to face external competition. During the second stage,

emphasis will be on further development or
strengthening of an outward-looking, ex-

port-based economy. Export promotion
will also imply reduction of protection currently being enjoyed by many import substituting industries.
The government has also implemented
partial price decontrols and subsidy
elimination

or

reduction which has led to

the removal of many commodities

from the

policy. The aim of the government was to

price control list. Part of the reason is to

from a highly regulated
economy to one dominated by market fwces. In the first phase of adjustment, trade

reduce the government

liberalisation forms the cornerstone of

will be maintained. The government

move

Table 1: Growth Rates of the

on

reform

away

policy. The government reckons

that this is the time to do away with a host
of economic regulations. Part of the

liberalisation programme

involves putting

goods on the open general import
licence (OGIL). Thus, on September 18,

more

eight high
priority items which would be placed under
OGIL by October 1, 1990. These included
dyes and dyeing chemicals for the textile
industry, packaging materials and other intermediate inputs. Implementation of trade
liberalisation will be in two stages. The first
1990, government revealed

budget deficit aris-

ing from support of agricultural parastatals.
However, price controls on basic foodstuffs
to

review

hopes
price controls or decontrols from

time to time in an effort to monitor their im-

pact on the

welfare of society. The price of

(wages and salaries) has been under
control since 1980 when the minimum
labour

legislation was passed. Employers
argued that this practice increases
labour costs and has adverse effects on
employment. Under the adjustment
wage
have

programme,

employers will determine

wage and salary levels and will also be free
to hire and fire workers. Other elements of
the reform programme

involve exchange

SapemMarot, 1991

rate

adjustments, reducing reliarKe on adof allocating

foreign
exchange and moving away from quantitative import restrictions based on quotas and
tariffs. By this move, the government is in
effect reducing the protection that has
hitherto been enjoyed by many domestic
producers and thus challenging these industries to be more efficient and competitive. In the case of foreign exchange
management. The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe will continue with the current policy
of currency depreciation, overtime and less
ministrative

reliance

on

means

administrative allocations.

The

Expected Impact

impact of the liberalisation

The

programme varies from country to country
and within countries from sector to sector
since it in turn will be conditioned

by the
existing social, political and economic
order. It must be emphasised that liberalisation is

of a structural adjustIn many countries,
liberalisation has been implemented as part
of the stabilisation programme during the
first phase of the adjustment programme.
Thus, stabilisation (and liberalisation) is a
short-term (about I to 3 years duration)
therapy meant to herald the implementation
a

component

ment programme.

of

a

structural adjustment programme

(SAP). Unfortunately, stabilisation

succeed within
result is that
stabilisation programmes are now being
implemented concomitantly with structural
adjustment programmes. It is, thus, dif-

programmes do not always
the required time. The

ficult to isolate the micro

or macro

of trade liberation per se on any

effects

particular

economy. However, experience gained
from other case studies indicates that the

impact can be deciphered with a leasonably low margin of error of exaggeration.
a) The controls: Controls on prices,
foreign exchange and the like represent a
major suiictural weakness in many poor
countries and particularly in Zimbabwe
since the early 1960s. Their removal is
bound to be resisted by those interest
groups that benefit from them. In Zimbabwe, the producers and consumers have
operated under a regime of controls for so
long that controls are regarded as normal.
Controls have a major impact on the pattern
of income distribution in any society. As already said, in the case of Zimbabwe,
foreign exchange controls were used to inSapem March, 1991

the incomes of settler interests and

crease

to

support and protect import

substituting

industries. A reduction of these controls
will reduce
some

foreign exchange to
increasing it to others. The

access to

while

weaker forms will either have to be efficient or fold up while the strong will benefit

a

monopoly dominated economic struc-

ture

like Zimbabwe’s. In some countries,

in

rapidly rising prices have led to declining
investment levels as producers try to avert
risk by moving into trade, thus adversely
affecting long-term growth of the

as

economy.
A well-known

as

countries is an increase in the money supp-

they will get as much foreign exchange
they require. Reduction of import controls and other administrative rigidities will
subject domestic industry to stiff foreign
competition. Thus, it is important that a
transitory policy be evolved by which
government will seek to modernise and
strengthen domestic industry so as to make
it internationally competitive. Within the
economy, it is important also to evolve a
policy of increasing entry into various
markets by new firms. The industrial structure is so dominated by few producers and
sellers that full trade liberalisation per se is
like allowing free chickens to compete with
free foxes! One way of achieving more

competition would be strengthening smallor medium-scale industries in particularly
dominated activities.
There

are

other adverse effects.

Evidertce from case studies indicates that
trade liberalisation may at times

be accompanied by de-industrialisation, output
declines and increasing unemployment
caused by the collapse of hitherto protected
or inefficient firms. One way of minimising the suffering of those to be retrenched
is to create job retraining programmes. Furthermore, policy should concentrate on
restructuring the industrial set up so that it

cause

of inflation in most

ly, especially currency and demand
deposits. Hence government anti-inflation
measures

tend to concentrate on the control

of the money supply. However, there are
those who argue that this emphasis may be

misplaced since in the poor countries, inflation is caused by development problems
and structural limitations, in that case, a

rising money supply is simply a permissive
factor by which inflation manifests itself.
Once inflation sets in, it induces inflationary pressures (such as twisting of expectations) which intensify its growth.
Meanwhile, inflation becomes more
manifest and cumulative due to the strug-

gle over income by which each group seeks
to gain an advantage over the other. The income struggle pitches particular income
groups against others in an effort to readjust each group’s relative income or expenditure. For instance, the workers agitate for
higher wages, private enterprise increase
prices or the government increases its expenditure.
These
"propagation
mechanisms" of inflation

are not

the causes

of inflation, but tend to exacerbate it and
lead to social instability. In many countries,

becomes less vulnerable to external shocks

industrial unrest tends to compound the
problem. It appears, therefore, that under

and less dependent on government support.

such conditions, control of the money supp-

is the tendency

ly is not enough to fight rising inflation. Insome of the price rises are caused by
the reform programme itself.
The exchange rate should be closely
monitored during the period of adjustment.
In some countries, unstable exchange rates

economic instability. This is

have been linked with inflation. In the Zam-

Thus, government control should be

creating a conducive competiatmosphere in order for industry to

directed at
tive

flourish.

b) Price Instability: A side effect of most
liberalisation programmes
to create

by the fact that price decontrols
uncertainty for producers, traders
and consumers. The producers and traders
have to continuously revise their costs and
profit mark-ups. Long-term investment

caused
create

does not flourish in

an

environment of

rapidly changing prices. As a result, the
merchants tend to benefit from price instability since they can rapidly alter their
calculations and shift the burden to consumers.

This is bound to be

more common

deed

bian case, the rapid depreciation
value of the currency during the

of the
period
1985-87 contributed significantly to the
massive inflation spiral and led to loss of
public support for the restrucuiring exercise. In an open, export-oriented yet import-dependent economy, rapid currency
devaluations may intensify imported inflation due to the dependence of the production system on imported capital,
machinery, parts and intermediate inputs.
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There is as yet no successful neutralisation
of this effect. Rather, in many case sUidies,

Policies to combat inflation have to include

the domestic

monetary policy measures. Inflation has an

price level rapidly catches up
with and/or outsprints the international
price level. Furthermore, drastic devaluations tend to lead to loss of confidence in
the national currency and pegging of prices
in terms of foreign currencies. Consequent-

ly, the value of the local currency is
ceived

to

be lower than the official

perex-

change rate. A parallel (black) market for
foreign exchange develcqis no matter the
magnitude of the devaluation, unless there
is an adequate supply of foreign exchange
to meet national demand or the currency is
allowed to float freely. With a parallel

more

than the

recently announced

immediate

impact on the people but its
long. As a result, the public
may lose faith in the reform programme.
Monetary control is a short-term, or transitory anti-inflation policy. What is required as the reform programme gathers
reduction takes

momentum

is

an

assault on the main

of inflation which

are

rooted in the struc-

tural limitations of the economy.
mote,

causes

Furtner-

the influence of inflation pressures

and

propagation mechanisms (such as. the
struggle) is bound to increase
during the reform period. Particularly imincome

tions

as

far back as 1965

are

still

on

the list

unless

they have ceased (^rations. Newfulfil criteria such as being
registered, having suitable premises, satisfying of new demand and having been in
business for a prescribed period. Since the
interpretation of these criteria may be subjective, a large number of upcoming
comers must

businessmen may not have access to

foreign exchange unless there

are more

reforms in the allocation process. What this

implies is that the basic structure of the
will remain unchanged and
liberalisation will mainly benefit a small
segment of society. Thus economic
deregulation and price reform will tend to
benefit interest groups that already have
strong economic power. On the other hand,
rising prices are bound to adversely impact
on the business prospects of the
upcoming
or small-scale producers or traders.
What is being said here is that libcralisation may actually lead to regressive income
shifts or strengthening of the current pateconomy

tern

of income distribution in Zimbabwe

unless

quickly taken to foredevelopment. This is so because

measures are

stall this

under such conditions, those who have
economic power will, with little or no

hindrance, seek to acquire more assets or
expand their operations Whereas those who
do not have such power will not have the
means to

do

so.

In such

a

scenario, entry

into

(Phoio: Cåhfin Donöo^

Costs of structural adjustment: unemployed youths in Harare
market for

foreign exchange, the economy
operating under a multiple exchange rate regime. This has serious implications for the pricing system as the local
is in effect

prxlant for policy analysis are price readjustments, salary and wage readjustments,
distortions in the fiscal system and ex-

currency ceases to be a store of value.

change rate devaluations since these will
tend to influence the pattern of income dis-

Moreover, staggered devaluation makes
private holders of foreign exchange to

tribution. These factors also embrace the
income struggle among interest groups and

hoard their money in anticipation of more
favourable returns. Clearly, the major aim
of policy should be to reduce uncertainty in
the financial market and thereby create
favourable expectations by avoiding wide

usually cause price instability.
c) Income Distribution: Zimbabwe has a
high degree of income inequality. One
recent study indicates that only 4% of the
population controls over 90% of wealth and

swings in government policy.

the number of black Zimbabweans in

Thus, the inflation process in many poor
countries is

complex one requiring a
package of measures to combat it In Zimbabwe, inflation has accelerated during the
early phase of the reform programme.
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a

trol of

con-

productive industrial investment is
very small. Moreover, the economy is
dominated by a few large companies.
Under the foreign exchange allocation systern, those companies who received alloca¬

(or exist from) the market is supposedly free, but in actuality it is constrained by
lack of or inadequate access to the means
to do so. In this regard, the present policy
of encouraging indigenous businessmen is
the right political and economic strategy to
follow. However, mwe needs to be done in
this respect if the inherited pattern
distribution is to change.

of in-

come

Summary and Conclusion
The economic reform programme

that

Zimbabwe is currently
meant to

eradicate the

implementing is
structural rigidities

inherited from the settler

(colonial) era.
During the settler-dominated era, a regime
of controls helped produce sub-Saharan
Africa’s most industrial economy.

However, by the close of the 1970s, the era
of

cheap import substitution was largely
and the industrial structure could not
guarantee further expansion. During the
first decade of independence, economic
growth was characterised by massive ingone
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stability. The urgent need as perceived by
government is to reduce state intervention
in the economy and thus allow market forces to operate more freely, thus providing
price signals that should lead to better

itiated. Indeed, the inherited economic
structure cannot survive the demands of a

divesified, flexible and competitive

modem world economic order. The

important message here is that as Zimbabwe embarks on the reform programme, she has a

Lastly, it is important for Zimbabwe to
fmd out what kind of controls or regulations

allocation, economic restructur-

lot of case studies to draw lessons from and

colonial experience.

resource

economy.

inhibit economic

ing and development. Such a path is not
without costs. Liberalisation may lead to

thus avoid the mistakes committed

that what

others. The

ment

higher inflation, deindustrialisation, unemployment or more uneven income distribution unless other counteracting
policies are adopted at the outset. But this
is not to say that reform must not be in¬

titude must not be entertained since

by
”it-will-not-happen-here" at-

strengthen it in order to build

intervention

more

efficient and not

necessarily do away with it Whatever level
of regulation is maintained, it must be that

economy is really unique. What is required
is to use the economic infrastructure and

ECONOMIC
ZAMBIA:

no

development in light of
It may just be possible
is important is to make govern-

which will allow further accumulation of

capital .□

a more

INDICATORS

Average Annual Kwacha (ZambianVDollar Exchange Rates and Inflation: Selected Years
Urban CJ’J.
Low Income

US$ per
Kwacha

Year

1970
1,40
1975
1,55
1980
1,27
1981
1.15
1982
1,08
1983
0;80
1984
0,56
1985
0,37
1986
0,16
1987
0,05
1988
0,125
1989
0,962
1990
0,025
Source: Central Statistical Office, Lusaka.

ZAMBIA:
1984

(Annual Changes)

High Income

10,1
11.7
14,0
12,5
19,6
20,0
37,5
51,6
21,0
54,4
175,6
124,0

8,5
11.9
10,4
13,2
17,7
20,0
35,1
55,4
21,0
52,3
160,8
117,2

(Major Economic Aggregates and Principal Ratios (US$m))
1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

2 022

1377

1741

3 594

4 645

3 381

3 558

973

868

739

896

1244

1 406

1071

1079

55

201

72

111

139

-153

-399

-299

-141

-175

-114

-315

-354

Excl IMF

3 080

3 835

4 785

5 463

5 557

6 312

7175

7 146

Total Debt (Inc IMF)

3 819

4 636

5 643

6 455

6 498

7 213

82 500

Long-term Debt (LIXDD)

2 647

3 159

3 767

4 374

4194

4 093

4 397

5 243

Short-term Debt (SDOD)

433

676

1018

1089

1364

2 220

2 779

1905

Gross National

product (GNP)

Exports (XGS)
International Reserves

(RES)

Current A/c Balance

2 453

Total Debt Stocks (EDT)
t

Total Debt

EDT/XGS
EDT/GNP
Debt Service/XGS

Interest

Payments/XGS

SDOD/EDT

(Excl IMF) Principal Ratios
449,0
135,9

670,0
212,2

662,0
200,3

14.1

10,7

31,4

36,0

4.9

4.6

24.5

35,2

15,7
38,7

26,6

446.9

17,9

8.7
21,3

6.7
19,9

441,9

189,7

467,7
347,5

11,6

10,1

6,0

4.9
17,6

14,1

154,6

609,5
313,8
23,5

316,6
125,5

11.7

Source: IMF/World Bank Estimates, 1988.
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FROM OUR SCHOLARS

Can Swahili Become African

Lingua

Franca?
Kwesi Kwa Prah
HE

T

crease

in the east and centre of the

ticularly for the present, in the eastern and
central parts of the continent The benefits
of such a language serving wide areas and
reaching and uniting far-flung communities are unquestionable. What is questionable is whether Swahili can replace the
indigenous languages as the key language
for development

con-

tinent, is unquestionable. Swahili is easi-

ly the most accessible language for large
mass society particularly in

sections of
the urban
more

areas

of East Africa. In its

colloquial forms, it is not only the

language of trade, commerce and street
dialogue, but also the neutral language
terrain where people with different cultural

peoples in the whole

The

sub-cultural roots meet in East

or

area

of Africa,

par-

Centrality of African Languages

Swahili remains for most Africans, even

Afk-ica.
It is

politically free of bias, favour or
privilege which other home-grown Ianguages which may be more dominant or
relatively more represented within existing
state borders may have. Its origins lie in
communities which are relatively small,
scattered and politically, relatively insignificant, in East Africa. It is also regarded

by

the social intercourse between

significance of Swahili in
present-day Africa, particularly

many as

stmcturally simple and, there-

fore, easy to pick up and learn. The

musicality of the language is sensitively at-

in the east and centre, a learned or borrowed

language. While

many

have a facility in it.

an

African language created historically out

of the African
reascxis

and

experience. For the above

pwssibly othCTS, it is

an ex-

tremely attractive lingua franca in Africa
today where intemicine rivalries and conflict ravage the socio-political landscape
and inhibit the process of development in a
very serious way.
Doubtlessly, Swahili would need to be

developed and advanced in order to in¬
30

one

historical conjuncture to

nificance of Latin and classical Greek

today, we would note that neither of these
languages is a spoken medium of social discourse. However, the influence and legacy
of these languages is so profoundly felt in
the structure and usage of present-day
European languages that, in my view, the
best users of European languages are those
who have a strong background in their understanding and writing of these classical
languages. It affects the embellishment of
language, the control and mastery of syn-

of ideas in
everyday and intellectual discourse.

Language is a funktion of c:uL
ture. Indeed^ it is possibly the
most crucial aspect of culture.
But its significance as a pillar of
culture varies from society to
society and from one hisihrical
conjuncture to another;

down easily on the ear. It
incorporate with ease foreign in-

puts which go to enrich the language. It is

society to society and
another.
If, for example, we examine the sig-

from

tax, and the expert juxtaposition

tractive and goes
is able to

culture varies from

mastery and authoritative control of it is not

really common. It is, for most people, a Ian-

of convenience, a transactional Ianguage of value particularly in East Africa.
It is not, fcff the overwhelming majority, the
language of tradition, communion with the
ancestors, history, primordial attitudes,
guage

values and beliefs.

Language is a function of culture. Indeed, it is possibly the most crucial aspect
of culture. But its significance as a pillar of

Neither Latin

nor

classical Greek are living

languages and yet it is possible to study
these

languages and thus be able to relate
European

and relive the world of ancient

society. This is simply because'despite the
fact that the

people who u^ these Ianday life and discourse have
long departed from the living, they have be-

guages in every

queathed mankind with a rich body of both
serious and lighter literature which lives
after them. For those contemporary minds
interested in the structure and texture of the
Graeco-Roman world, the past
the present
sumes a

becomes

and historical continuity as-

vital form.

In contrast with Latin and classical

Greek, African languages are living Ianguages

but almost without written litera-

ture.

Indeed, most African languages with

few

excqrtions, have little written literary
Sapem March, 1991

heritage. Even for thos« which over the past
few centuries have been rendered into written

forms, the literature is, at best, sparse,

Today, of course, a large number of African
languages have been provided written ex-

pression, in many cases, thanks to the wwk
of missionaries. What, of course, should be
mentioned is the fact that most of the litera-

produced by missionaries was meant
for the purposes of evangelisation and
prosclytism. This literature is in most cases
not more than a hundred years old, and is
very limited in intellectual scqre. Furthermore, the rate of addition to this corpus of
ture

literary work has been low and possibly

regards to his implicit acceptance of the inferiority of his native root language to
French. The road to the Academie Francaise starts with the acceptance of Gallic
cultural superiority. This, as an expression
of individual predisposition, is acceptable
however deplorable it may ^pear to many
of us; it is indeed a human right. It,
however, assumes tragic proportions when
it is expressed by an African Head of State
as

he then

was.

Indeed, it is in fact a classic

manifestation of the neo-colonial

Indeed, it is arguable that since the
end of the colonial era, the rate of addition

psychol-

poor.

has reduced further.

guages

for administrative purposes. In
it was even policy-wise ap-

some areas,

preciated that mother tongues were vital instniments

for the formation of an educated

native colonial cadre. Some years ago,

Leopold Senghor argued that ‘to be ignorant

of one’s mother tongue

is to be

uprooted from one’s background’. Senghor
suggested that:
The

analysis of

any

of black style, image and

rhythm, just

analysis of

our

and music....
medium

as can

be seen from

sculpture, painting

Choosing French as a

of instruction did not mean

that national

et>»en<;e of

In the

a

written

legacy native to Africans
documenting their history^ cul*^
ture and society# the sig*
nif icance of language as a living
form

asstunes even more

crucial

importance. The living lan-^
under such circumatan*^
ces becomes die only link with
tradition, culture and history of
guage

the people

One reads into Senghor’s elevation of
French above his own, a syndrome typical
of the African post-colonial elite. It accepts
inferiority to Western economic, political,
social and cultural power, and reproduces
such historically colonial und^tandings in
ogy.

black skins with while masks, as Fanon has

neglected in the former protec-

euphemistically popularised. In effect,

torates.

Senghor’s language policy underpins
specific power relations. It is certainly not

need to submit to the

philosophical import
of Negritude or populism to see the significance of this argument if one knows any
African language well enough. Elsewhere
in the same text, Senghor points out that'
‘Every African should be able to read and
write his own language.’ However, a fuller
Sapem March, 1991

gain economic

power

The

propagation of Swahili has its own
bearings on the configuration of power, influence and material

resources

cal

abstract notion, situated in a
vacuum.

sociologi-

It’s a point well recognised by

Neville Alexander when he writes that:

...the
more

more

are

to

English you know or the

French, depending on

where

in Africa, the more likely you
get a well-paid job, the more

you are

in Africa. It

is

pro-African in the sense of wanting to
replace the dominance of English in East
Africa. Essentially, its revolutionary role
stops there. If and when it is emphasised at
the expense of mother tongues, it stems the
emancipatory frrocess of mass society and
inhibits the cultivation and development of
native usages.
The

point, however, which needs to be

emphasised here is the fact that African Ianguages, until fairly recent times, have been
proliterate languages. Therefore, almost
singly, within the parameters of the culture
concept, these languages as living forms
today, rep^sent the sole repositories of the
culture, history, attitudes, beliefs, customs,
traditions, rallying symbols of the people.
In the absence of a written legacy native to
Africans documenting their history, culture
and society, the significance of language as
a living form assumes even more crucial

history of the

people. In other words, it is in these Ianguages as we know them today that the ultimate sources of identity of Africans, as
Africans, lie. It is in these languages that
the essrace, as cultural entities of African
people can be ultimately defined; not in the
colour of the skin. But these languages are
more

an

and thus

political power, and so forth.

with tradition, culture and

languages were

Indeed, 1 would argue that one does not

to

importance. The living language under
such circumstances becomes the only link

Black African

language reveals the characteristic
traits

sO

During the colonial

period, colonial administration often found
use in the cultivation of indigenous Ian-

Ukely you are to accumulate capital,

reading of his exposition in this text reveals
serious problems with the overall position
‘of Senghor on language, especially with

than this.

They represent the im-

mediately recognisable forms for the viable
introduction of innovative ideas aimed at

transforming both the weltanschuung and

praxis of the people. It is within the crucible
of these languages that the mind of the most
remote African can be reached.

It is in these

languages that Africa pix^r lives and fmds
its existential mainsprings. In other words,
it is within these languages that the overwhelming masses of the African people can
31

be reached in forms which would not

alienate them from their

history, traditions,
beliefs and collective psychological mowings. It is also within these languages that
their uptake ability for innovative ideas and
technology can be most quickly and efficiently enhanced and utilised. In sum, the
social and cultural emancipation of the
African masses can only be achieved

through the unstinted and unchallenged
development of mother tongues. These Ianguages are the
the

only viable instruments for
development and cultivation of

democratic institutions in Africa. The over-

Through unconditional bwrowing and imitation, he/she always remains an inferior

Fanti, Ashanti, Akuapim in Ghana: Mem,

appendage.

and Maasai in

African
this

languages need

regard to diminish the universal sig-

nificance of

languages like English

French in Africa. However, these latter Ianguages must and cannot be seen in supe-

stance. The real

challenge lies with the
ability of linguists and socio-linguists to
address this issue and not to lapse into the
colonially created ethnological prejudice

for the facility they provide in inter-

which sold the view that different tribes and

guages

national intercourse. But, to substitute them
for

indigenous languages as the fundamenlanguages of learning, development and

tal

and

the diffusion of science and

languages are the languages of
popular opinion and popular idiom, they
constitute the linguistic basis for the organisation of democratic society which
recognises the value of the culoire of the
and which avoids alienating ten-

masses,

dencies and the

dependency syndrome,

typical of the elites.
Ngugi Wa Thiongo’s conclusive position
on

African

languages is similar, although

argued from different concerns and points
of departure. I am particularly engaged by
his idea that his task

compete with
but to do

as a

writer is not to

Shakespeare in his language,
for his language what

Shakespeare did for his. My argument
derives, at least in its logic, from considerations based on anthropological principles.
The argument
to

the crucial considerata of culture

guage as

(especially in the African case), needs
develop
in,

as

to

and patterns which are
possible, indigenous. It is in

on usages

far

as

such

technology,
policy of

would be to press into sCTvice a

systematic alienation of the African masses
from their cultural

spiritually from all that they historically know and culturally recognise.
and

Si^ce

technology for development can

never

reach the African peasant in his remoteness
in a foreign language, or for that matter a

language which is not his native language.
In

as

far

Swahili is

as

Africans,

not

native to most

in East Africa, and is learnt

even

in much the

same

its status is

no

way as English or French,

different except

for the fact

that, firstly, it is African (Bantu) for the
most

part with Arabic admixtures. Second-

ly, bepuse of its Bantu structure and essential

vocabulary, Africans find it easy to pick

up.

is not a Tower ofBabel.

guages"

are

Many African "Ianactually dialectics of larger

clusters. For example,

the degree of mutual
intelligibility between spoken forms of
Swathi, Zulu, Xhosa, Ndebele and the

adaptation of foreign inputs can be most
creatively effected. It is also within the

mulate

a

wriaen form of this cluster which

would be accessible

to

all these sub-

tive, both aesthetically and practically. It is,

categories and which would, at the same
time, permit the usage of the dialectal forms

furthermore, in the native language that

in

he/she achieves equality as a human being.

Oshiherero and
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of

a

Time Immemorial

The substitution of other African Ianguages

expression. Nama and Damara,
Oshivambo, in Namibia;

with Swahili,

or

rather the promo-

tion of Swahili at the

spoken or unspoken
of other indigenous mother tongues would not assist the process of bringexpense

ing knowledge and development to the
African

masses

who live in the thousands

of

villages they have inhabited from time
immemorial, close to the ancestral graves

and shrines, rivers, mountains and other

material and non-material attributes of the

environment which feature in their cosmology,
Uue.

their

In contradiction to popular belief, Africa

Ngoni languages of Malawi, Mozambique
and Tanzania is high. It is possible to fw-

that the native is most crea-

metaphorically, around
hill or valley in Africa.
Another unfortunate myth is the idea that
African languages cannot be developmentally injected to become languages of advanced science and technology.
are

every comer

moorings and unhinging

primary forms that the likelihood of
integration, acceptance, understanding and

mother tongue

ethnicities

them

is that in order to equip man

confront his material environment, Ian-

or

riority w as substitutes to the role of African
languages. It is practical to expand the
usage of such universally accepted Ian-

masses

These

Sudan; Luo, Acholi, Langi, Pari, Alur,

Chopadhola in wider Eastern Africa (the
list is vast); are dialectal clusters in each in-

rural

of African per^le live in
speak their own languages.

Kenya; Fadjelu, Bari,
Nyangbara, Mondari, Kuku, Kakwa in the

not be seen in

whelming
areas

Gikuyu, Kamba, Embu in Kenya; Sambum

a

language and other elements of culEmphatically, native languages and
use

for education and

development is

human right and is the only viable way of

reaching Africans in such a way that their
creative genius can be enlisted for development

purposes.

Swahili should be

en-

couraged for the facility it provides as a
regional cm* wider African language, but this
function
the

must never

be allowed to subvert

centrality and superiority of the mother

tongue to the native in pursuit of the

development objective, along modem
scientific and technological lines. No other
language or languages could equally serve
the

purpose.D
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FROM THE DIASPORA

Intensifying the Struggle
for Human Rights
African-American led Independent
Presidential Campaign makes sense in 1992

Why

an

Ron Daniels
992 will be

1

Ron Daniels

significant

a

year

in the

Asian Americans, poor and working people

life and times of Africans in

before the world.

America. 1992 will mark the 20th

and electoral

Utilising protest politics
politics by African-

anniversary of the historic Gary Nation-

Americans, 1992 should be

al Black Political Convention and the

portune time to heighten the fight for real

20th

economic and

Anniversary of African Liberation
Day in the United States. 1992 will also
be the 75th

fighter from Ruleville, Mississippi who
was one of the founders of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party.
1992 will also be
year

and the

"celebrate" the

a

this nation seeks to
"discovery" of America by

year

intrusion into this

hemisphere which ultimately led to the seizure of the
"Americas" from the indigenous people
some cases

A

legitimate, African-American led in-

the ruthless annihilation

of entire nations of native Americans. The

on

OUT own

cultural,

ideological and political
development as Africans in
America would be an integral
aspect of the political education
dimension of an independent
presidential campaign.

dependent presidential campaign could be
a formidable component of this overall

urban reservations where

human

African-Americans subsist and

rights crusade. An independent

presidential campaign could

presidential election

Christopher Columbus, an act of European

and in

political democracy in

America.

birthday of Fannie Lou

Hamer, the valient African freedom

seen as an (^-

A focus

several
purposes. First and foremost, it could take
advantage of the drama and excitement of a
presidential election year and all of the
other significant events that will be
transpiring in 1992 to provide massive
serve

political education to African-Americans
on the nature of the oppressive U.S. system
and the need to

mobilise/organise to fun-

to reverse the

huge numbers of
resources

staggering loss of Black land

in the South; no retreat on affumative ac-

tion;
an

a

moratorium

on

prison construction,

end to the racist practice of warehousing

the Black victims of racism in overcrowded

jails and prisons and a release of all political prisoners; statehood for Washington,
DC, i.e. full African-American majority
rule for America’s last colony; equity and

damentally transform/reconstruct this nation. A focus on our own cultural, ideologi-

power-sharing, including proportional rep-

European colonisation of North America
also

cal and

levels of government

precipitated the Trans-Atlantic Slave

Trade which resulted in the greatest
holocaust in human

history, the destruction

of 100 million sons and daughters of Africa.
While America prepares to

"celebrate"

its

discovery and settles in for another
season of politics as usual, I propose that
Africans in America lead

a

massive

cam-

paign to intensify the human rights emsade
to place America’s injustices against
African people, native Americans, Latinos,
Sapem March, 1991

political development as Africans
in America would be an integral aspect of
the political education dimension of an independent presidential campaign.

resentation for African-Americans at all

Americans

majority;

multi-billion dollar domestic Marshall Plan

core

rebuild and revitalise the vast inner

city

as a

historically oppressed ethbe violated by the white

nic group cannot

Secondly, the campaign would unapologetically put forth a progressive
African-American Agenda with an emphasis on reparations for the damages done
to Africans by America and Europe; a
to

and constitutional

guarantees that the rights of African-

an

end to apartheid in South
majority rule and massive

Africa i.e. Black
U.S.

development aid without strings to

Africa and the Pan-African world.
The Black

Agenda would make

of the platform

up

the

for a 1992 independent

presidential campaign. However, such

a
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campaign, emerging from the depths of the
Black experience, must also build and lead
the broadest possible coalition of forces
committed to shaping a new America.

race

Hence the critical

a

concerns

of native

to

neutral African-American

positions of prominence within the

Democratic

Party.

where it lives

—

overcome

racism

in white communities.

a

run

again as

As I lecture

Democratic party

it is clear to
caruiot

for

our

designs by Republican strategists to cling
to the presidency by coopting a larger share
of our vote. As the 1972
so

Gary Declaration

aptly put it:
Both parties

as

tional Rainbow Coalition and Southern

with

have betrayed us when-

ours...

ent,

our

politics, I am committed to helping African-Americans shape some
answers to these crucial questions in 1992.

unorganised and depend-

must

utilise

an

in-

Americans must

strategy effective, however, African-

develop

"vanguard
society". For as the

Gary Declaration put it:

quiescent and compliant.

African-Americans

Gary

1992 to ascend to the

in the struggle for a new

Jackson’s

party to be more liberal and progressive on

American

must use

for-

side/outside strategy. To make such a

Jackson’s efforts to force the DenKx;ratic

independent candidate in 1988 or why we are not wwking
to build a new political party. As a veteran
social and political activist and a long-time
proponent of independent African-

vinced that the sons and daughters of Africa

conflicted

and whenever

powerful independent political movement outside of the
Democratic and Republican parties. In
a

Black politics... must accept

major

responsibility for creating both the
atmosphere and the

programme for

fundamental, far-ranging change in
America. Such

a

responsibility is

ours

because it is our people

deeply hurt and ravaged by the

who are

issues which affect African-American

1984 atKi 1988, the hopes and dreams of the

most

people and poor and working people. We
need a powaful force and powerful leaders
working to ipromote our int^st inside the

Jackson

present systems of society. God will-

Democratic

African-Americans and the

Party. Jesse Jackson’s role in-

side the Democratic party

is even more crucial given the concerted drive by conservatives and moderates to promote
neutral"

"race

politics and the effort to elevate

Campaign and the Rainbow Coali-

tion were ultimately deflated by an ungrate-

ful Democratic party. In both

instances,

progressive
movement were left without a viable option
\

in the November

general election

vehicle to advance and achieve
dum

on a

we

authentic

Black Political Convention, I am con-

Regional Coordinator (Super-Tuesday)
and Deputy Campaign Manager for Jesse

Campaign ’88,1 support Jesse

campuses across

Two decades after the historic

their interests have

ces were

serving

that

me

depend on the
salvation. Nor

should African-Americans fall prey to

who had the

privilege of
Executive Director of the Na-

as one

college

an

Democratic candidate for President in

1992. And

on

students often ask me why

ever

No doubt Jesse Jackson will

or ever

did not have

African-Americans

strategies to combat and

mistake in 1992

again.

Though Jesse Jackson continues to wage

and waking people and the concerns
of the broad progressive movement, must
be mobilised as parmers in the process of
challenging America’s racism, militarism
rich.
Indeed, as a part of the campaign, white
progressives must be challenged to develop

same

courageous and correct struggle inside the

Democratic party,

and the rule of the rich and the super

make the

the country,

Americans, Latinos, Asian-Americans,
poor

politicians

a

ing and the creek don't rise.
I intend to be at the very

forefront of an

African American-led human

rights

crusade in 1992.0

as a

leferen-

progressive agenda. We must not

Ron Daniels is the President

of the Naand Chairperson
ofthe National Back Independent Political Party. He is also president of the Institute for Community Organisation and
Development in Youngstown, Ohio.
tional Black Assembly

LETTERS
The Editor invites letters from the
name

general readership of SAPEM. Letters should have the full
pseudonyms will be used if required. Length of letters

and address of the writer but

should be about three hundred words. Letters should be sent to: The
MP 111, Mount
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Editor, SAPEM, P.O. Box

Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.
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GENDER ISSUES

Women, War and Militarism
Patricia McFadden
of this paper was presented at the
conference at Hunter College, New York City, June 1990.

An earlier version

"Women’s Worlds”

history is underpinned by militarism and war
and this phenomenon has had
wide-spread consequences for women
(and children) in all spheres of social ex-

V

IRTUALLY all

istence.
Recent African history is a continuation
of this tradition of militarism and violence,

which is controlled and used

by men to aspolitical (state) power, as
well as to perpetuate patriarchal structures
in both the private and public spheres. The
sume

and retain

colonisation of Africa and the resistance to
that colonisation was a male affair, as were

And His-story
replicated in the anti-colonial
struggles to which women contributed but
which remained essentially a struggle between one set of men (white racist males)
against another group of men (Black
nationalists). Anti-imperialist struggles at a
global level have also tended to be struggles led by men who resist the domination
of their territory by another group of men,
even in societies where women’s contribution has begun to be recognised and socially remunerated (eg in Cuba).
In Southern Africa, recent victories

all

wars

in known history.

has been

against settler colonialism have shown
clearly that the contributions and sacrifices
made by women (either through choice or
by misfortune), are quickly forgotten by
their male ‘comrades’ after the initial

euphcria of independence is over. These
trends indicate that unless we challenge
male power structures and begin to restxucbetween women on the
one hand and men and their use and control
of institutionalised violence (through the
military, police and an array of weqwnry)
on the other, we will be faced with an even
more dire situation in the future, in terms of
ture the relationship

very existence as human beings. Men
continue to control the state and all the
our
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(Photo: Mrtfiix)

Contributions made by women are

quickly forgotten: challenging the police in

Johannesburg
other major institutions of our societies and
the

double-edged circumstance of war and

undeq)ins male power
and is manifested in the repression and
violence against women and children, conmilitarism which

dnues.

imperialism is increasingly off-loaded onto our backs as the
‘Third World’ and the prices of primary
commodities and {xecious metals continue
to plummet, drought and floods wipe out
huge sections of the indigenous population,
As the crisis of

with

women

and their children as the main

hundreds of thousands of women’s and
children’s lives every year.
Because of the

overwhelming necessity

for the continent to survive, African

scholarship, including feminist analysis,
has tended to underplay the issues of
militarism and war. Discussions of
militarism have concentrated on the use of
the army to secure power through coup
d’etats, but we have not considered the con-

cept of peace beyond its presently constituted definition within the dominant
male

representations in our respective

victims. The ever-present

societies.

in the

threat of drought
Sahel, the devastation and brutality

of the

war

is generally ptxirayed
of one people by
another, of ‘great men’ who built empires

in the Horn of Africa and the on-

going wars in Southern Africa, claim

African greatness

in terms of the conquest
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and central to that power system is the
enslavement and commoditisation of
African women and children. Women and

children

the

booty, the ^ils of war,
through which men could acquire military
were

and socio-cultural status within their
societies. Having many slaves and
numerous wives was the most
socially
sanctioned expression of manhood in vir-

tually all the known great African civilisadons.
Often when we attempt to rebutt the
racist assertion that Southern Africa was

uninhabited by people when the flrst white
settlers landed on our shores almost 350
years ago, we recall the great empires of the
Zulu, of Great Zimbabwe under the Shona

kings, because it is so impoiant to assert
our humanity as well as our
presence in a
land which

we

have known for centuries

prior to settler colonialism. But by not

en-

gendering those great societies, we have accepted the invisibility of women and thereby inadvertantly sanctioned the romanticisation of violence and the development
of military institutions, which are fundamentally mysogynist.
The few great women figures we know
about, are portrayed essentially in terms of
their military feats. Nzinga of Angola is a
prime example of an outstanding African
fore-mother, whose only known fame is her
military brilliance against the enslaving
Portuguese in the 17th century. She is
reputed to have worn the clothes of a man
whenever she went into battle, because she
could not possibly have fought as well,

dressed

So

even

when

women

excelled in the

male

sphere of power, it was as proxy
precisely because our history has been documented and defined in
males. And it is

relation to militarism, that we know so littie about the lives of other African women
and have only a partial picture of even those
women

who have received

acknowledgement
The global history of
and

women as

some

historical

predators
valiant only

men as

prey, men as

through expressions which are located
within a fundamentally misogynist premise
which portrays women as weak and vulnerable, has permeated the human psyche,
and
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as

have fitted well into this historical

underpins the relationships which

we

gendered human beings. Class and

scenario, with

women

(and their children)

often the poorest and the most discriminated against in all known societies.
Women have been marginal to the

definition of what is historical and Africa is
no

exception; Yet the historical experience

of violence

and

war

informs the

mysogynist male cultures which we have
inherited and which we are now beginning
to challenge and question. Our
invisibility
in known history, which is further compounded as our societies become further
commoditised, is not just due to our location in the sphae of reproduction. Male
power, the struggles of men to concentrate
power in the hands of certain classes which

consequences of what happens to male
children involved in such processes and
how these

experiences shape their later
relationships with other people in the
society, especially with women. Military
men are already
amongst the most violent
people in

our societies. What of children
who have never been children, who did not

just play military games, but whose entire
life has been shaped by militarism and a

misogynist ideology.
An older South African feminist

was

describing how, in Xhosa society, the
young male is handed a spear, as a symbol
of his manhood and is reminded that with
manhood comes the responsibility of

defending the home, community and nation. He is fmally transformed into a war-

male controlled and male defmed, that
so far been deemed HISTORICAL. And war, the development of arms

as a man. The young
woman, on the other hand, is dressed in

and weaponry and their use, have been
central to the male experience of past

beads, beautiful embroidery and is told that
she is the flower of her home, of her com-

'civilisations’.

munity and country. She has

These traditions have not completely
vanished from our existence and we can see

defend herself from the multitudes of men
who surround her and must submit herself

their

either

are

rior and the

is what has

tension of his

repetition in the Southern African
region today through the actions of UNTTA
and MNR in Angola and Mozambique
respectively. Attacks on women and
children, the destruction of African life by
Africans (men) apparently gone mad, must

arm

becomes

an

essential

ex-

being

no arms to

Africa and in other human societies else-

victim, or as the dependent of a
Rape becomes an intrinsic element of
the male experience of war. During the
periods of warring, men r^, torture and
kill women and children as part of the ritual
of realising themselves as men. Rambo is
just one example of the portrayal of
violence as manly, exciting and normal. 1
think that it is very important fw us to know

where, have fought their wars on the bodies

how the MNR and UNITA bandits in

of women and children.

Mozambique and Angola perceive the
women they have raped and killed,
particularly as we cannot be sure that itwill not
happen again in the future.
When we extend the analysis of violence
and militarism to the sphere of the
household, women are the vehicle through

be contextualised within a historical precedent which clearly shows how men in

woman! Queen

Hatshepsut of
Egypt wore a beard and the amazing
Amazons of Dahomey cut off their breasts
as a symbol of their valour.
as a

have
race

Women, Violence and Maleness
Another

important factor in the analysis

of war, militarism and violence, is thequestion of the socialisation of male children
into the culture of war. While little boys are

taught to aspire to war through the production of toys which simulate the theatres of
war and media propaganda which emphasises the ultimacy of military glory, littie girls are socialised to look forward to
being someone’s daughter, sister, wife and
grandmother. Military arms become the
vehicle through which men realise their
maleness, in the public sphere. They conquer, in the name of pauiotism. We have
child-soldiers involved in guerrilla
wars in UgatKla, Angola and
Nicaragua and
seen

whilst

proudly point to their courage,
we have not really understood the possible
we

as a

man.

which men realise themselves in the socalled private sphere. They conquer women
and consolidate that power

within the marriage institution which is fundamentally
biased against women. And men rape and
murder women during times (tf so-called
peace. Every day, women are killed by
men,

because

men cannot

control

or own

them and their bodies.
In Southern

who burned

Africa, white racist males

villages and slaughtered black

women, men

and children in Zimbabwe,

Mozambique, Namibia, Angola and South
Africa, clearly exhibited the link between
Sapem March, 1991

killing "kaffirs" and "becoming a man".
White policemen and young white racist
males step out onto the streets of South
Africa with the intent of ‘doing in a Kaffir’
as an

expression of their whiteness and

maleness. Ever since its formation, the
white racist Ku Klux Klan (KKK) in the
USA has associated the

lynching and murliving there as an essential
part of the ritual of white malehood.
Even the language of so-called "Defence
Intellectuals" is patriarchal and misogynist.
Countries which do not carry nuclear
der of Africans

is not perceived as problematic, essentially because such women have bought
the lie that they have power as wives and
mothers. They do not question the fact that
in most of our countries,'the military budget
is many times as large as any other element
of the national budget; larger than education, health, transportation, housing and
other barely available social services put
together.
Although at the analytical level, we
know that the division between the private
and public, is a false and ideologically

But

power

,

women are not

always the helpless

victims of male violence and

more

than

before, women are actively engaged in
challenging the structures and manifestations of patriarchal repression.
ever

When

women

resist the state and the

military, it is usually within the sites of
reproduction and motherhood. When the
South African regime raised the rents on the
slums poor Black people have been forced
live in, the women were in the forefront

to

of the battle to resist the rises. When the

regime introduced the General Sales Tax
(GST) on basic food items, the women once
again took the lead. And, with the state of
emergency and the occupation of the
townships, by racist soldiers, women have
stood out as the most valiant fighters of all.
HowevCT, motherhood can be manipulated by both pnogressive and reactionary
regimes in order to mobilise women for essentially male interests. The case of Chile
is most instructive in Central America.
Allende’s government mobilised women
the basis of their being mothers and ap-

on

pealed to the same very traditional and conservative ideological image of women
which Pinochet used to subvert the 1973
revolution in that country.
In Southern Africa, women have been

(Photo: Alnpix)

Expanding the

scope

of their participation in the struggle: black
demonstrating in Soweto

women

engaged in resistance against apartheid on
all fronts of struggle, but mainly in those refated to their reproductive roles as mothers
and wives. They are mobilised on the basis
of their being mothers of children (sons and
daughters) who are imprisoned, have fled
the regime to train as guerrillas, w in exile,
far away from their families. Many have
died in battle

weapons are referred to
ample. New Zealand.

Women

as

virgins, for

ex-

socialised to accept violence
and war as a male activity about which they
can

are

do litde and

being so marginal to male
(the state, the army,
and children easily become

structures of power

etc),

women

victims of militarism and its manifestations.

Women, the State and Resistance
The state is a male site of pxiwer and most

accept that as a given. Most women
also accept their defmition in relation to the
women

household, motherhood and the reproductive roles which they have been socialised
into accepting as normal.
fact that

men

control
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Consequently, the
and enjoy public

biased one, in reality many women accept
such a division as real and unchangeable.
Women

invisible in the

military they
only in the lower ranks and, at best,
they are seen in public in their status as the
wives of prominent military figures.
But most pocr women and children do
not exist for the military system, except as
targets during times of war. Africa is virtually run by soldiers, mosUy in the control
of impierialism, who spend billions each
year arming themselves against their
pieople. Nigeria is a prime example of a
country which has had many military coups
and countCT-coups over the last 30 years
are

serve

which is not unusual

on

the continent

on

the borders of South

Africa, in the townships and in the prisons
and

dungeons of the racist

Children

are

oppressors.
also victims of apartheid

repression and destabilisation and many
have been killed in the raids made by fascist white soldiers into the countries of

Southern Africa
But

over

the last 30 years.

being victims once
the challenge to resist the oppressor and all liberation movements have
mobilised women mainly on the basis of
their custodial role as ‘keepers’ of African
traditions and cultures. Until recendy, the
sexist and patriarchal nature of that culture
went largely unquestioned.
Although South African women have
begun to expand the scope of their participation in the resistance, even joining the
they

women cease

assume
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armed combatants, still the
struggle remains essentially a
sphere of male activism and pow^. Women

struggle

as

Nationalist

and children

are

the clearest victims of the

violence in South Africa, perpetrated by the

racist regime

through reactionary elements
and drawing upon conservative traditional
loyalties and deep-seated elements of
misogyny within Black South African culture.

In terms of

paying the highest price for

freedom, women, who tend to serve in nonglamorous positions as couriers and informants for the guerrillas,

often suffer the
highest casualty rate. Yet most go unknown
and unsung. It is only those women who
have excelled in the

spheres where men
prove themselves as fighters — as armed
fighters—who are known and aj^reciated.
The appeal to women’s altruistic

They
sui^rt the regime in all its political hues,
because they have accepted the definition
of themselves as ‘pillars of white society’
whose primary task is to transmit the values
of white society and produce loyal and
racist generaticms.
Some white and black

women

in South

Africa are

making networks on the basis of
their being mothers. The ANC Women’s
Section has had meetings with white
frx)m within South Africa, to disas mothers. That is about all

women

issues

cuss

they have in common.
Women have also played a negative role
as women

—

—

in terms of the perpetua-

don and support of repressive regimes on
the condnaiL The case of Malawi is a clear

socialisation is central in the mobilisation

example of how a decrepit patriarch
(Kamuzu Banda) has manipulated the
ideology of motherhood and all it means in

of women, in particular older women.

terms

They

as ‘Mothers of the Nation’
and the virtues of sacrifice, abnegation, serare

p<Mlrayed

vice, honesty, diligence and responsibility
for the survival of the

repressed

are at-

tributed to them.
Some

women are

being the custodians of the leadership
responsibilities and reputations of their
husbands. They ‘hold the feat’ while the
men are in prison — Albertina Sisulu and
Winnie Mandela are clear examples of such
women

in the South African context—and

even when the man has deceased, they are
required to keep his memory alive, by continuing to carry his name. These are a few
examples of how wifehood and motherhood has become an integral part of the rep-

resentation of
women

some

of the most beautiful

in Southern African resistance his-

tory.

Why do they not stand out in their own
right, as brave and courageous fighters
against repression, which is what they have
done best? The

of conservative

uphold

ideological beliefs,
regime

a vicious and repressive
for almost three decades.
to

Women have also been the custodians of

backward, repressive patriarchal rituals,
like circumcision and the mutilation of

thrust with the task of

answer

lies in

a

clearer

un-

derstanding of the manner in which patriarchal representations of women overwhelmingly emphasise our presence in histixy
(past and present) in those terms which are
least threatening to the continued exercise
of male power.
White South African

women’s bodies, in the interests of male
sexist pleasures and the control of women’s

Therefore, in terms of the resistance

against apartheid repression, several issues
the fore, especially when we con-
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the
the
and children

spirits of millions of
on

women
the continent and in the world? A deal

will most probably
men

—

a

be made between a few

la Zimbabwe

—

as to

who will

control the state and how the stream of gold
will be

kept flowing from ‘south to north’
really do much about that.
But how do we begin to reconstruct our
communities, if the very material, the very
essence of our being has been so deeply
wounded? Mozambique, Angola, Namibia,

and

we cannot

Zimbabwe and

now

South Africa attest to

the

depth of the crisis. We are faced with a
human crisis which requires much more
than a few economic palliatives. We must
get to the heart of the matter — the racism,
violence, misogyny, militarism and war
which have ravaged our societies and our
humanity for centuries.

Participation in liberation struggles for
reasons mentioned above clearly does
not ensure or give women access to the state
and the military. Therefore, they are not
able to change the character bf the state or
impact effectively on the way in which the
military perceives of civilians who are largely women and children.
the

women cannot

break into the sites of

male power through liberation struggles,
then how do we begin to resolve the

Namibian

women

women have supported the
struggle from basically the perreproductive level — as mothers,

liberation
sonal

sisters, wives, women-friends, lovers,

grandmothers, aunties — reasons fundamentally related to their ability to
reproduce.
What implications does this have for the
future rights and demands of these women
who have suffered

and children’s lives?

We must redefine

our relationship to
they operate within the very structures through which they control and
repress us, whether that repression takes the
form of class oppression and exploitation,
racist oppression, or gender oppression in
both the household and in the wider society.
men as

Until

we come to terms

with what his-

apartheid?
struggles by women have been
predominantly located within the
household domain
within the reproductive terrain
what implications does this

really meant vis-a-vis our apparent invisibility in the past and present,
we cannot begin the process of rejecting
that past and its misogynist roots in male
culture and structures like the military and
the ideology of violence which they con-

have fcx" the future movement out of these

tinue to foster.

sites

begin from the perspective
grounded in the long feminist
traditions of emphasising the creative
beauty of humankind, a tradition which
runs through Her-story, which we must actively reclaim and build upon.D

and all other

women

under
If

—

—

locations of

reproduction and representation, especially as we know that
or

marginalised from the real sites of power
precisely because of their location in the
reproductive sphere?

army,

going to deal with
which has seeped into

we

war

problems of militarism, violence,
mysogyny and the continued destruction of

under ‘ncMmal’ circumstances, women are

as the mothers and
wives of white racists who are in the fascist

are

of

sider the fact that most South African and

come to

have also

tive/reproductive roles

trauma

If

fertility and sexuality.

been mobilised on the basis of their subjec-

women

How

the other structures of the racist state.

story has

Peace must

which is

who run the state, the prisons and all
Sapem March, 1991
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T

HE African economic and social

crisis, it seems, is here to stay as is
evidenced

by the perpetual dependence which has characterised
Africa since the independence decade of

belong in the writings of academics and not
policy makers".
The second premise is attached to these
institutions’ conviction that the African

problem is budgetary. Government expen-

ever-deepening crisis is
not a sign that nothing is being done to
solve the African situation. It can safely
be said that the solutions provided have
transformed the problem into a "solu-

diture has exceeded

tion resistant one".

the 1960s. The

On the forefront in

ivcscribing or showing concern fw this social and economic
decay are without doubt, the Bretton
Woods Institutions in the mould of the

(WB) and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). Whether their diag-

for

revenue:

the demand

foreign exchange has outstripped its

prices.

To redress this situation, governments
have to effectively manage the demand

all Structural

side. "This sort of short run demand

(SAPs) are immune to the external factors.

IMF calls ‘the

The failure of these models for the past
three decades could simply be attributed to

management is what the
shock’."

Thirdly, the long-term of medium-term
problem is to increase production. The
Bretton Institutions understand this as a

nosis of the

process of transferring resources from
those classes which tend to consume to

of the crisis and, there-

fore, the consequent prescriptions are the
most needed answers
ment

for the African ail-

is debatable.

The

those classes which have
vest.

This can be

IMF term

analysis of the African Crisis by

a tendency to inaccomplished by what the

conditionalities, devaluation, the

these institutions is based

of bank credits to the state and its
expansion to the private sector and

tant

liberalisation of trade.

on three impcx*premises. Firstly, the argument is that

squeeze

it is vital to underline the internal source of

However, Cheru’s book challenges these

problem. For their purpose, external
causes are "beyond the control of in-

premises and presents an African analogy
of the African crisis. In this timely book, the
author refrains from viewing the external

the

dividual governments
Sapem March, 1991

and, therefore.

theoretical. He argues that
prescriptions offered by the World
Bank and IMF to readjust African
economies pre-suppose a positive global
scenario, including growing world trade,
less protectionist policies in industrialised
countries and improving commodity
"the

supply.

World Bank

causes

factors simply as

If this argument is anything to go by, then

Adjustment Programmes

the failure

by African governments at
house-keeping. This simple conclusion can
be traced in the "economic politics", that
orients SAPs. This is two prolonged; Export-led growth and competitiveness.
Cheru, displaying some academic
courage, singles out the currently
fashionable export-led growth which has
been adopted by many African countries
for the past three decades (on the advice of
the WB and IMF) as the cause for the
failure of African economies. Other factors
have worsened the crisis.

competitivecountry’s potential to

The advice has been that
ness

increases the
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1

penetrate the world market and, therefore,
of increasing earnings from exports. Cheru
argues with empirical evidence that it has
been estimated that real commodity prices

in 1981-88

averaged 7% below the 1980
for 196080. In 1986, export earnings dropped by
40% while the cost of imports rose by 20%.
In other words, there exists a strong link belevel and 16% below the average

tween the internal and external causes to

the decline in the economic and social
fabric of Africa.

Underscoring his point
ment debacle

on the developin Africa, the author argues at

length that the problem is not simply
budgetary as many would be prone to think:
rather, it is a "result of policies based on certain class and cultural assumptions and
values which try to replicate the experiences of the Ncxih without acknowledging the
capacity and knowledge of poor people to
change their own reality. Quick fix, technical solutions are preferred to structural
changes because develc^ment is viewed as
an input-output issue achieved through the
woric of outsiders rather than

based

as a

process

local

knowledge and resources.
The problem of external debt, for Cheru,
is an enormous burden blocking even
rudimentary development effcxts in most
African countries. These catastrophic debts
have been associated with the export-led
growth strategies, which in many cases (as
shown by Cheru in country case studies)
on

(Photo: CoMn Dondo^

"Export-led growth is the cause behind the failure of African economies": cotton
bales await transportation in rural Zimbabwe
Gross National Product

(GNP) has in-

creased from 16% in 1971 to 56% in 1985.

Export-led growth will at, the end of the
day, lead to stiff competition between the
same

African countries on the one hand and

despite his impressive and solidly argued
critique of the WB and IMF package and
the so-called African alternative. In this

regard, the author only provides an abstract
in that...
the solution

ugly head of the so-called ‘Dutch disease’.
Consequences emanating from the above
range from marked decline in food production to increasing food import bills, peasant
production stagnation, chronic dependence
on imported raw materials and inputs, pressure on the balaiKe of payments and in-

export revenue but the demand for imports

for Africa’s economic
problems must emphasise strategies
that promote democracy, selfreliance, accountability and sustainability.
This last observation more than simply
being a critique, should be viewed as a

will not

comment

creased external debt

is that most African countries have been

led to deforestation, soil erosion, desertification and even the ^pearance of the

The extent of the

impact of the external
debt on develc^ment in Africa which goes
beyond the supply and demand management prescriptions is vigorously highlighted in this analytical piece. Cheru notes
that in terms of export earnings, it should
be stressed that in 1983, on average 25% of
these earnings were used to service debt although countries such as Tanzania, Sudan
and Zambia were paying over 100% of
their export earnings towards debt servicing. Outstanding debt as a pax:entage of
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between the African countries and other

Third World countries

on

the other, for the

same markets. Supply will, as a rule, exceed demand, lowering the prices which
Third World products can fetch. The conse-

quences

would be the continued decline in
commensurately be reduced.

However, judging from the number of
African countries who have

adopted the

SAP—35 at last count — one would easi-

ly dismiss the above argument. But being a
reality as the situation is, another argument
on the one hand and the
need to finance the economy on the other,

pressed by debt

implement SAPs.
Exports alone have fallen far short of
financing the foreign currency shortage
gap. The only way out is through financial
backing from the august Financial Institutions. As the price for this backing, almost
all African countries have agreed to underto

take SAPs.
Cheru like most authors

on

the African

crisis, however, could not clearly outline an
alternative for African development

The bo(4: which is divided into

chapters presents a detailed and objective assessment of the African social and
economic crisis and a substantive critique
seven

of the WB and IMF and the so-called
African alternative (ADB alternative). Five
African countries have been used as case

studies, namely Tanzania, Kenya, Ethiopia,
Sudan and Zambia.
Zimbabwe is one of the latest entries into

the economics of structural

adjustment al-

a "difference": to ‘tame or
Zimbabweanise’ the SAP of the WB and
IMF. The case studies in this book could

though with

provide to both scholars and policy-makers
some pointers as to how far these programmes can be indigenised.
In these days of ever-rising inflation in
the book trade, the publication of this impotant text in the region should be wel-

corned^ the economic literature starved
public.[J
Sapem March, 1991

Fresh

approaches needed for wildlife

conservation in Africa
"Elephants, Economics and Ivory" by Edward Barbier, Joanne Burgess,
Timothy Swanson and David Pearce, Earthscan Publications
Reviewed

by Chris Mclvor

everal years ago,

s

I attended a meet-

ing run by a wildlife conservation
group

the African

in Zimbabwe on the plight of
elephant. The meeting was

held in the Sheraton Hotel and attracted

section of the local

less local African communities receive

population. On remarking on the low number of Africans attending that debate, I was told by one of the conference organisers that "Africans are only
interested in wildlife when they kill them".

ces

The fact that for numerous decades the

in protecting animals

some

tangible benefit from wildlife resourmarginalisation that has

and not the

h^pened until now, wildlife will continue
to

be destroyed. The massive costs incurred

large part of his life campaigning on be-

tematically plundered by colonial
authorities and that the stalely homes of

like elephant from an
antagonistic local population are prohibitive fw most African governments. At the
same time, it is hypocritical of conservation

half of

Eurc^ are decorated with the trophies of

groups, most

a

considerable number of people.

addressed

by

a

It was

"renowned conser-

vationist" from the UK who had spent a

recall

endangered species. I cannot

everything that

was

said but I do
of the talk

remember thinking that much

and discussion sounded like a

military

wildlife of Third World countries

African game seems to

was

sys-

be fwgotten in the

rush to blame others for the destruction of

such

It

resources.

was

with something of a

briefing, full of threats and promises of

relief, therefore, to discover that this recent

retribution.

publication on the demise of the African
elephant avoids the tone of condemnation
that characterises much of the previous

Among the proposals were: greater fines
and

prison sentences for poachers and the
helped them,

local communities that

electric fences around national

parks,

literature

on

the

of the book

helicopters with the latest surveillance
techniques to spy out intruders, more armed

chronicle the extent of the destruction and

guards patrolling borders with neighbouring states and so on. What was obvious

statistics make

from the talk

was

that wildlife

on one

hand

beings on the other (in this context read local Africans) were made out to
be inherently antagonistic and that a choice
on behalf of the African elephant meant a
and human

choice
among

against the local communities

which they resided.

I think this

perception of people as "the

enemy" pervades much of the literature and
discussions hosted by conservation groups

the factors that have

given rise to it The

grim reading. The elef^ant

population in Africa has halved in eight
years, from 1,2 million to Just overbOO 000.
Kenya’s number of elephants had declined
by two-thirds from its 1981 population of
65 000 to 16 000 by 1989. During the same
period, Tanzania has lost over 130 000
elephants and Zambia 128 000. At this rate
of decline, the authors conclude, elephants
will be extinct in Africa by 2010.
But where this

meetings like the one in the Sheraton are

publication takes a healthy departure from much of what has come
previously is in the type of solution
proposed to the px>blem. Integral to the

generally shunned and ignrxed by a large

thesis of these authors is the claim that

around the world and perhaps explains why
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levels of malnutrition, who receive no
benefit from the thousands of tourists who
drive

subject

The first few chapters

of whose members do not
have to live side-by-side with elephant, to
expect anything otherwise. Poor peasant
farmers who have their crops trampled by
marauding animals, who have no access to
the meat from wild game despite high

un¬

through their villages in expensive
have no interest in protecting a

cars, can

species whose existence fails to benefit
them in any way. "We believe strongly that
economics offers

an

added dimension to

for conservation and

preservation,
contrary to the pc^ular image of economics

the

as

case

the

despoiler of nature."

Unfortunately, the conclusion of the
authors, whose report was sponsored by the

Ivory Trade Review Group in 1989, was not
shared

by the international conservation

lobby that ajqiroved a ban on ivory sales in
Lausanne, Switzerland, last year. This ban
has

placed all elephant on the endangered

species list Appendix 1, which effectively

prohibits all trade in ivory and other
elephant products. Sui^rted by the USA,
Eurt^ and several African states whose
41

elephant populations have been severely

gely be borne by already impoverished

should protect

depleted, the ban has been criticised

African states, whose obvious allegiance

poaching in these

as

is

and

conserve.
areas

As

a

result,

has significantly

penalising those countries in Southern

to their own

Africa, such

Zimbabwe and Botswana,

wild animals. "In short, the enforcement

look after wildlife you

elephant populations are either
or increasing. A significant part of

difficulties with regard to the ban have been

look after the local

almost

entirely ignored. Although the
primary consumer states have agreed to the

time. These

change, there is

countries which have suffered most from

whose
stable

as

the costs incurred

plementing

successful

a

conservation has
sale of

by these countries in improgramme

of

from the official

come

no

mechanism in place to

police this infinitely more complex system.

ivory after the controlled killing of

A

limited numbers of animals. Now that the

to

trade has been

nificant

prohibited by the main USA,
European and Japanese consumers, the fear

people rather than Africa’s

mere statement

of prohibition does

investment to enforce the

ban."

would do well to

population at the same
projects have generated con-

siderable interest in those East African

poaching.

li'tle

actually alter the trade, barring signew

decreased, proof that if you really want to

In conclusion, the authors claim that the

CITES ban will
than

probably do

harm

more

good to the already threatened

elephant population of Africa. They
propose, instead, the creation of a central
ivory exchange, which will function as a
clearing house for all sales if ivory to consumer states. The list of suppliers will be
confmed to those states which

can

prove

that their

elephant populations are stable
is done on a sustainable basis which does not jeopardise the

and that the supply of ivory

size of future herds. If international
sumers are

sincere in their support

elephant, they will

ensure

con-

of the

that all supplies

of ivory are purchased through such an ex-

change. As the authors point out, part of the
problem in the past has been that
countries have been

more

than

purchase ivory from unofficial
a

(Photo: Minmtry d tråormoHon)

Without

revenue

from the sale of ivory,
threatened:

is that without

revenues

conservation

ivory, these programmes will
placed in jeopardy.

now

be

But the most

programmes are now

competing claims of elephant and

people. In several projects in Zimbabwe,

stimulating the black market price of ivory.

Zambia and Botswana, revenues from the

In

sale of

high, prices have more than doubled in the
last year and indications are that poaching
in several countries has actually increased.
At the same time, this display of fme moral
principles on behalf of the consumer states
has not translated into significant investment to
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enforce the ban. The costs will lar¬

have

This has helped to

poaching problem directly
responsible for the destruction of much of
On the part

negative impact will be on

The ban has also been criticised for

Japan, where demand for ivory is still

African governments.

the continent’s wildlife

those states which have tried to reconcile
the

sources, at

fraction of the official costs demanded by

create the

elephants at a water hole

from the sale of

many

willing to

ivory and other elephant products
been returned directly to local com-

munities to invest in schools, roads, clinics,

employment and

so on.

As

a

result, the

resources.

of African governments,

a

significant portion of the revenues from the
sale if ivory should be returned to the communities most affected by their presence.
As the auth(M-s conclude: "The history of
wildlife conservation efforts in Africa has
been dominated

by a universal approach of

divorcing local communities from any control or rights of exploitation of their wildlife
this encourages local people to hunt illegally or to support outsiders engaged in
these activities." Unless former poachers
...

population in these areas, for the fust time
in

numerous

decades, have

elephant

as a resource

them and

consequently

come to see

which
as

can

benefit

something they

are

turned into

the African

game-keepers, the future of

elephant looks bleak.D
Sapem March, 1991

SAFES

NEWSLETTER

Compiled by Phillip Nyahoda

dictators, to whom the western democracies
technology.
Those interested in presenting papers with a

SEMINAR SERIES

corrupt

transfer repression

Responsive Governance: The Answer to Africa’s
Second Revolution, by Alfred Nhema from Dalhousie

Southern African bias should liaise with the SAFES

UniversityAJniversity of Zimbabwe,was the theme of
the Seminar held at SAFES

Seminar Oganiser,

the 17th of

January.
The paper observed that the thirty years of independence in Sub-Saharan Africa have belied the optimism of the decolonisation period and of the early
years of independence. The external African debt,
coupled with the steady decline in living standards and
per capita incomes, have all contributed to the African
economic crisis. Various pointers — amongst others,
internal violent conflicts and wars, incessant droughts,
soaring inflation and an unprecedented collapse in
commodity prices — illustrate the scale of the African
economic crisis. Despite these adverse effects confronting all developing countries, the capacity to adjust to these harsh economic conditions has not been
uniform, with most Asian countries having been able
to

on

REGIONAL NETWORKS
The past month

Ibbo Mandaza,
was in Lesotho, Botswana and Namibia. The objective of the visit to Botswana (9-11 January) was to
finalise on the office space for the SAFES (Botswana)
Secretariat. In Lesotho, the Executive Director was

the launching of SAFES (Lesotho), which
registered and has a board that broadly
represents the Lesotho academic and non-govemmenpresent at

of Africa, these
shocks confronted weak institutions characterised by
swollen bureaucracies, internal

case

has

mismanagement and
a

humane
•

arenas

within their

own

working visits with

countries. The

Africa, just like
be left out of the
wave of democratisation that is taking place in the
world today. It also noted that western democracies
have not hesitated to support repressive regimes and

paper concluded by stating that
Eastern Europe today, should not
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been

t

society. The problems facing the continent stemmed
from the African leadership’s failure to encourage the
establishment of a participatory domocratic tradition
and political tolerance.
It is only through a denKx:ratic tradition that Africa’s
citizenry can have an input into the socio-politicaleconomic

now

tal sectors. The Executive Director wound off his net-

the virtual absence of institutional and constitutional
mechanisms conducive to the creation of

has been fairly hectic for SAFES staff
which SAFES

on regional networking on
thrives. The Executive Director, Dr.

working

bear with these difficulties much better than most

of Sub-Saharan Africa. In the

P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant,

Harare.

of the visit

was

a

visit to Namibia. The objective

fourfold: to revitalise the SAFES

Namibia office and

thereby establish a new relationship between the SAFES Head Office (Harare) and the
SAFES Namibia office, undertake interviews and collect material for the Namibia Anniversary Issue of
SAP EM (March, 1991), and seek the permission of
government of Namibia for the proposed AAFS (Continental) Conference on Thirty Years of Independence
in Africa: Prospects and Results (May 23-25, 1991),
and thereafter establish
both the preparatory
conference.

a

local committee to assist in

work and management of the
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Mr. Gisela Geisler and Mr. Arve Ofstad from the Chr.

SAFES PROJECTS
Structural

Michelsen Institute in

Adjustment & Debt in Southern

Norway, Mr. Roger Plant from

the GDI and Mr. Tor Sellström from NEPRU,
AÄ^ndhoek.

Africa

Dr. Allast Mwanza

(\^sting Research Fellow on StrucAdjustment and Debt in Southern Africa) was on
a working visit of national networks in 2^ambia, Tanzania, and Malawi. He is coordinating the SAPES
project on Structural Adjustment and Debt in Southern
tural

RESEARCH UPDATE

Africa.

In this column SAPES will be

announcing Its new
and projects for the next two years. The
projects are designed by individual scholars who in
turn will mobilise fellow researchers throughout the
region. The purpose of these Research outlines is to
provide intellectual debate among our readers on issues vital to the Southern African Society.

Gender Issues

programmes

Ms. Ruth Meena

(Visting Research Fellow on Gender
Issues) has begun her coordination programme with
visits

to

Botswana, Lesotho and Namibia.

Launching of New Project at SAPES

DONATION OF DOCUMENTS
The American Friends Service Committee (better
known as the Quakers) donated a wide range of im-

portant periodicals such the as African Studies

In

V

March, 1991, SAPES Trust will launch

major
project on the State and Democracy in Southern Africa
which will be headed by Dr. Ibbo Mandaza.
a

Review, AIM and Angop Bulletins, South and various
other documents.

BOOKS RECEIVED
Africa Watch: The

stitute of Southern African Studies (ISAS), Lesotho,
was in Harare for two days as part of the information

Killings in South Africa: The Role
of the Security Forces and the Response of the State,
London & Washington.
Africa Watch: Where Silence Rules: The Suppression
of Dissent in Malawi, London & Washington.

sharing agreement between

Africa Watch: Zimbabwe: A Break With the Fast?

VISTORS TO SAPES
Mr. G.

Khapwale, Senior Documentalist at the In-

exchange and

resource
SAPES and ISAS.

both the SAPES Secretariat and Documentation

Rights and Political Unity, London &
Washington.
Emmanuel, Ninsin, Kwame A. (1989) (eds.): The
State, Development arul Politics in Ghana, Hansen,

Centre in order to familiarise herself with the activities

CODESRIA, Dakar.

of SAPES.

Brochmann; Ofstad Arve (1990) (eds.): Mozambique

Mrs Anne Forrester,
Nations

Mrs

Principal Officer at the United
Development Programme (UNDP), toured

Birgitta Fahlander, Head Librarian, Scan-

dinavian Institute of African Studies, visited the
SAPES Documentation Centre as part of her working
visit

to

Southern Africa, and to further consolidate the

healthy relationship which exits between SIAS
Library and SAPES Documentation (Zentre in terms
of information exchange and resource sharing.
Other vistors

to

SAPES included: Mr. Robert

Human

Norwegian Assitance in a Context of Crisis: Country
Study and Norwegian Aid Review, Chr. Michelsen Institute, Bergen.
Rau, Bill (1991): From Feast to Famine: Official
Cures and Grassroots Remedies to Africa's Food
Crisis, ZED Books, London.

Shivji, Issa G. (1989): The Concept of Human Rights
Africa, CODESRIA, Dakar

in

Masango from the Zimbabwe Embassy in Tokyo,
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SAFES RESEARCH

The State and

Democracy in Southern
Africa: Towards a Conceptual Framework
Ibbo Mandaza (Convenor/Coordinator)
TEAM:

Agostinho Zacharias (Mozambique)
Michael Mothobi (Botswana)
Kaire Mbuende (Namibia)
Archie

Mafeje (South Africa)
Bongani Nsibande (Swaziland)
Oliver Sasa (Zambia)

Mapopa Chipeta (Malawi)
Preface
This reasearch project is to be launched in Windhoek on IS March,
1991 and the paper is to be discussed by a team of researchers drawn
from all the countries of the sub-region after extensive consultants in the
course

of the last nine months.

TTie current debate in Africa about governance — or the One-Party
is but a manifestation of the crisis of the state, democracy
—

and

development. The developments relating to both the growing
prominence of the international human rights movement in the course
of the last decade, and the culmination of the crisis in Eastern Europe,
have contributed to the high profile that the African condition (i.e. the
current political and economic crisis) has assumed in 1990. To understand both the nature of the African condition, and the current debate
about it, it is necessary to focus on the analysis of the post-colonial state
in Africa and its relationship to civil society. Engaged without this holistic approach that encompasses a historical analysis of the continent, the
debate on governance and on the One-Party State in Africa borders on
the abstract, reflecting a tendeiKy to view the African situation itself as
peculiarly African. In general, the latter perception in particular represents one not so

unrelated

to

the

now

well-known racist stereotypes:

namely, that Africans are incapable of ruling themselves. This is the kind
of sentiment illustrated in an article, which appeared recently in a leading Western newspaper, entitled "For Distressed Africa, What About Intemational Colonialism?" Excerpts from the article will suffice:
Sub-Saharan Africa is in a terrible condition. The causes are complex, but the result is that most of sub-Saharan Africa has lost
control ofits own future. Its governments have become the stipendiaries of the International Monetary Fund and other international lending agencies. Economies have all but collapsed as
prices have plunged in the marketsfor Africa’s commodities. Between 1980 and 1987 the value ofAfrica’s cocoa exports fell by
38%, that ofcoffee exports by 41%, ofpho^hates by 4 7%, cflumber and wood products by 80%. Investment already has substantially dried up; that happerted long before Eastern Europe’s
liberation.

News from Eastern Europe, and the spirit of liberation it set loose
in the world, has affected Africa, producing popular challenge to
established authority

...

But Africa’s oppositionforces are chaotic andfragmented,

usually politically naive, without coherent programs. Opposition
leaders often are as much the prisoners ofobsolete or irrelevant
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1980s.
In the past

it has been convenient to blame Africa’s problems on
or present-day "imperialism". Today it is evident
that is makes no difference who is to blame
The Europeans then tried to remake Africa and Africans to their
own advantage and in their own image. Whatever the merits of
that effort, which was based on a conviction of European superiority, but was not without altruism and sacrifice, it came to an
end in the 1950s and 1960s. The moral upheaval produced by the
two world wars, and the revolutionary doctrines preached from
Moscow and Beijing, destroyed both the Europeans’ belief in
their right to rule Africa and the Africans’ willingness to be
colonialism,

...

ruled....

Introduction: The Problem of Methodology
State issue

ideologies as the people who govern. In fact, Africa has been
stripped of its elites. Talented and educated people — the ones
Africa desperately needs — are driven into emigration or political exile. Some 70,000 middle- and upper-level managers and administrators have abandoned Africa since the beginning of the

Today, infact if not in name, a new colonialism exists. The World
Bank, the IMF, the French government and the aid agencies of
the other developed countries, together with the private lending
institutions, set the terms on which Africa’s economies function,
or malfunction....
A unique opportunity exists. The Cold War struggle over Africa’s
ideological orientation is finished. The Soviet Union is ready to
cooperate. The United Motions needs a serious role to play in
today's world. Africa’s post-independence models off statesocialist development and one-party rule are completely discredited. The human needs of Africa are desperate. Disease as
well as hunger and chaos threaten its people.
What about a declared, internationalised colonialism for Africa?
A disinterested international interventionism? What about in-

stalling a frankly paternalist international authority in Africa and
a continent-wide development structure and
program? The idea
may be outrageous in terms of the political pieties of the last SO
years, but those pieties helped put Africa where it is today. What
is the alternative to neo-colonialism? Africa’s condition demands
desperate measures.^
But some African analysts, too, are guilty of the tendency to view the
African condition as peculiarly African. How often do we hear these laments, most

of which

emanate

from the most erudite of African writers;

Chinua Achebe’s

Things Fall Apart, an eternal indictment on an Africa
apparently unable to govern itself; or Ngugi Wa Thiongo's celebrated
critiques of the post-colonial society? Likewise, some of our analyses in
this collection. As usual, the lament is about the manifestations of deepseated historical, socio-economic and political factors. Seldom does the
lament pirovide an insight into the causes of this African condition; the
lament itself hides the Causes behind a screen of apparent helplessness
which, as the racists would wish to suggest from their own viewpoint,
almost jqstifies the call for a re-colonisation of Africa. Surely, the duty
of the analyst is to seek to explain rather than describe; and thereby to
contribute toward the resolution of the problem.
If there is anything peculiar about the African condition, it is the extent to which it is an outcome of both the character and conjuncture of
the colonisation of the continent and its incorporation into the international capitalist system. This accounts in part for the tendency among
many an analyst to generalise the African condition; and therefore the
45

expectation among many that out of this a;^)arently common historical
experience must arise a new and united Africa. It is true that Africa’s
identity today is an outcome of the apparendy coipmon historical, political and economic legacy: centuries of underdevelopment by the northem hemisphere; the scourge of slavery and racism both of which have
constituted a serious drawback on Africa’s economic development aixl
undermined the dignity of the African person; and, consequendy, the
relationship between these historical factors and the current economic
and political malaise that together account for the ^lican condition
today. But even within this broad sweep, there are important differences
and specificities between one African sub-region and another, and between one African country and another. African scholars are nearer i»w
to the consensus that the African condition is an outcome of both internal and external factors. But we need to examine more closely the
specificities of these factors with particular reference to the social formations of individual countries. The study of individual countries and
situations will help to highlight these differences and specificities and
thereby contribute to both the overall understanding of the African condition and the possible development of a strategy for recovery. Hence
the need for a methodology on the basis of which we might begin to tinderstand the key and theoretical conceptual issues ^bout which such a
study on governance and democracy should be concerned: the relationship between the (post-colonial) state and civil society; and the contextual nature ofdemocracy.
Within the Southern African situation in particular, it becomes seifevident why the issue of governance and democracy carmot be understood outside the context of the post-white settler colonial state and the
inherited ecemomy. Here it is necessary to go beyond the mere characterisation of the post-colonial situation as one falling broadly under the
concept of neo-colonialism. There is need to define its specificity in a
given society in motion: both the nature of the state and the extent (and
extant) of the civil society. Like other post-colonial states, the post-white
settler colonial state is caught between on the one hand, the continuities
and demands of old, as reflected in the econtmtic power of both the
former white settlers and international c^tal (including the overall
hegemony of the US and its major Western allies in Southern Africa).
On the other hand, there are the inho-ent aixl growing economic and social demands of the mass of the people whose consciousness has already
been aroused during the colonial period, particularly given the expectations associated with the nationalist struggle for independence. Mthin
this broad contradiction should be considered the new aitd emergent social and class forces in civil

society: the various elements of the petty
bourgeoisie, the wage earners and other mass organisations; and the
complexity of the relationship between internal and external forces
within this historical process. Such a methodological framework
provides and insight — and indeed explains — the political and
economic conditions that almost inexcn-ably propel the post-colonial
state towards a one-party state (de facto or de jure). But it also helps to
explore the conditions and means whereby the civil society can create
space, overcome those negative aspects and factors, within a
democratisation process. The Zimbabwe debate on the one-party state
and democracy herein should give us a deeper insight into the
problematic of the state and democracy in the post-colonial situation.
The Historical and

Ideological Bases of the One-party

State in Africa
CokmiaUsm and Liberal

Democracy

study of the post-colonial state in Africa has been a pre.occupaas long as this phenennenon has been with the continenL The field has been dottunated by two broad and sometimes conflkting perspectives. As I will attempt to illustrate, both methodologies
might have had profound influences on the nature and conduct of the
The

tion of scholars for
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post-colonial state, particularly the extent to which eiths might have
been used-as (ideological or theoretical) justification in the tendency
towards the One-Party State in Africa. First, the conventional one based
on the modernisation theories that found their
origins in the Rostovian
nuxlel of traditioiud Western pwlitical science. According to this school,
the state and society in developing ootmtries was inherently given to conflict and strife. Therefore, development, based as it is on Rostow’s
simplistic but ahistorical thetny,^ was conceived and perceived as the
gradual process (stage by stage) whereby the developing society
gradually approximated the (development) model of such developed
societies—e.g. US A and UK—as were characterised by stability, consensus, equilibrium and harmony. This is the school of thought that pervaded as much the political science discipline of the sixties in particular
as the development models of post-colonial Africa during the same
period in general. Indeed, as contentious and controversial as such a submission is likely to be viewed by many in the nenthem hemisphere, it is
this Western-type development model that has been the major source of
the ONE-PARTY STATE in Africa. It sought to provide both the historical and theoretical justifreation for a centralised and authoritarian systern of governance on the grounds that there was a necessary link between the three phases of African history: the pre-colonial period when
Africans were governed by centralised and authoritarian kingdoms and
chiefdoms all of which invariably assigned a definable and even stable
system; the colonial period during which Africans were introduced —
however unfortunately and with whatever consequences — to modernisation and development by a centralised and authoritarian colonial systern that nevertheless tended to bring together, in a kind of a stable and
unified system, all the various pre-colonial groupings within the new territorial boundaries; and the post-colonial period during which it was,
therefore, imperative that this newly found unity be maintained under a
strong state and a strong leader, as the guarantee for stabUity and
development. There was an implicit—rwt explicit, otherwise how could
Africans lament colonialism and celebrate Independence Day — acceptance of continuity between the three periods. But as we will argue shortly, a major basis of the current African coruätion is also the extent to
which these three features and phases of Africa’s recent history are so
inextricably bound as to be reflected in the socio-economic and political structures of our contemporary societies.
There is an aspect of African political philosophy that tries to conceal
this historical reality of continuity and yet is definitely an off-shoot of
the Western philosophical thinking of which this development model (of
uruty, stability and development) is an outcome. This has been the
philosophy that has underpiimed the theory and practice of government
in much of post-colonial Africa; it is inherent in that complexity that we
call the post-colonial state that has beat Africa’s history for the last thirty years. As is illustrated in the writings of Julius Nyerere in particular,
this philosoi^y sought to conceal its link with Western political thought
by the apparent rejection of any kind of continuity between the three
periods of Africa’s recent history: pre-colonial, colonial and postcolonial. Instead, there was the attempt to forge an umbilical link between the pre-colonial and post-colonial pteriods. According to the
philosop>hy that inspired and guided this early post-independence period,
the attainment of national independence was a return to the blissful past
in which African was devoid of classes and characterised by consensus,
stability and unity. Hence Nyerere’s celebrated book at that time, Uhuru
Na Umoja: Freedom and Unity.^ From it developed not only the view
that unity was the basis for attaining freedom but also that multi-partyism was inherraitly given to disunity and instability. And so it was that
for most of the Africa of the 60s and 70s, One-Party-One-Leader became the currency. (In fact, it would appear anomalous to speak of One
Party withoutOneLeaderas its corollary.) At worst, the One-Paity-State
(read One-Leader-State) was viewed as the necessary price to pay for
sUdtUity and development.
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Nyererian thesis was as mythical as
impression, that appeared to wash for a while in
Tanzania, must be attributed less to any claim of historical validity than
to Nycrere’s own style of leadership (not to moition his important contribution to the liberation struggle in Southern Africa); and the fact that
a Tanzania that was predominantly peasant in character found itself most
Now all should concede that the

it

was

romantic. The

receptive to the paternalism of a father figure, the hfwalimu! Yet it was
also on the basis of one-party-one-leader that Afiica has produced those
life-long personal fascist dictatorships that we need not mention here.
But how does one distinguish between the paternalism that undopins or
seeks to extol the One-Party-State as the only basis for political life on
the one hand and, on the other, that of the colonialist who believed that
Africans were good for nothing unless nurtured like little children? Not
surprisingly, it was not so much the Africans as the Europeans and North
Americans who sang praises in the 60s and 70s (read the political science
books of the day) about the One-Party-State as the guarantor of development. Invariably, the pursuit of a One-Party-State on the part of those
concerned in Africa has been less a response to the mass demand for
freedom and democracy than an attempt to silence and arrest a
democratisation process that began in the struggle tat National Liberation and seeks a full resolution of theNational Question. So far, the overall negative aspects of the One-Party-State in Africa is more than suffident evidence that this is a political system which is out of step with the
realities of our continent
In short. Western

liberal-democratic philosophy and its model of

development provided the resource base ujmn which such non-leftist but
Western-aligned pmst-colonial African states were bom and nurtured.
The ofr-dted conclusion that One-Party-States were bom only out of
the leftist and Marxist-oriented leaders of Africa is not only partly correct as will be illustrated shortly, but it does reflect either intellectual
dishonesty or the extent to which the analyst himselfrherself was sub-

ject to, and therefore blinded by, the liberal ideology that we have just
outlined. For, the central feature of the post-colonial state is that it is essentially a continuation of the colonial state. This is particularly so with
regard to the essential organisatioit of the state itself and its structures.
As Ali Mazrui and Michael Tidy point out:
Afosr new African states emerged into irtdependence with relalively strong legislatures. The nature of the nationalist struggle
during the colorual period had given the old Legislative Councils
a central position in the political system, and a mystique had

round the idea of parliament. Much of the rhetoric of
African nationalism was saturated with liberal democratic dicta
grown

of whether the One-Party-State ruled in the image and insought, through a leftist Marxist One-Party system, to cut that umbilical cord in both the political and
economic spheres. Thus, there would have been no essential differoice
in the nature and content of the Ghanaian and Kenyan states under
Nkrumah and Kenyatta respectively. Each sought to use the One-Party
State towards "leftist" and "non-leftist" goals respectively. But Nkrumah
earned the wrath of the West, with Ali Mazrui himself dubbing the
Ghanaian leader a "Leninist Czar".^ Not until the 198()s do we see the
emergence in liberal democracy of a generalised critique of even the
Western-oriented One-Party states in Africa. This is, pterhaps, an outcome of the end of the Cold War, suggesting therefore that the old
didiotomy between "leftist" and ’Western” in Africa was as shallow as
the entire ptost-colorual record has illustrated. We will return to this
theme after a critique of the other school of thought that gave rise to
another version of the One-Party-State.

ly

a question

terests

of the former colonial masters or

The Liberation

prrovided the main philosophical basis for
to the extent that the latter has so
far constituted, prerhaprs, the best methodological framework for the
study of society. At the same time, Marxism-Leninism has been subjected to a variety of interpretations, the main of which, for our puipwses
herein, relates to those of its key elements that have influenced and piervaded the pmlitical process in many piarts of p»st-colonial Africa. We
refer to the three into’-related concepts in Marxism-Leninism: the vanguard party, the dictatorship of the proletariat and socialism. Of course,
it is true that there is not a reference at all to one-party state system in
Marxist-Leninist theory; and it is often forgotten that the Bolshevik Party
of the OctobCT Revolution was only one among several other piarties,
receiving less than a third of the votes in the elections for the Constituent
Assembly in 1918. But no doubt, both the impmrt of the theory of vanguard party under the dictatorship of the proletariat did contribute to
the process whereby the One-Party-State acquired vigour and sought
legitimacy in the leftist and Marxist-oriented regimes of both Europie
and the Third World. For, implicit in this theory of the vanguard party
and the dictatorship of the proletariat was that of the sole and authenMarxism-Leninism has

modem political ecortomy, particularly

tic party, infallible and therefore synonymous with the State and masalike. Accordingly, it is not difficult to see how such a theory became

ses

in the search for some kind of p^osophical jusStates that were invariably outcomes
of the social and piolitical processes of the respiective countries concemed. Likewise, within the intellectual and academic spheres it gave
rise to that gerue of scholars that were so intolerant of the views of their

distorted conveniently,
tification

However, the

same

authors reveal their own bias when they equate

the development of the One-Party State with

i

the gradual evtqxiration of

parliamentary institutions”.^ As has already been pointed
out in the foregoing, the vagaries of the post-colonial state invariably
forced the latter into an inevitable modification of the Westminster
model. For, the issue was not so much whether the state was multi-party
or one-party, but how continuity was to be maintained and sustained
with regard to those essential elements of the State that defined the form
and content of the emergent nation. It was the colonial state that in most
cases carved and defined the form and content of a given emergoitpostcolorual state; this had to be sustained within a system whidi, while it
rejected colonialism for what it was, nevertheless adopted the very elements that held the territory together. Unity and stability became the
overriding objective of the new nation, regardless of how this might run
counter to the democratic process that was inherent in the stmggle for
national indqjendence.
The point here is that the rejection of the Westminster parliamentary
model did not necessarily constitute an essential breach with the colonial
era; nor did this rejection cause undue concern to those — the former
colonial masters
who had bequeathed such a parliamentary model to
their African successors. For much of the 1960s and 1970s, it was real¬
the "faith in

—
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Struggie and Marxism-Leninisni: The (Soie and

Authentic) Vanguard Party and Sociaiism

on

the piart of One-Party

counterprarts; given to factionalism even within the left itself; producing

vocabulary in social science: the only correct line, the only corideology!
Yet it is also true that the Soviet Union in prarticular and the socialist
bloc in general provided, through their supipmrt for Communist Parties
and/or such natiorud liberation movements as emerged throughout the
Third World in the course of this century, a major resource base that
terxled to further reinforce the One-Party State regimes of the leftist typie.
In the early days, such piarties and movements had to earn the recognition of the Soviet Union if they were to be regarded as "authentic''; but
by the late. 1960s, the Sino-Soviet split left most of these parties and
movements of the Third World almost evenly divided between the Soviet
Uruon and China as their main and respiective supipxirters, piarticularly
with regard to rrulitaty back-up in the form of trairung and supiply of
a new

rect

arms.

That was indeed the pattern

in Southern Africa, with the Soviet Union

biqitising six of the National Liberation Movements as

the "sole" and
47

"authentic" movements among

the
its

the various groups that were involved in
struggles for national liberation. The six were the ANC (including
concomitant organisation, the Communist Party) of South Africa,

21APU of Zimbabwe, SWAPO of Namibia, the PAIGC of Guinea Bissau,

MPLA of Angola and FRELIMO of Mozambique. Likewise, China

baptised its own "authentic" organisations, usually out of those who had
been labelled "rebel” movements by the Soviet Union and its allies:
ZANU, RAC and UNTTA of Zimbabwe, South Africa and Angola respeclively. Both the dynamics of the struggle itself and, peihaps, also the
decline of the Sino-Soviet conflict, would distort a bifurcation that had
more this super-power rivalry than any
ideological dif-

hitherto reflected

deal with the theoretical considerations of socialist construction,
pardcularly with regard to diose aspects that are essendal to the process.
Unresolved is the theoretical and practical question of whether it is
possible to advatKe to socialism with an essentially
peasant base.

asserted,

sociated with

a

capitalist path to socialism, could constitute such a basis

for socialist construction. Twenty years later, Slovo accuses FRELIMO
of "premature transformation of the movement into a corrununist van-

guard"’ (referring to Samora Machel’s declaration of 1979). The point

ferences between the various movements in the various countries of
Southern Africa. Besides, there is so far little evidence that the national

here is that there is

liberation movements,

colonial societies of Southern Africa,

and internalised the
or

some

of whom are now in power, really imbibed

ideological persuasitms of either the Soviet Union

China. At the end of the

would

day, it was a question of which of the two
provide material support for a struggle that was essentially

nationalist in character.
At any rate, to

the extent that the main thrust and nature of the liberastruggle in Southern African purported to be based upon MarxismLeninism and the idea of a "sole" and "authentic" vanguard party, so
too, did this provide both the justification and the impetus towards a
One-Party-State in the post-colonial period. The most logical application

tion of this thesis was in the Mozambican case when Samora Machel
declared that FRELIMO was a vanguard Marxist-Leninist party. VTith
but a few modifications, all national liberation movements that succeed
power will try to impose on the society the imprint of the "sole"
and "authentic" one-party. More important, this emphasis on the prin-

to state

ciple of the sole and oiUhentic Liberation Movement provided the rationale, and indeed the licence, whereby the Party in the post-independence period can ride rough-shod — in the interests of the masses!
over the interests of the very
people it purports to serve. In particular,
it is the militarist element
regrettably the most dominant feature of
most Liberation Movements
which militates against democracy,
places limits on the civil society and, ultimately, {xovides a (dubious)
justification for all that is done in the name of the "people", in the "noble
tradition of the heroic national libo'ation struggle"! It is a problem that
is most pnonounced in liberation movements which, as has been the case
with respect to those of Southern Africa, have had to operate in exile,
away from the home base (or the civil society) which might have
provided the element of accountability in the absence of which there
have been rqwrts of "atrocities" and "detentions" at the hands of certain
fascist elements within the liberation movement itself. As will be argued
shortly, it is the civil society — of which the educated petit botirgeoisie
is an important element — that can help temper this political instinct on
the part of the African petit bourgeoisie once it has attained political
power in this era of the dominance of international capital. Conversely,
it is this same political instinct, based as it is on the weakness and compradorian tendencies of this class, which propels the development
towards a One-Party State in most of our societies.
There was, of course, the obvious relationship between the pivsuit of
a one-party/vanguard state and socialism. But as in the case of the
theory
of vanguard party, there was likewise no clear conception of the theory
and practice of socialism. It is enough that Marxism-Leninism has
generally been abused in practice in most of those countries that purport
to be socialist. This has also been so with regard to the
post-liberation
struggle societies of Southern Africa. Here ideological commitmoit
—

—

—

alone

no matter how emotional and romantic—became
synonymous
with socialism; there was ik) essential differeiKe between that conception of socialism as a "state of mind" (viz.
and "African
—

Nyerere^

Socialism"; and the social democratic coiKqrticm of socialism) and the
rhetoric that oozed

out

of such countries

as

Angola, Mozambique and

Zimbabwe (atxl not forgetting South Africa and Namibia). To begin
with, the liberation movements of Southern Africa reveal rto attempt to
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Joe Slovo

twenty years ago, that it was possible to advance to
socialism through the non-capitalist road.^ This
implicitly meant that
the peasantry and not necessarily a large proletariat as would be assome

as yet no clear guideline as to the means
whereby the
socialist transition is to be effected, particularly in the post-white settler

including South Africa itself.
Clearly, the National Liberation Movements of Southern Africa have almost characteristically lacked the where-withal of
dealing with
ecotKrmic issues in preparation for independence. Despite articulate
statements about liberation, they have been unable to
produce even a
vague blue-print — an economic plan ofaction — when it came to the
question of translating political independence into even some form of
national control of the commanding heights of the economy. To that extent, the oft-cited claim that the armed struggle would foreclose neocolcHiialism now rings false and worthless against the reality we have
experienced so far in Angola, Mozambique and Zimbabwe; and, as appears inevitable, also in Namibia and South Africa. Indeed, it can be argued that all these coimtries are no different in essence from what
prevails in such coimtries as Zambia, Malawi, Swaziland or Botswana.
The historical reason for this indictment on post-indqrendence is now
well-known; and has been adequately illustrated with particular
reference to the history of white settler colonialism in Southern Africa.
In the light of the latter, it would have been sheer madness — if not tantamount to suicide
for the independeiKe government of Zimbabwe
—

or

Namibia

to

confront the economic issues head-on. The nature of the

settlement itself constituted a dilemma: how to pursue political independence to its logical conclusion without reaping economic instability
and courting the disfavour of the international community. Yet even the
legal and constitutional obligations to which independence was tied did
not constitute a complete iron-wall against which a well-considered
programme of even gradual change could not have been implemented.
Analysts will have to consider carefully why most post-independence
governments have been able to Africanise the public sector through a
degree and level of aflrrmative action whereas they have allowed the
private sector to continue as before.
But our initial observations about Zimbabwe in this regard point to
factors which might also be applicable to Namibia and South Africa.
First, the poor technocratic base with which the National Liberation
Movement could hope to tackle the issues of the economy. That is, the
tendency to seek first the political kingdom in the hope that all else would
follow. Second, the ideological confusion over the relationship between
the public and private sectors, between the state and the economy. This
was hinged to the question of how to
begin the process of building a No-

tioncd economy out of an economy that was so essentially insecure given
both the reliance on a transient and itino-ant white community and the

dependetice on international capital. The confusion over these issues became evident in the debate over the
Leadership Code: this was based on
the naive belief that if leaders were clean and exemplary, then in due
course the entire society might leam to
accept and practise the virtues
of socialism; but it was best understood popularly as a law to which only
those in leadership should adhere, while others—particularly the whites
were free to amass fortunes. It is
interesting to note that the average
member of the public will raise eyebrows at a Minister who amasses fortune while expressing little or no concern at those — white and black—
wealthy ones in the fsivate sector. This is also because the post-colonial
—

state is

still viewed

as

the terrain for contest, the gateway to power

and
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wealth for the blacks who hitherto had

no other way of attaining hourgeois status; and therefore members of the state are envied—rather than
critiqued — by most of those not yet so fortunate as to gain access either
to the state or into the ranks of those few who have managed it on the

basis of black advancement The state remains ambivalent about the

—left and right—which views as its major mission the need to patronise
and even hegemonise the stmggles of the oppressed and
exploited
peoples of the Third World. Indeed the latter is in itself the raison d'etre
of modem (racial) paternalism and liberalism. Likewise the objects and
subjects of this paternalism to survive and be able to mobilise interna-

reality of the Zimbabwean economy; sometimes accepting capitalism as
something to be tolerated in the interim, and, at other times, insisting
that socialism is on the agenda. Therefore, how can the State promote
black control in the private sector without appearing to favour capitalist

very issues upon which the struggle was
based; black nationalism and the national question. The consequent de-

development even among its own people?

movement

From this arises
colonial

state to

third factor. This is the inherent fear of the posthave alternative centres of power in society. Invariably,
a

therefore, the objective of trying to ensure that those who became rich
p>articularly outside the state — do not become prospective contenders for state power. And hence the attempt
the State to direct and
regulate the level of capitalist accumulation—and likewise also the pace

—

of black advancement

among its indigenous population. As a memgoverning class, it becomes part of your mission to ensure that
only those of your kith and kin, or those likely to siqjport your political
enterprise, should wax rich and advance in the private sector.
At the end of the day, the issue of black advancement is caught in the
myriad of post-colonial petty bourgeois political wrangling; the blacks
mainly the middle classes — are politically pre-occupied with how
—

ber of the

—

best to contain and constrain each other;

while the former white settlers

continue to control and dominate the economic Held. It is

a

sad indict-

the

history of National Liberation'in Southern Africa that the
post-iixlependence struggle should be reduced to a call for black advancement and not black control. This is the legacy of white settler
colonialism, the post-white settler colonial situation. At what stage —
and how
will this whimper fw advancement be transformed into the
ment on

—

self-assertion of control?
Reference has

already been made to the thin line of distinction beright wing one-party state regimes in Africa. But it
needs to be highUghled here that the exaggerated distinction that hitherto existed conceptually should be attributable to some elements of the
leftist movement in the northern hemisphere and its "revolutionary
mythology”.^*’Together with some of the radical intellectuals of Africa,
these leftists of Europe and North America helped to project the liberation movements as revolutionary and Marxist-Leninist; thereby presenting such govemments-to-be as far better alternatives to the reactionary
tween

radical and

nationalism of other liberation movements who, in the view of these leftist elements of the northern hemisphere, were likely to be as "tribalist"
and

"corrupt" as their counterparts in those countries of Africa which
undergone a violent armed struggle. Such a conception would
help to de-emphasise and conceal those aspects of the Marxist-Leninist
tradition to which most of the public of the northern hemisphere were
had not

opposed. On the contrary, it created a stronger basis for consensus within
the northern hemisphere, about how an inherently unstable, tribal and
backward Africa might better be re-designed and re-shaped through
strong centralised states, preferably showing a general subscription and
commitment to the Western development model.
In general, any movement that remained uncompiromisingly black
nationalist in its outlook would find itself with fewer friends in the mrth-

hemisphere than one which purported to be Marxist-Leninist while
extolling the virtues of "iwn-racialism", "multi-raciahsm", etc. More
than three hundred years of imperialist and racialist domination of Africa
(and the Third World) has meant that the average white pterson in the
northern hemisphere feels uncomfortable about the subject of race and
black nationalism. Accordingly, both the lefi and right in the northern
hemisphere have sought to recreate Africa in their respective images.
For, it is a feature of the current conjuncture that African (or black) strugem

gles have seldom been conceded their own autonomy in a world so
historically and culturally by an aggressive and dominant
northern hemisphere. This has given rise to a kind of white paternalism
dominated
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tional support in a world of limited

friends and resources, Africans have

invariably comprennised the

emphasis on these key issues will have deprived the national liberation
particularly that which declared itself to be "sole" and
"authentic" Marxist-Leninist
of the means whereby it might build a
—

—

broader nationalist coalition, as the basis for the emergent new nation
in the post-itxlependence period. In pursuit of being seen as "reasonable"
and

"rational", African leaders and their movements have had to pretend
speak tongue-in-cheek about an issue — racism — which is essentially a product of the history of the northern hemisphere (and the nature
of its relations with the Third World). Whereas it should be those of the
northern hemisphere that should feel guilty about racism and thereby
preach the gospel of non-racism among themselves, it is now the
Africans who feel even more guilty about any political expression that
might be nusconstmed as being anti-white, even though it is inconceivable that there can be such a thing as black racism. All the same, it became a major
objective of governments borne out of the liberation struggle to seek to prove ad nauseam that they were "non-racist"; and in as
far as this sometimes meant making concessions to the former white settiers (e.g. including a disproportionate number of these in the Cabinet),
this became a bone of contention between the ruling party in government and other contending nationalist groups. In short, "non-racial"
type
concessions often reflect a failure to deal with the National Question on
the part of post-liberation struggle governments; and this in itself constituted an important cause for internal conflict and the gradual erosion
of the legitimacy and power of the post-colonial state. The last fifteen
years of Angolan and Mozambican history is but a confirmation of the
contradiction and/or antithesis between on the one hand ideological declarations designed to pander to international public opinion; and, on the
other, the commitment to a nationalist coalition which, by definition, is
borne out of the acknowledgement of political diversity as the very basis
and means of nation-building.
For example, only a brief historical analysis will reveal the extent to
which the demise of UNTTA in Angola was more an outcome of the leftist propaganda — emanating mainly out of Europe and North America
that projected it as a reactionary and racist movement than the fact
that it later aligned itself to the South African state and the imperialist
camp. With little or no scrutiny, the dichotomy between MPLA and
UNTTA was accepted among African and non-African radicals alike. It
would require another fifteen years or more, with the immense bloodshed and suffering that Angola has had to undergo pro-temp, before the
dichotomy would be exposed as largely superficial. The current turnaround towards multi-partyism in these post-liberation war societies
(Angola, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Namibia and even South Africa) is
testimony that there was something inherently wrong with the tendency
towards one-partyism. As President Chissano stated recently when he
announced that FRELIMO had decided against the one (MarxistLeninist) party system;
and

—

The fundamental point is that we believe that no-one has the right
to

deny its citizens who want to form political parties within the

law}^

Likewise, dos Santos of Angola, speaking

on the occasion that his
multi-partyism, emphasised the need;
to ensure that the different opinions, interests and
aspirations
which exist in civil society are expressed}^
More than that, this might also reflect favourably on a civil society
whose very nature and composition is antithetical to a One-Party State.
For, the decision
either Chissano, dos Santos, Mugabe or Kaunda

goverrunent declared

—
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against a legislated one-party state cannot be a maner of discretion,
d^>endent upon die whims and fancies of a given leadership. Wise
leaders are those who demonstrate a capacity to respond to the yearnings and grumblings of a civil society; and in responding in die manner
diat they have, these leaders have strengthened the civil society in these
countries. The Namibian experience so far proves that nation-building
is very possible with eight parties in Parliament. And all the indications

—

that the South African comrades will have learnt from both their

are

neighbours and the totality of the global expierience in governance.
Again, it is with respect to South Africa that there exists a tendency
within some of the elements—rightist or leftist—in the northern hemisphere, to anoint a particular party as the sole and authentic. It is true
that the socialist bloc characteristically recognised no other group than
the ANC and its concomitant organisation, the Communist Party; all
other parties and groups — particularly the PAC and those of the Black
Consciousness persuasion—were regarded as reactionary. But likewise
in the
to

rest

of the northern

hemi^ihere the dominant tendency has been

focus on the ANC to the exclusion of all else. Thus it was not enough

in the northern hentisi^ere to discredit black consciousness as
or "conservative"; it became essential to try
and demonstrate that it had no roots, in the black society of South Africa,

for

some

either false consciousness

that the .South African state would rather "live with Mack consciousness”
than with

a

(more radical ANC). This is the import of those analyses

characteristic of the kind of tendencies to which

we

have referred in the

The Unbreakable Thread:
Non-Racialism in South Africa^*—amounts to no more than an attempt
to reinterpret South African history, even in the face of the reality that is
unfolding in that country. As Patrick LauretKe asks of Julie Fredrickse;
Why then did the Vorster regime ban and detain a succession c/
black consciousness leaders from 1972 onwards? Why did the
State try to key black consciousness leaders for terrorism in the
foregoing. For, Julie Fredrickse’s book

^

1975-76?^

black consciousness trial

The historical record, concludes Laurence, demonstrates;
the strength ofblack consciousness in 1977 rather than its weak-

the student demonstration at the time.
They were conductai under the banner of black consciousness,
not ofthe Freedom Charter or of theANC}^
Of course, there has always been continuity in the history and
development of blade protest arxl struggle in both South Africa and the
rest of the continent. It is only mecharustic historiography that will seek
to fragment that process between one {hase and another, between one
party atrd another. No member of one movement — including the Black
Consciousness Movement
could claim that their struggle was
autonomous from that of the ANC or PAC. AtkI yet it is a clear reflection of that negative tertdetKy in political analyses to seek to balkanise
the liberatory process by both over-zealous partisanship and the attempt
to anoint certain organisations as the sole and authentic. Hqrpily, the
events of the last year alone, not to mention the totality of the South
African experience, rrught put paid to the Idrxl of subjective analyses
that have so far diaracterised writings of the white left in both South
Africa and beyond. The indications are that the African leaders of South
Africa have acknowledged the political diversity that is their country and
are intent on creating a broad nationalist coalition. As Itumeleng Mosala
(of AZAPO) stated recently:
Ideally, it would have been nice to have had one homogeneous
united liberation movement. It would have been nice for obvious
reasons. For example, there would have been little if no tensions
at all among those opposed to the same enemy. MobUisation
the masses of the people behind the gigantic task ofoverthrowing the system of apartheid Capitalism would have been made
easier. Fewer people would get killed in internecine political
strife. The prospect ofdivisions among the oppressed as a result
the work cf the oppressors in our midst would be greatly
ness.

Oneneedonly think

—

diminished. Above all, the Witdoek incidents in 1985/86 would
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have happened; the massacre ofblack people in the violence
that has gripped Natal in the lastfew years would have been made

not

d^Kult. Indeed, the carnage in Thokoza, Vodoorus, Kagiso and
would probably never have happened.
Unfortunately, idealism, like logic, is not truth. The fact erf the
matter is that there is not one homogeneous, united liberation
movement in our country. And it is doubtful whether it is ever
desirable that there should be one, homogeneetus, united liberaSoweto just recently,

tion men/ement.
Like other people

in the world, blacks are thinking, creative and
people. They are not intellectually or conceptually
homogeneous simply by virtue <rfbeing black. Like other people,
they are products ofhistory and socioy and many times, victims
of history and society.
The plurality ofliberation movements is, therefore, a blessing and
not a curse. It is a welcome development erf the black strugglefor
liberation in occupied Azaiia. It was right that different traditions ofstruggle should have evolved in the course erf our resistetnee. It is a good thing and not a bad thing, that different liberatiem movements should have come into being to reflect the nature
erf our wrestling with the preMem erf our liberettiem.
/ would like to put it to you that each erfthe traditions erfstruggle,
represented by the vetrious liberettiem movements, is nett only a
product erfpetrticuletr historiced circumstances, but in feted represents a develetpment em the struggle erf etur people far nettiemetl
diverse

arui social liberettiem.

This means that the pluredity erfliberettiem mervements is nett in it-

serf to be regetreied ets urtfortunate. After etll, we etre involved in a
strugglefetr liberatiem. Struggle means that we etre to strugglefor
freedom not emly agetinst the etppressetrs but even agetinst those
erf etur etwn whose semis etnd minds are in the petekets erf etur expletiters. This we must do for as Steve Betntu Biko so aptly observed:
The most pettent weapem in the hands erf the etppressetr is the mind

erfthe etppressed.
We rrmst nett etUetw the detretetetrs erf etur struggle, especietUy the
sdf-righteous white liberetl types etnd their servile bletck letekeys,
to induce a petretlysing sense erfguUt emus by deliberettely, rtutliciously end in typicetUy petpulist rttanner, cetrtfusing our pluretlity
with

disunity.
erfceturse, disunity in our struggle. There is debilitetting
disunity. But surely it is the height erfracism to equate blackpoliticetl pluretlity with elisunity while treetting white ieieetletgicetl etnd
petliticed pluretlity as demetcrettic eUversity}"'
etur

There is,

The Problem of

Democrasing the Economy in the

Post-Colonial Situation
The foregoing account has tried to demonstrate that (narrow and
romantic) leftism has invariably been the cause of as much autocratic
artd authoritarian rule

as rightism has produced in Africa. The interesting differeiKe in the current phase, however, is that it is such "leftist"
regimes and post-liberation struggle societies as those of Angola,
Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Namibia and South Africa, that have
demonstrated a capacity to respond to the yearnings of the civil setciety.
In this category should be included 2^ambia whose leadership has conceded to the call for multi-partyism; and Tanzarua where eme-partyism
remains only nomirud. By contrast, such countries as Malawi, Swaziland
and even Lesotho, remain largely unresponsive to die pressures for a
democratic order. The contrast,
however superficial — between, for
example, such countries such as Tanzania and Zimbabwe on the one
hand, and Malawi and Kenya on the other, is interesting in this respect
It is not that the civil setciety in the latter societies is non-existent or weak
as compared to those of the former, it might be simply a question of the
weight of the unresponsiveness and rigidity of the state and the key ele—
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that constitute it But it does suggest that democracy is not
given,
can be no "pure
democracy" as long as
different classes exist ("we can only speak of class
In
ments

not to

mention the fact that there

democracy".)'*

the final

analysis, it is not

question of one party or multi-party state.
Herein, it has been important to demonstrate the political and economic
conditions that almost inexorably propel the post-colonial state towards
a

such undemocratic tendencies as are expressed in the one-party system.
But these conditions are evidently present even in those societies—like
Botswana

which declare themselves

multi-party; and this alone
dispel the oft-cited conelation between multi-partyism and
democracy. The stmggle for democracy in most of our countries in
Africa involves the need to steer carefiiUy, creating space, developing
fora, informing and highlighting the main elements of the political and
economic reality that all progressives are intent upon
transforming.
The problem of the state and democracy in Africa has to be considered
in the context of the historical, socio-economic and political factors that
constitute the totality of that social process. Any attempt to abstract and
isolate issues relating to this process might assist only in highlighting
particular problems without however explaining their bases. The histoiical and political bases of the post-colorual state can also be explained in
the context of the contradiction between what might be considered to be
a
clearly defined mandate — or policy framework — on the part of
African Nationalist Struggles for National Independence; and the failure
to fulfil and carry out that mandate as evidenced in the current
political
and economic crisis that now grips the continent. For, the post-indepcndence track record — and, therefore, progress in Development —
has to be assessed in relation to the new state’s capacity to resolve the
National Question; the resolution of the Land Question; the question of
wages and an improved standard of living; democratisation of education
and health systems; the restoration of the dignity of the African
person
after centuries of white domination; and, in general, liberation from
those forms of oppression and exploitation that characterised the
colonial period. These were the very issues about which the liberation
struggle was waged; and there was general consensus — between the
—

should

leaders of the liberation
demands will be
tion

movement

met

movement

and its

mass

base

—

that these

More than that, even the detractors of the libera-

expected that this would be the agenda of the

new

government, and had done everything possible to forestall that developmenL To what extent, therefore, was this
agenda a mete ploy; a smokescreen

behind which the

leadership could secure this support of the mas-

ses

towards the fulfilment of its

the

mass

own

class interests, to the exclusion of

of the people?

Clearly, the question of the economy is central to that of democracy.
But, as has already been pointed out as characteristic of most of post-independence Africa, it has been easier to implement reforms in the social
sectors

than it has been

to

attend

to

economic transformation issues.

There is, perhaps, as yet no match in modem post-indqrendent Africa to
Zimbabwe's progress in social development, i.e. the democratisation of
education and health systems.

Indeed, the increase in the number of
schools, roads, clinics and water utilities in the rural areas have all
tended, for the time being, to submerge — at least to the extent that there
has

far been

discernible

landJpeasant movement — the state’s
Question. These achievements continue to
project a favourable contrast with the acute deprivation of the colonial
era of just eleven years ago, the state’s resolve, as announced in the Tenth
Amiiversary of Indqtendence, to grapple with the Land Question will,
for the next five years before the next General Election, determiite
whether this pattern of progress in rural development will continue to
be acknowledged by the rural masses.
Thus, progress in social development in Zimbabwe reflects on the one
hand, the need for the new state to respond to mass demands with respect
to such superstructural factors as had been the cause of mass protests
and politics in the period of the nationalist struggle, mainly because of
so

failure

to

no

resolve the Land
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the visible contrast with the privileged condition that the white settlers
enjoyed: belief—i.e. the ideology — has always been that an improvement in social development —
particularly education — was a precondidon for both economic achievement and equality. Yet, as has
already
been stated in the foregoing, it would take a decade, and
perhaps even
longer, for many to realise that social and polidcal development might
be advanced further than was the situadon at
pre-independence while
economic power — including the land — remains largely in the hands
of the former white setUers. Also, external support (aid) for social
development ptogrtatmes left the impression that some factors in the intemadonal community hoped that, by placing priority in this sphere, this
might contain demands for radical econorruc changes; and thereto ensuring that Zimbabwe conformed to the conventional and acceptable
economic policy framework to which it subscribes to this day. (Incidentally, that appears to be the plan in store for the post-apartheid South
Africa.) Indeed there is need to consider further the nature and content
of what might be described as an ideology ofsocial
development, at least
to the extent that it serves an important
(ideological) frmction in trying
to disguise and conceal not only the
problematic of the post-colonial
state but also the latter’s incqracity to deal with economic transforma-

tive issues.
As

a recent

analysis of the 2^babwe economy has coiKluded, only

4% ofthe population owns 90% of the wealth}'^ So that, with the lapse
of time, the

positive impact of minimum wage laws ever since independence will have waned and increasingly be rendered meaningless in
a society of such
disparities, arxl in relation to the State’s failure to
redress these fundamental issues. At best, the State has become a
mediator between capital and labour, between the aspirations of the
people for the "fruits of independence" arxl the imperatives of capital
and its quest for more pirofits. Accordingly, the transition itself has been
confined to strict and narrow parameters of change and transformation,
with the intentions and objectives of the National Liberation Movement
increasingly tranrformed into the ideological rhetoric and the class fulfilment of those few

—

the nouveau riches—who have been

integrated

into the hitherto

only white society. There was, therefore, a relationship
between, on the one harxl, this constrained cqracity to answer the
demands of the urban wage earners and disgruntled members of the
African ntiddle class (the petit-bourgeoisie); and, on the other, the lower
turn-out and even back-turning on the ruling patty on the part of a large
section of the urban voters in the 1990 General Election The question of
wages, unemployment and black advancement (rwte, not black contrail)
are the issues that cry out loud in the urban areas of Zimbabwe. It is a
sad indictment

on

Zimbabwe’s first decade that there should still be

a

cry for black advartcement, and not black control.
In the meantime
attd the 1990 Election results

testify — both the
and the petty bourgeoisie (particularly the professionals. University students and intellectuals) must acknowledge that
their role is less fundamental in post-independence electoral politics than
that of the rural masses. It is a factor which has provoked other post—

urban wage earners

colonial

states

into

a

conscious and deliberate alliance with the peasant

against both the urban wage earners artd the petty bourgeoisie.
a large section of the urban wage earners still has strong
link^es with the rural areas, a factor which, as Lloyd Sachikonye^ indicates, constitutes a significant drawback on the development of the
Labour Movement in Zimbabwe. But the piroletarianisation of the
peasantry is develpping at an even faster rate; and one might add that
the advances made in the field of education in particular — viz, the
growth in the number of post-school students — will also contribute to,
rather than detract from, the political conscientisation of the masses in
general.^' The question is whether Zimbabwe will, in the years to come,
successfully throw off this cloud of the white settler colonial legacy,
resolve the Larui Question, and deal effectively with the economic transformative issues (without which she cannot hope to resolve growing unmasses,

Besides,
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employment) and lay the foundations for a national economy. There has
to be democratisadon of the economy. This has to go beyond the creadon of a compradorian bourgeoisie; and the danger with the current
structural adjustment and liberalisation programmes in Zimbabwe is
that it will strengthen the link between on the one hand, international
capital and, on the other, a growing alliance of an essendally compradorian state and the emergent compradorian black bourgeoisie. Such
’. development might be indeed an improvement on what has hitherto
jjrevailed in Zimbabwe: i.e. the dominance of the former white settlers
:lifi -ughout the economy, in cohorts with international capital but with
no commitment to the national project in Zimbabwe on the p>art of most
of them. (In fact, indicadons so far are that the whitefactor in Southern
Africa might be so transient given a longer historical p>erspecdve into a
future in which Africans will have to resolve the national question. Many
whites will leave Southern Africa eventually and those that will remain
to make it their home will have litde or no influence in either economic
or px>lidcal affairs.) But the quesdon is whether there exists the capiacity
within the state to induce an economic policy framework that will lay
the bases for national economy, based cm classes that have national consciousness and

are

therefore

post-colonial state so far are likely to survive the 1990s. We have to
prepare arduously for the future. It is essential that intellectuals continue
at least to ke^ the debate open and vibrant, thereby making a modest
contribution to the democratic pnocess, helping to create that space
through which mass oi ganisations can be seen and heard, and eventually become again the coitral factor that they were in the struggle for National Liberation.
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